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we made most
There is no exaggeration in the story that appeared
in the National Press recently that over 13,000
types of condensers were produced for the fighting
Services during the war—in fact, our records show
an even greater variety. , We know this, since most
of them were made in our main and dispersal
factories as well as in out-working units which we
organised.
Reference was also made in the Press to the manufacture of condenser parts by disabled Ex- Servicemen, and we are proud to have been associated
with this valuable means of obtaining extra
production.
We make no complaint about the varied types and
sizes of condensers we had to make—our skill and
organisation were fitted for the work and we
regarded it as our duty in the national interest.
It also became part of our duty to make available
generally our technical knowledge and manufacturing technique ; if this helped in the final victory
that has now been achieved, we are amply rewarded.

eteigeve
•"`

-

Now we shall be getting back into peace-time
harness again and our Condenser service, which
we claim to be the most comprehensive in the
country, will once again be at the disposal of our
customers. Our job is to make the kind of condenser YOU require.
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WAVE-WINDING

As

designers and manufacturers of the
original British Wave-Winding Machines
we have specialised facilities for wavewinding, and are willing to undertake the
winding of

I.F.

TRANSFORMERS

INDUCTANCES

TUNING

H.F.
THE

AUTOMATIC
Winder

COIL

House,

* Prompt Service.

WINDER

Douglas

Street,

COILS

CHOKES
&

ELECTRICAL

London,

S.W.I.

EQU . P_MENT
Tel. : VICtoria 3404-8.

CO

LTD.,
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PARLIAMENT

In the House of Commons:
Mr. EVELYN WALKDEN asked the President of the Board of Trade why
120- volt Exide Batteries which are sold at ils. ld. are in short supply and
other 120- volt batteries of less reliable make, and sold at 15s. 6d., only are
available . . .
Mr. DALTON: Wireless batteries are now in short supply, owing to the
heavy demands of the Services, and it is necessary, therefore, to make use
of the output, although small, of the higher cost producers. Prices are
controlled under the Price of Goods Act, 1939, and those charged for both
classes of battery referred to by my Hon. Friend have been investigated and
approved by the Central Price Regulation Committee.
Mr. WALKDEN:

While appreciating what my Right Hon. Friend has said,

is he not aware that batteries are used largely by people in small homesteads
who cannot understand why good batteries cannot be obtained while there is a
plentiful supply of inferior ones. . . ?
Mr. DALTON: Iam very anxious to get a fair distribution of whatever
supplies there are, but the best batteries are required for the Services in avery
great and increasing quantity.
(Extracts from Hansard, Jan. 16)

THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED
GROSVENOR

GARDENS

HOUSE • LONDON • SWI

w.msc(11/45
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"SKYROD"

Aerials

TELEVISION

Aerials

INTERFERENCE

Suppressors
A

T last we are able to offer our range
of aerials and suppressors.

They are

not yet in stock all over the country, but
difficulties are being overcome.
Dealers . . . are your showroom " Skyrod"
and Television Aerials ready for showroom
demonstration?

Those of you in the area

served by the Alexandra Palace transmitter
should check up, or get in touch with us.

BELLING
LCAMBRIDGE

ARTERIAL

& LEE LTD
ROAD

ENFIELD, MIDDX

GR
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PROBLIN

OPERATING
PANEL

It is desired
to couple
the operating shaft of a meter or switch to a
distant panel,
the two items being

o

out of plane.

SOLUTION
By using S.S.W.
drive No. £74
as
illustrated, the problem is solved.

FLEXIBLE CASING

To
facilitate
the
fitting
of the
drive,
the S.S.W. Adaptor
No. UN31
is used to replace the
locknut ' A'.
In this way the coupling is effeoted
without changing
the
fittings
or
position of the switch or meter.

TORSIONAL
REMOTE CONTROL
SHAFT

o
ADAPTOR S.S.W. PART No. UN3I
WITH

LOCKNUT . A'
CASING
METER OR SWITCH

W.T. 11

A PAGE FROM THE

If your copy of this addition to the SUPPLEMENT has not yet been received. may we

SUPPLEMENT TO THE TREATISE

suggest that you cut out this page and place it In the correct position
Better still, of
course, send to us for the sheets to the SUPPLEMENT numbered SUPP. I ( ii) ( hi) ( iv).

inn page is for ; ***** ion in th• looms- leafed
TREATISE on ELEXIBLE REMOTE CONTROL.
Its posttion sunny Indicated by th• top
referent,

THE

S.S.

WHITE

COMPANY,

These are now In process of being distributed to holders of the TREATISE, acopy of
which is still available to those who can put it to good use.

LTD..

BRITANNIA

WORKS,

ST.

PANCRAS

WAY.

N.W.I.
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Forecast

High in the sky ... above the clouds ... soars a balloon ...
automatically sending
weather.

by

radio, data on

the always

topical

The meteorological stations are regularly releasing these
upper- atmosphere mobile transmitters to predict the future
weather.
Standard Mazda Valves are used in
these balloon transmitters and once again
their reliability is proved by the use in
a device where, when the balloon has
ascended, it is obvious that an engineer
cannot be sent to change a faulty valve.
The same care and thought go into
the Mazda Valves in your set.

THE MOST FAMOUS
SET MAKERS FIT

MAZDA
RADIO VALVES

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

5
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eak Performance

U.I.C. Fixed Ceramic
Pot and Plate Capacitors
have been primarily developed
for use in transmitter circuits.

Made only from the

highest grade raw materials and subjected to the most
rigorous mechanical and electrical inspection, their performance especially with H.F. loads and high voltages is
unsurpassed. TYPE APPROVED. Full details on request.

UNITED

INSULATOR

1 2 - 2 2 LAYSTALL
-

Iii

:

)

STREET,

CO.
LONDON,

: Ca!anel,

LTD.
E.C.1

Smith, lord

CERAMIC

Highaoltage
CAPACITORS
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MALLORY •
P. R. M

LLORY a CO. Inc.

VIBRATORS

ARE ALWAYS

DEPENDABLE

VICTORY
PRODUCTION

WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO
COIL MANUFACTURERS

TYPE 2600 MIDGET
VARIABLE CONDENSER

RADIO FREQUENCY INDUCTORS
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS

VV E are

RADIO FREQUENCY COIL
CHOKES
COMPRESSION
CONDENSERS
AIR
DIELECTRIC
CONDENSERS
MICA MOULDED CONDENSERS
SICKLES SILVER CAP
CONDENSERS

peace

MICA

GANGED PERMEABILITY TUNING
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
F.M. EQUIPMENT PARTS
U.H.F. RADIO EQUIPMENT
SPECIAL ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

The

7

F. W. SICKLES

CHICOPEE, MASS.

Co.

U.S.A.

now
by

ready

making

to

help win the

the

best use

o"

the still greater knowledge and experievery front Mallory has pioneered in
Aove
Vibrator design to ensure safety, depend-

ability and long service. Mallory offers synchronous and
non-synchronous Vibrators
for 6, 12 and 32 volt input, also a completc
range of " STRATOSPHERE " Vibrators plu:
the world-famous Mallory " VIBRAPACK "
(Reg. Trade Mark).
* Vibranack is a registered trade mark,
the property of P. R. Mallory & Co.,
Inc. Indianapolis, U.S.A.
Units which
do not bear this trade mark are not o
enuine Mallory manufacture

ence gained in the manufacture of variable
condensers, mechanical tuners, drives,
etc

THE GENERAL INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
ELIZABETH,

N.J.,

U.S.A.

P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
INDIANAPOLIS,
U.S.A.

INDIANA,

Radio and Electronics Division

ALSO

MYKROY"
INSULATING

CERAMIC
MATERIALS

GENERAL ELECTRONIC
VACUUM

CONDENSERS

RADIO
AIR COND -PONING, HEATING
AND
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

FOR THE FUTURE

RAYTHEON " FLAT"
Hearing Aid Tubes
You need a jeweller's " eye- loop"
to see the intricate construction,
painstaking
workmanship
and engineering genius that go into
each of these tiny Raytheon highfidelity tubes.
The result is such
clear, rich tone that they're used
in the finest hearing aids.

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
NIAIIINO DID IN/SI DIVISION
N•wf••, eeeee Itgoo•tis
azsaa••sanc • -

These Manufacturers
post-war problems.

will

help

solve

DOMESTIC APPLIANCE%
your

etc.. etc.

Register your name now for full details which
will be sent you when supply conditions again
permit.

FRANK
EAUF,ER
LIMITED

no.
Manufacturers' Export Mana,ers

Kingsley Road, BIDEFORD

89 BROAD STREET,
KEW YORK, 4 N.Y

N. Devon

U.S.A.
• a- •••2e
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LINAGLOW LIMITED .. .

rfunl

LINTONE
5 - VALVE MIDGET SUPERHET
CONSTRUCTORS KIT
Complete with Cabinet.
16 - 50,

200-550

metres.

A SUPER- SENSITIVE AND SELECTIVE CIRCUIT.
Mc/ -inc.-In....dim, Frequency changer, 6 turmd circuit,
465 X.C.'s iron cored 1.l'.', 4.watt output. P.M. speaker
and output transformer, all valves, chassis, practical and
theoretical diagrams. Parts list, nuts, bolts and wire and
modern cabinet, dimensions, 12M. x 81n. x 61n. deep.
Ready to assemble. 200/250 volts. A.C. Parts, new, e
including purchase tax ..
UnSs
Case and packing, 10/. extra.
WE CAN NOW OFFER FROM STOCK
THE FOLLOWING ELECTROLYTICS.
6- told. x 50 v. tubular, 13 ; 25- odd. x 35 v. tubular,
1/9; 21-mid. x 25 v., tubular. 2/- ; 50- mid, o 12 v•.
tubular, 2/. ; 8-mid. 500 v., tubular tag end, 4/1) ; 8 x 8
mfd., 500 v., tubular tag end, 6/9 ; 33-mfd., 350 v., tubular
tag end, 6/9 ; 4-mfd., 450 v., tubular tag end, 4/6 ; 8-mid.,
440 v. wet aluminium can, 11/6 ; 16- mid., 440 v. wet
aluminium can. 11/6.
LOUDSPEAKER TRANSFORMERS.
Pentode output,
40 : 1, 50 ma., 4/. ; Multi- ratio, 40 1, 60 : 1, 80: 1, and
push-pull, 80 ma., 10/6 ; Pentode output. 12/15 ohms,
100 ma.. 12,1
heavy duty, multi-ratio, 24 1, 41 1,
48 : I, 58 : 1, H2 1, 116 : 1and P.P., SO m.e., 15/6 ; 3 : 1
Inter- valve, 10/6 ; push-pull output, 20- watt. 4,000-0-4,000
primary, 2.5, 7.5 and 12/15 ohme. secondary. 25/,
P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS. 3ohm, Voice coil, Rola, Goodman
and Celestian; Sin., with transformer. 32/6 ; 2f In., 27/6
311n., 30/. ; 1310., 24/- ; 1210, £6 15s. ; 10in. Mains
energised 250 ohms. 35/-.
BTU. Model R.K., 10in.
Maine, energised loud-speakers, 1,000 ohms field, 15 ohm,
speech ; weight, 28 lIts.; reconditioned as new ; ideal for
P.A. work, EC 6s. 10in. Mains, energieed 1,140 ohm., with
transformer. 45.. See (
I-mishit-tom above to suit.

EXTENSION

LOUDSPEAKERS
IN

AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR COILS.
Beat D.S.C. otee wound, colour coded on bakelite formers. Short, medium
anti long- wave, 16/50 an., 200/550 m., 1,000/2,000 m., with
circuit diagram. 15/. the set.
IF. TRANSFORMERS. 465 K.C.'s iron-cored, tits wound,
alum. can. ', United quantity. 17/6, matched pr. 96 ea.
S.M. and L. T.R.F. COILS. Philips, best quality In screened
aluminium can; 17-51, 220-585 ; 725-2.000 metres. ( These
coils equal to performance of superhet.) Complete with
diagram, 9/6 the pair.
M. and L. T.R.F. AERIAL COILS.
Aluminium screened
Philips, 200-585, 725-2,000 metres. Complete with diagram,
29 each.
WAVE CHANGE SWITCH.
To suit all above coils, SM.

FERRANTI TEST
METERS.
Complete in leather awl velvetlined case.
Spec. 1,000 ohm.
per volt on all ranges.
600 v.
0-750
0-50,000 ohms, without external
batteries, up to 20 megohms, with
f•xtenutl batteries.
New aml
unused, complete with test prods,
multipliers and instructions.

BAKELITE

MOULDED CASES
Brio,
unit White, Creep
or Red grille. State colour
preferred.
Dimensions, 11 x110 51n.,
titled
with
Sin.
P.M.
Speaker and Pentode Transformer, excellent In appearance and performance,

55/-

complete

NB.-In error the price was
wrongly quoted last month.

ea

6ci.

2 SPECIAL

Hours of Business : Mon. to Fri. 8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

KIT OFFERS

A.C. mains, 200,250 v.
60 cycles, range covers
from 20 M.C. to 100 K.C.
all fundamentally in 5
bands
without
gaps.
f4/M dial. Direct calibration
in
frequencies.
Coarse and fine output
attenuator.
Internal
modulation.
400 cfa
iron-cored coils.
The
generator
is
entirely
screened in heavy metal
cabinet.
Dim. 10in. x
10in. X 12M., 16 sus.
Case and packing, 10 ,
extra.

Phone: MOUntview 9431

*POST ORDERS to Dept. M050, 61, HIGHGATE HIGH ST., N.6
Phone: MOUntvsew 9432

ARMSTRONG
FUTURE

The active war is over.
Gradually restrictions
are being removed.
Now we can get down to
preparing plans for our NEW ARMSTRONG
CHASSIS.
ARMSTRONG QUALITY is well known.
Our
new chassis will make it even better known.

ASO' is anorrne N14 ork%et ternperature ior
ivreous enarnei‘ed

séb

resiStOrS
Such

WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON,

is

the

quality

Vitreous Resistors.

of

enamel

on

Welwyn

They operate continuously

at 450°C .-over twice the safe temperature for
ordinary vitreous resistors.

N.7

Sizes- 1w. to 300w.

Carbon Resistors-I w. to 2 w.

ARMSTRONG ;
IMES= CO. LTD.
'Phone: NORth 3213

LUXE ALL-WAVE SERVICE
SIGNAL GENERATOR

*CALLERS to Show Rooms, 2, HIGHGATE HIGH STREET, N.6

Nearest Tube- Archway

THE

DE

KIT I.-Tuning heart, suitable for 6- valve euperhet.,
comprising variable condenser and slow-motion drive, set
of Iron-cored I.P.'e 465 K.C.'s Lits wound, aerial coil,
R.P. transformer and oscillator coil. All trimmers and
paddere with wave change switch for 3- wave bands. S.M.
and L. Also circuit diagram for complete set, £3 ea 6d.
KIT 2.-Tuning heart for 5- valve superhet, comprising
variable condeneer, and slow-motion drive, set of iron-cored
I.F.'e 465 KC.'. Lits wound, aerial coil and oscillator coil.
All trimmers and padders with wave change switch for
3- wave bands, S.M. and L. Also circuit diagram for
complete cet, £2 19.. 6d.

LINAGLOW LTD.
Closed 1.2.

16s.

VOLUME CONTROLS, 1, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50 and 100 thousand
ohms.
I. f. 1and 2 meg., without switch, 4/3 each. A.
above, with switch, 6/-; 100,000 Mum., 8toco., doublepole switch. best American. 6/6 ; 2,000 ohms. only. wire
wound, 2/6 ; 1,000 ohms. only, carbon screw adjustment,
1/6. Midget - meg., with switch, 5/3 ; less switch, 2/6.
WESTINGHOUSE
METAL
RECTIFIERS,
EX-G.P.O.
Suitable for chargers. etc., 11/wave, 11.T., 150/400 v.,
50 ,200 nt.s.. 151-.
WANDER PLUGS, In 2 colours. 2/- per dos.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Partially Drilled.
Dimensions,
101. x
21" and 108' x 101" x 21'. 16 gauge
Either type, 7/6 each.
CAR AERIALS, Telescopic, scuttle fixing, extending to
4ft. Oit,., ebonite insulators, nickel-plated, 22/6.
VIBRATORS. 4- pin, 6-volt, best quality American, 10/6.
METAL REMMERS, en-GPO. Suitable for small chargers,
relays, etc., 12 v., full wave, 100 ma., 5/. ; 6 v. 11/wave,
150 ma., 5/- ; 4 v. 11/wave, 30 tua., 4/- ; 2 v. 11/wave,
15 m- a., 4/- ; ill 21 v., D.C., 10 ma., 3/6.
ELECTRIC KETTLES. 4- pint. Vitreous enamel, 850 watt
200/220, 2no 250 v., complete uit h lead and adaptor, 413.

New Trade catalogue available.
WELWYN
-̀
,1'1

ELECTRICAL

Welwyn Garden City, Herts. Pho

LABS.

LTD

Wel. Gar. 3816
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Frequentite is the most suitable insulating material for all high
frequency applications. Ten years ago we introduced the first Britishmade low-loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the
design of new components is awise precaution.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD
Head Office: Stourport-on-Severn, Worcester.

Telephone: Stourport ill.

Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport.

9
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EARTH FREE

getleitt ad the e'ers

AND HERE IS THE REASON . .
. . . the answer has been found in Bullers Low
Loss Ceramics to the problem of Dielectric Loss
in High Frequency circuits.
Years of Laboratory research and development
have brought these materials to a high degree of
efficiency. To- day they are in constant use for
transmission and reception, and play a vital
part in maintaining communications under all
conditions.

Made in
Three
Principal
Materials
FREQUELEX
An Insulating material of Low Dielectric Loss, for
Coil Formers, Aerial
Insulators, Valve
Holders, etc.

PERMALEX
A High Permittivity
Material.
For the
construction of
Condensers of the
smallest possible
dimensions.

A(ai teta dio
VI It HATO It PACKS

MASTERADID LTD • VIBRANT WORKS • WATFORD • HEFTTS

MlNIATURFar MIDGET
,
eer.f

We specialise
in their
anuf«ture

TEMPLEX
BULLERS, LTD.
6, LAURENCE IPOUNTNEY
HILL,

LONDON, E.C.4.

A
Condenser
material
of
medium permittivity. For the
construction
of
Condensers
having a constant capacity at
all temperatures.

Telephone :
Mansion House 9971 (3 lines)
Telegrams :
Bullers, Cannon, London.
Manchester Office:
96, Deansgate, Manchester.

LOW

Bullers
LOSS

THE SCIENTIFIC

CERAMICS

HIVAC LIMITED. Greenhill Crescent, Harrow on the Hill. Middx. Phone:e88RRcM

November 1945
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MANUFACTURED BY

STRATTON Er CO.,LTD.
TELEPHONE: PRIORY 2231
LONDON AGENTS:-

WE BB'S RADIO.
TELEPHONE:

EDDYSTONE WORKS

BIRMINGHAM.

CABLES:'STRATNOILY BIRMINGHAM.

14, SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET,

GERRARD 2089

LONDON. W. I.

II

I2
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The plug and socket. Two
of the many electrical
components which depend
on good insulation

November 194î

for HIGH • HIGHER and
HIGHEST FREQUENCIES!

SOME

TENAPLAX

CABLES

HAVE

60% AIR INSULATION
Patented
reduces

method of construction
losses
to a minimum.

•

•Electrical Screening

UNIFORM INSULATIONTHICK or THIN

•Alkathene Sleeve
•Braided Alkathene
Filaments

I F you are making acomponent, such as aplug
and socket, for instance, you can do so a great

• Conductor

deal more easily when you know that your plastic
insulating material is uniformly effective, whether
the section is thick or thin.
The only way you can be certain of this, is when
you know that the plastic preform has been
thoroughly heated all the way through, and has
cured simultaneously throughout.
The pre-heating of plastic preforms can only be
achieved with such certainty by using radio heating.
Redifon radio heaters have been specially developed
to do this particular work. With outputs ranging
from 250 watts to 5 kilowatts, Redifon radio
heaters can deal with between 2oz. to 3lbs. of
plastic material per minute. Saving in production
time is usually over 50%.
Redifon radio heating sets have all the necessary
safety devices for use by unskilled operators. They
are fully enclosed and simple to operate. Manufacturers who wish for further particulars of the use
of radio heating should get in touch with Rediffusion engineers now.

REDIFFUSION LTD.
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio Communication
and Industrial Electronic Equipment
SUBSIDIARY OF BROADCAST RELAY SERVICE, LIMITED

CARLTON HOUSE, REGENT STREET, S.W.I

Plastic Cover

Writ, for details to t

TENAPLAS LTD., 7 PARK LANE, LONDON, W.1

SUPPLIES
eontinue to matte their many entornere with the highnt quality RADIO AND
ELECTRICAL MATERIAL-all brand-new gooda anima otherwise stated. Instant
delivery ( or collection from this addreae). All prices nett.
LOUD-SPEAKERS. New Vitavox high-fidelity model. with Memel high-flux
magnet, 121e. dn., Il ohme coil, H12/10 ( 10 watts), £7 ; K12/20 ( 20 watts), £11
(despatch either, 5/4 Special C.E.O. 10-in. Unite, 4-ohme coil, with multi.
transformer, 8 watte, P.M, 52/6 ( deep. 2/6/.
P.A. PROJECTOR SPEAKERS employing the latert Vitavox P.M. Moving Coll
Unit ( 15 ohms), handling 10 watte, with 421e, all-metal capon. Horn, £10 10e.
(cart, 7/6). Same Unit with 30in. all-metal equare dlependve Horn ( very efficient),
£9 10.. (care. 7/6). GOODMAN OMNI-DIFFUSION SPEAKERS with radial
six-motion baffle for central inupension in dance-hall or public room, fitted 20- watt
15-ohm P.M. id/oeil Unit, senior model 33in. diameter, second-head, perfect ( LIST
£221. A few, for callers only, at Se 15e. each. GOODMAN SPEAKER/MOROPHONE UNITS, SIn., lateat P.M.. 27/6.
HEAVY DUTY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS again evejiable. Improved " W.W."
',pacification, providing 11 ratios from 12/1 to 76/1 with centre-tap for pooh-poll,
handling 25 watt., weight 0511n., 59/6 (deep. 2/-).
ROTHERMEL PIEZO-CRYSTAL PICK-UPS, Senior model, with black bakelite
es., 7819; Model 8.12 with channel steel arm, 75/.. STROBOSCOPIC SPEED
TESTERS ( 50 c.), ahowing VS. 79 end 80 r.p.m. ( cardboard only(. V-, ERICSSON
READPHONES, with adjustable headgear, 2,000 ohms. 25/- pals. CLAROSTATS
(Maine dropping redstanen) for midget seta. fitted Breirlieh 6-amp. 2- pin plug with
American ente, 376. 445 or 665 obrne-pleue gate which required-12/6.
PRECISION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, flush mtg.,
fint-grade m/coll,
0/1 udiliamp., 67/6 • 0/500 micro-ampa, 73/-. PORTABLE COMBINED INSTRUMENTS. in creeeproof bakehte case, 6 by 4by 3 ¡ lichee, with carrying handle.
1,000 ohms/volt, univereal AC(1)0. Reeding.: M.a., 0/1, 0/10, 0/100, 0/600. Volta,
0/10, 0/50, 0/100, 0/500. Ohm,, 0/5,000. Complete with cell, £8 178. Bd.
SWITCH-BANKS (Tote). Each haa four bank, and each bank has five 2- pole
change-over switch.. ( 20 .witches). On die-cast mount 31m by tin. Made tor
solenoid operation but sold as manual 'witches. 9/6.
SLIDING RESISTANCES, extremely nodal range now in stock: 100- watt range,
4ohms 5amps., 10 ohms 3amps., 60 ohm. 1.4 amp., 100 ohms 1amp. and 400 ohm.
0.5 amp., any one 25/-. 700 ohm. 0-26 amp.. 21/.. 225 ohm. 1 amp., 32/6.
6,000 ohm. 0.26 amp., 65/-. DIMMICILS, controlling stated load from full-bright
motion worm drive and headwind, 1,000 watte,
to blackout (2201240 v.), with clou 17.. 64. ; 1,800 wet.. £8 8s. • 2,600 wane, £9 17s. 64. ( deep. either 7/6
and 20i-for -returnable case).
RADIAI. REGULATORS, front of panel mtg., res.
1ohm to carry 23 ampe. In 26 stud tape, 77/6 ( deep. 2/6). NOTE.-All reeistancen
are eentinumudy rated and are fully enclosed.
B.T.H. ELECTRIC ph:emu one-third H.P., 400/440 v., 3 phase, new, £4 10s.
VOLTAGE - CHANGING MILESPORIERS, double-wound, 550 v.a., 230 v. to
100/110 v. (and vice vena), in tee bracket, with terminal panels, £5 17s. 8d.
(deep. 5/.).

gjeel ytkr

Model D.104, £5 Se. ;

Model 13R-28, sound-tell for high-fidelity ebodio work. £10 10e. MINLITURE
HEAT•AM) INSERTS. 15m, die., 294. GEN. CURRENT- FED MICROPHONES.
require no amplifier. Work direst with 13-ohme aurae, through speed tram.
former with 12-v. accumulator. Suitable for hew eamoseassoseade. vetch tasenformer,
106.
Plea« hinted. euflident for despatoh, where not Mated.

MR. SUPPLIES, 68, New Oxford Street, Loudon, W.C.1
(Telephone

; MUSeum 29511)
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made it possible!
On the screen of the Electron Microscope, the scientist examines
the characteristics of tiny organisms less than a millionth of an
inch long. Electronics have, in fact, brought under scientific
examination many germs and bacteria so small that they have
never previously been observed in detail by the human eye.

A typical G.E.C. Cathode Ray
Tube 4102, with 22" st reen,
widely used in industry during
the war, and with many peacetime applications.

sr
PHOTO CELLS

G.E.C. Cathode Ray Tubes and OSRAM Valves cover every
electronic application, and will bring to the pursuits of peace
many well-tried electronic devices to speed, smooth, and make
safer our way of life.

aa.c.
CATHODE RAY TUBES

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingswoy, London, -W.C.2.

nSTarn

'Valves
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B.S.R. PORTABLE
TYPE L0.50A. OSCILLATOR
Frequency range - -

LOUDSPEAKERS
VALVEHOLDERS

Celestion Limited
Kingston-upon-Thames
Telephone :

IÍ'fAYLOR

KINgsion 5656-7-8

A.C• BRIDGE

MODEL

II0A

0-600 c.p.s.
0-15,000 c.p.s.
Two 41' dia. Scales fitted with slow motion.
Output Impedance 600 ohms or to customer's specification.
Total harmonic content less than I %.
Output constant with Frequency
to within 2d.b. from 20 to 15,000
c.p.s. Output meter, single Range
Rectifier Type.
Mains operation
200/250 v. 50 cycles. Power output
watt.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND
REPRODUCERS
LTD.
CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL,STAFFS.
Onullerlieath 6912 a.
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TO
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GET
FROM

YOUR

P.A. EQUIPMENT"
Chis is the title of a new book just published.
matter what type of equipment you
will
new

help

you.

equipment

And
then

own, this book

if you .are thinking
its

No

common - sense

of buying
text

illustrations will put you on the right road.

and

Ycu can

get your copy NOW by

6

RANGES OF CAPACITY
RANGES OF RESISTANCE

The six Capacity ranges cover from .00001 to 120 mfd.
and the six Resistance ranges from 1 ohm to 12
Megohms. Power factor can be measured on all
Capacity ranges.
Please write for technical leaflet.

printing in BLOCK letters

•

your naine and address on
plain paper and sending it
to us with a3d. stamp.
1o7

Price £ 14 14s. 0d.

Taylor
•

ectrical

.

in.,1nte

Send enquiries to :—
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LT.°
419-424 Montrose Menue, Slough, Bucks.
Tel.: Slough 21381 (4 lines)
'Grams: "%ling", Slough

R. S. AMPLIFIERS LTD • 3-4 RICHFIELD ROAD • SHIPPERTON .
TELEPHONE
WALTON- ON- THAMES
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3 OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF

GENERAL
ELECTRICAL

THE NEW EIMAC 4-125A TETRODE

3 LOW

LOW DRIVING

CHARACTERISTICS
Crane.: theelereoel T. mpg«.
Vottope.

GRID- PLATE

Current

CAPACITANCE

POWER
With but 2.5 watts driving power,

The grid•plate capacitance of the

the 4-125A will deliver 375 warts

4-125A is only 003 mufti. This low

output at frequencies as high as 120

value allows operation up to 100

Mc. The low drit ing power require-

Mc. without neutralization. Stability

ment has been achieved without .

is further assured by the special

the use of excessive secondary emis-
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sion. The control grid is specially

secondary emission.
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processed to reduce both primary

A technical bulletin on . Eimac

and secondary emission.

HIGH
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4-125A Power Tetrode contains full

FREQUENCY

PERFORMANCE
watts output at 250 Mc. The performance curves below show the
relationship between driving power
and power output at frequencies up
to 250 Mc.

specifications' and detailed diseussion of the valve's characteristics, cir-

The Eimac 4-I25A will deliver 20.
0

cuit diagrams and constant current
curves. Write for your copy today.
The Eineat 4-125A is the
first of many new Eimac
salves that are on the uay.
Watch for future
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announcements.
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VALVE

HOLDERS

The three types illustrated have ribs between each
contact to increase the effective distance between, and
also to prevent tracking.'
TYPE VH8
Mazda
Octal
I
.3each.

(1)

•

Q1
. •VIC

3:/(///til

We introduce to you a
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The Standard features of
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Its style
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indicates that the vast resources of both are now combined
to give even greater
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TYPE VA8
International
Octal
I3cach.

the complete range of Raymart Valve-

These are of the famous RMX low- loss Ceramic.

Contacts.
Resilient bronze alloy, sterling silver plated, minimum
contact resistance.

in future identify . the products of this Company'.
symbolizes

TYPE VH9
British
E "
type
I9 each.

industry.

Fixing.
Floating nickel- plated eyelet (4BA clearance) fitted in
strengthening boss in Ceramic.
Metal floating bushes prevent
cracking of Ceramic plates.
Soldering.

Pierced solder tag at end of sockets.
All types available at pre-war prices.

Telephone:
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Midland
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INSULATED

Main Works:: MTH
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48, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, I.
3254.
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We thank God for the Victory of
the Allies and pray that the
Nations of the World will now
enjoy Peace and Goodwill.
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mean new possibilities in electronic

Garrard Engineers have now
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behind

every Dubilier volume control
and variable resistor.

There

is no substitute for these years
of experience which ensure
that uniformly high performance for which all Dubilier
products are world famous.
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You can't shake a Spire Nut
loose.

A Spire fixing locks itself.

Whatever the assembly there's a good
chance that the job can be done better
and quicker

by

Spire.

Send us

examples

of your assemblies ; parts or drawings.
about

a fortnight

you could do

the

job

with Spire nuts or clips;
components

so

them — in

which

that
case

we'll

show

you

how

the Spire way — perhaps

perhaps by

the

you

In

Spire
won't

re-designing your

device

is

part

of

need

nuts

at

all.

THAT'S Fixed THAT!
This is atypicalcase of intelligent use of Spire fixing.
This was originally a spring clamp which was
screwed to its base with screw, washer and nut.
Now the clamp is redesigned to incorporate its
own Spire fixing, and the nut and washer havé
disappeared. Apart from the saving in material
it is a much quicker and simpler assembly job,
the clamp is • zipped on to the screw and
tightened firmly home.
Designed as afuse holder this fixing NS 1107 is
suitable also for securing any cable, rod or circular
equipment from r to ir diameter.

+A

BETTER

way

of

fixing

Simmonds Aerocessories Limited • Great West Road • London • A Company of the Simmonds Group
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the
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All steel construction -- even
to the rivets — ensuring uniform expansion under extremes of temperature.
Reed driving coil— wound on
a bakelite moulded bobbin to
meet all climatic conditions.

Wearite " Stratosil Sealed" Vibrators operate efficiently and with the utmost reliability
in all

situations

conditions.

irrespective

of climatic

They embody many features

exclusive to this type of component and
are available just now only for purposes
directly connected

with

the

war effort.

—

Metal can, sponge rubber lined
- - Acoustically and electrically
shielding the Vibrator.
Driving contact of non-tarnishable precious metal ensuring
starting under the lightest of
pressures and voltages.
Contacts ground
optical limits.

almost

Stack assembly. Mica
steel only are used.

to
and

Base sealed by the WEARITE
STRATOSIL process.
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Recommended Types for
A.C. Mains Operated Receiver.
ECH 35
EF 39
EBC 33
EL 33
AZ 31

Frequency changer.
Intermediate Frequency
Amplifier.
Detector L.F. AmpIdler.
Output Pentode.
Rectifier.

Other recommended types are available for
A C.'D.C.. battery and portable receivers.
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Monthly Commentary
THERE has been little in the
way of criticism against the basic
Broadcasting
soundness of the British radio
Plan
industry's plan for the drastic
technical reorganisation of European broadcasting, described at length in our
September issue. Most of the comments we have
heard relate to comparatively unimportant details,
but arather more serious objection is that the plan
fails entirely to take into account modern possibilities in the way of using directional aerial
systems to give more efficient coverage of awkward
shaped areas than that attained by omni-directional
radiation.
So far as the longer way.elengths envisaged for
the National services of the various countries are
concerned, the use of non-circular radiation
patterns would be impossible. A fairly large proportion of " wasted " radiation must therefore be
accepted, and it merely remains to be decided
whether the advantages of the long-wave scheme
outweigh this loss. Turning to the Regional part
of the plan, for which medium wavelengths were
proposed, criticism of the sponsors' failure to
specify directional radiating systems seem to carry
much more weight. • For instance, the proposed
distribution of British regional stations, according
to thé map we published, would result in a waste
of about 25 per cent. of the total radiation over
the sea. Much of that could be avoided by the
use of directional aerial systems—without, it should
be added, running counter to the basic principles
on which the plan was founded.
* * *
A CORRESPONDENT in U.S.A.
draws our attention to a
question of nomenclature that is
likely to prove highly controversial. He says that in America
there is a growing tendency to describe the wellknown cathode-ray instrument that gives a visible
indication of transient or oscillatory electrical
phenomena as an oscilloscope; not as an oscillograph. What is the accepted British term?
'Scope
or ' Graph ?

Oscilloscope, according to derivation and
analogy, is surely the more descriptive term.
Osçillograph, used as a mere synonym, seems to
have no justification; the uninitiated might well be
forgiven for thinking that the two words denote
substantially different things.
To us it appears
that oscillograph might be forgotten, unless, as we
suggest, the word be reserved exclusively to denote
an instrument with means for making permanent
graphical records as an integral part. The permanent pictorial record obtained from an oscillograph should, by analogy, be described as- an
oscillogram.
* * *
WIDESPREAD agreement has
been expressed with the view,
put forward editorially in our
cated Diagrams
July issue, that the present
tendency towards the inclusion of
a mass of practical detail in circuit diagrams is
undesirable, and likely to defeat the object for
which such diagrams were first evolved.
The
original object, surely, was to show circuit principles as nearly as may be at a glance, without
distracting practical details that are not essential
to the theory of the circuit. The original name of
-theoretical circuit diagram" ( in contra-distinction to " practical wiring plan") gives agood clue
to its real purpose.
But, naturally enough, those concerned with the
maintenance and servicing of wireless equipment
generally are inclined to disagree with these views;
for their purposes a circuit diagram can hardly
show too much practical detail.
We are not entirely convinced that the serviceman's need for highly detailed circuit information
cannot best be satisfied by lettering on the
diagram and references in the inscription or text
that accompanies it.
But perhaps the conflict of
requirements can best be met by the general
acceptance of clear-cut principles to be followed in
drawing circuit diagrams.
For most purposes
simplified " general symbols" should be used, the
specialised symbol being restricted to diagrams
intended solely as an aid to servicing.
Over-compli-
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THE CATHODE FOLLOWER
What It Does and How It Does It

O

NE of the ways television
and radar specialists have
• of creating an impression
that theirs is real big medicine,
too hard for the " ordinary"
radio man, is to talk a lot about
using cathode followers. Any explanations they condescend to
give are generally wrapped up
with sufficient mathematics to
intensify that impression.
So
here are some— I hope—simple
answers to such simple questions
as: What is a cathode follower ?
Why is it so called ? What does
it do ? And how does it do it ?
Fig.
la shows the familiar
resistance-coupled amplifier, omitting all incidentals such as grid
bias arrangements. Alongside for
comparison is a cathode follower,
also reduced to bare essentials.
The only difference is that the
load, the thing across which the
output Voltage comes, is on the
cathode side of the valve instead
of on the anode side.
This
apparently
slight
modification
leads to remarkable differences
in performance.
But before we
go on to that, Iought to mention
that although resistance couplings,
shown in these two circuits, are
the commonest and ( what is more
to my point t) the simplest for
purposes of explanation, it is
possible to use other sorts of
coupling—choke, transformer, etc.
Why is Fig. ib called a cathode
follower ? That will emerge later.
What does it do ? Unlike Fig. la,
it cannot amplify the signal
voltage fed to it, but it can be
used as a current amplifier over a
very wide range of frequency. In
particular, it is useful as acoupling
between a high impedance and a
low impedance, because a direct
connection between them would
cause signal loss and distortion.
A slight elaboration of the cathode
follower used to be called the
"infinite impedance detector,"
but Ibelieve it is now more usual
for the relationship to be openly
acknowledged by naming it a
"cathode follower detector."
It
all sounds very sleuthy.
Referring again to Fig. la,
when a signal voltage ( within the

By - CATHODE RAY"

Radio Mech : " May Ibe excused Church Parade?"
Sergt-Major: " Religion ?"
Radio Mech : " I'm aCathode
Follower."
Sergt-Major : " One of the
awkward ones, eh ? Well,
Isuppose you'd better
fall out."

limits the valve can handle) is
applied
between
the
points
marked INPUT, a magnified signal
voltage is given at OUTPUT. The
amount of the magnification (the
number of times the output
voltage is greater than the input)
depends on the characteristics of
the valve and on R; let us call
it A.
If it were practicable to
make R such a high resistance
that in comparison the resistance
of the valve, r., was negligible,
then A would be practically equal
to the amplification factor,
of the valve.
With a typical
triode valve having a p. of 35
and r0 of io,000 ohms, if R is
25,000 ohms A is 25, so one volt
input would give 25 volts output.
(The well-known formula connecting these is A == µR/(R
Sorry about all this dull recapitulation, but, like an army
of invasion, we
must have a
springboard.)

Fig. 1. Comparison between
ordinary resistance- coupled
amplifier ( a) and
the cathode
follower ( b).

longer the effective input terminals of the valve.
The only
input voltage a valve takes any
notice of is that between its own
grid and cathode; and now we
have both INPUT and OUTPUT
voltages connected in series between those two points.
As
therefore we can't calculate the
effective input until we know the
output voltage, and that depends
on the effective input, it begins to
look like a vicious circle.
To
break it up let us suppose that
signal volt exists between grid
and cathode, and see where it
leads us. The fact that R is on
the cathode side of the valve
instead of on the anode side does
nothing to prevent A volts appearing across it, exactly as in Fig. Ia.
So we now know, for this particular case, the signal voltage
between grid and cathode, and
also that between cathode and,
— HT; and it is only necessary
to combine them in order to get
the voltage from grid to — HT,
which is the required input voltage. The only possible catch is
whether the output voltage must
be added to that between grid
and cathode, or subtracted from
it. To settle this, assume the grid
is being driven in the positive
direction. That causes more anode
current to flow, increasing the
voltage drop across R and making
the cathode more positive. So the
A volts across R are directly
added to the a volt between grid

HT

(a)

Now reconnect this amplifier
as a cathode follower, Fig. lb.
The paints marked INPUT are no

(b)
and cathode, as in Fig. 2 ; and
therefore the INPUT signal voltage
necessary to deliver the assumed
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volt to the valve must be A + i.
Therefore,
however much the
valve itself may amplify, the
output ( A)
can't help being
always less than the input (A + z).
With the valve and resistance
assumed for Fig. Ira, reconnected
as a cathode follower, it would be
necessary to put in 25 volts in
+HT

HT

Fig. 2. If the valve, in conjunction
with R, gives an A- fold amplification, used as a cathode follower
its over-all " amplification " is A/
(A + z), which is inevitably less
than 1.
order to get 24 out;
z volt
actually to drive the valve, and
24 volts to neutralise the output
voltage, which is being fed back
in opposition to the INPUT. If A,
the amplification of the valve,
is zo, then zz must be supplied
to the cathode follower for every
jo to be taken out; and so on.
At first sight this may look a
particularly silly way of using a
valve. To understand the value
of the cathode follower it is
necessary to study it more closely.
Up to the moment we have found
out it differs from the ordinary
resistance-coupled stage ( Fig. la)
in the following ways :-(a) The voltage " amplification"
is ARA + I), instead of A.
(b) The " live " side of the output—the cathode— goes more
positive when the grid is
made more positive (and
vice-versa) ; in other words,
the output is in the same
phase as the input, instead
of being inverted as it is in
Fig. za.
Following this up for our example in which A is 25 and the
signal input is making the grid
volt more positive (reckoned
from — HT as zero), compare the
two systems again in Fig. 3.
(Here, as everywhere in this
story, only the signal voltages are

323

counte(l. 'lhe steady voltage drop
in R, and the grid bias voltage,
although present, are ignored.)
In ( a) the zvolt input is magnified
by 25 and reversed at the anode,
which is therefore — 25 volts. So
there is adifference of 26 volts between grid and anode. The dotted
condenser àin Fig. 3 represent the
capacitances between grid and
anode (C„i)and grid and cathode
(C„), made up of the valve
electrode and connection capacitances, including the wires leading
to the electrodes. Generally a
valve itself contributes about
5µµF, and for illustration we shall
take typical total values of zoite
each for C„i and C.
That is
when the valve isn't working.
When it is working, for every volt
applied to the grid 26 volts appear
between grid and anode. The
amount of electricity' that the
source of the signal has to supply
to charge up the grid- to-anode
capacitance is therefore 26 times
as great when the valve is working
as when it is not ; so this capacitance, for all practical purposes, is
26 times as great; namely, 260µµF.
Believe it or not.
There is no such jiggery-pokery
about C„, which has only the
signal volt across it, and so is
zoize, live or dead.
Total,
27oaaF.
Now if the source of the signal
is a high- s valve, or a photoelectric cell, or any other highimpedance device, and the signal
includes high frequencies, or sudden changes as in pulses ( the same
0 VOLTS

r IVOLT V

4

-3 FIT

n
IVOLT

voLTS

I

0 VOLTS

HT

R=25.000
26 VOLTS

thing, really), this is serious•
27oµbcF at a frequency of, say,
zoo kcis, is about 6,000 ohms.
Shunted across a high impedance,
it is going to cause serious loss of
the high-frequency parts of a
signal. The effect is a roundingoff of pulses or other sharpcornered signals used in television,
radar, and high-speed telegraphy.
By the way, this capacitancemultiplying by-product of amplification is the celebrated Miller
effect.
The position can be greatly
eased by using a screened tetrode
or pentode, having such a small
Cga that even when multiplied
by A + z it is not likely to
amount to much.
It does introduce a C„ however—capacitance
from grid to screen—so that the
grand total in a typical case
might be 25m.i.F. But that is a
vast improvement. The cathode
follower does better still, because
it has a sort of inverted Miller
effect. Look at Fig. 3b. Putting
+ zsignal volt on the grid causes
the cathode also to go all but zvolt
positive ;
twenty-five
twentysixths of a volt in this case, to be
exact. The potential of the cathode
follows that of the grid pretty
closely wherever it goes. For
every one signal volt put on the
grid of a cathode follower, the
voltage across the grid-to-cathode
capacitance is only the small
difference between input and output voltages, z /( A + ) volt—in
our example one twenty-sixth,
and the effective or working capa-

CgaP

35

r
d =10,000 f
à

IVOLT

3‘;

\Cg c"4

\Cg

'125`-."

IVOLT

VOL
+ 25 /
2 61
h VOLT

0 VOLTS

(a)

HT

0 VOLTS

(b)

Fig. 3. More detailed comparison of cathode follower (b) with ordinary
amplifier ( a), showing the effect on the input capacitance in a typical
example.

HT
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The Cathode Follower—
citance is in the same proportion;
so we have
or about o.4µFF.
Cga is its normal loge, so the
total is ro.4µµF.
With a little
care regarding Cy., this figure
could be improved upon. Whatever can be done by the other
systems as regards minimising
input capacitance, the cathode
follower can beat it.
The same goes for stray resistance shunting, which is a
rather more complicated subject.
But it all adds up to this, that the
cathode follower has an exceptionally high input impedance,
and causes a minimum of loss or
distortion in any circuit to which
it is connected.
This alone is not so very helpful.
If its own output impedance were
also very high, nothing would be
gained. The great value of the
cathode follower is that its output
impedance is extremely low—
lower than that of any other highimpedance input system without
a step-down transformer. And
compared with a step-down transformer, the cathode follower throws
away hardly any signal voltage,
and can easily be made to cover a
frequency range from zero up to
megacycles per second.

Reducing Distortion
How this works can be seen
by feeding arather low-impedance
load—a resistance of 500 ohms,
say, from each of our Fig. 3
systems in turn. It makes very
little difference whether the load
is connected in parallel with R or
substituted for it. ( 500 ohms in
parallel with 25,000 is just over
490 ohms). For easy arithmetic
let us substitute. Then in Fig. 3a,
the new amplification—call it
A'—is ( 35 x 500)/(500
io,000)
or if, a catastrophic fall from
251 If this amplifier is part of a
system that has to work over a
very wide range of frequency,
it is likely that impedances may
vary over such a range as 500 to
25,000, with consequent enormous
variations in amplification; this
result is commonly called frequency distortion.
Substituting A' for A in Fig. 3b,
we get an output of * volt instead
of g-a
comparatively slight drop.
Even this will no doubt fail to
sell the cathode follower idea to
some readers, who will be pointing

out that if the orthodox amplifier
has a 50o-ohm resistor permanently connected, the amplification will be tied down to something
in the region of sI over the very
wide range of impedance it may
have to feed into;
and if,
although small, is at least bigger
than the cathode follower's miserable fj.
Part of the answer is that, whatever the range of impedance may
be, the cathode follower's output
+HT

C
C, 3

r:2
INPUT
1-7
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handle within reasonable limits
of distortion is very small indeed.
The reason is that nearly all the
impedance in the anode circuit is
the resistance of the valve itself,
and that is non-linear—varies over
each cycle of signal voltage. As
regards the cathode follower, it
may be enough to repeat that it
uses negative feedback loo per
cent.
If that is not enough to
satisfy the curious, some idea of
its anti-distortion properties may
perhaps be seen by considering
that any parts of the output wave
introduced by the non-linearity of
the valve are fed back in reverse
to the input and thereby largely
cancelled out. There are limits to
this, of course, but the cathode
follower in its particular job does
score heavily over the ordinary
amplifier.

CF Features
Summing up, the cathode fol-

OUTPUT

lower has these features :—
HT

Fig. 4. Practical cathode follower
circuit, showing tapping for reducing grid bias, blocking condenser (C2) to keep DC out of
output, and by-pass condenser
(C3) to keep anode potential
steady.
varies less than the amplifier's on
that account. This is not easy to
prove other than mathematically,
but it can be seen in ageneral way
by considering what happens if
the load resistance to which a
cathode follower is connected is
reduced. The amplification of the
valve is reduced accordingly, so
the output voltage drops. But in
doing so it releases more of the
input voltage to drive the valve,
so largely offsetting the drop in
valve amplification.
This is, in fact, a result of the
cathode follower being an extreme
case of negative feedback ; one in
which all the output voltage is fed
back in opposition to the input.
Great constancy of output voltage
for a given input is one of the
features of negative feedback.
Another feature—reduction of distortion—supplies the more important part of the answer to the
question of why the cathode
follower is to be preferred for
feeding low impedances.
If an
ordinary amplifier is used to feed
aload of only afew hundred ohms,
the amplitude of signal it can

(a) Output voltage slightly less
than input.
(b) Output voltage in phase
with input.
(e) Input impedance very high.
(4) Output impedance very low.
(e) Because of the foregoing, the
cathode follower is able to reproduce very accurately across a low
impedance asignal voltage derived
from a high-impedance source,
even if the signal waveform is
complicated ( i.e., composed of
simple waves of a wide range of
frequency).
As regards (a) and (
d), the effect
of connecting a valve as a cathode
follower is to make it behave as if
both its µ and its r. were divided
by µs.
A practical cathode follower
circuit generally includes a large
condenser —4oµF or so—across
the HT to ensure that the anode
voltage is undisturbed by the
signal. Regarding grid bias, it is
obvious that the load resistance R
provides it. But it may provide
too much.
If so, a normal grid
leak should be used to tap off the
required bias voltage, as in Fig. 4.
If the output is connected to something that has a variable or
indefinite DC resistance, or if it is
desired to keep the DC out of it,
then a blocking condenser C,
should be used, of sufficiently
large capacitance to cause negli-
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gible drop of volts at any signal
frequency.
As the effective output impedance is ra/(ii
which, for
most valves, is nearly the same as
or /gm ,other things being
equal the best valve to use is the
one with the highest mutual
conductance.
Tetrodes or pentodes cannot be
used as such; on account of the
absence of anode load they revert
to the habits of triodes.
The
screen is fed from a fixed positive
voltage as usual, and the suppressor grid pin, if any, should be
joined straight to the cathode.
For most purposes R may be
i,000 to 5,000 ohms. Unless there
is any special reason to the contrary, it is good practice to make the
resistance the greatest that is not
too much for bias.
If it is much
less, it is likely to be too small
as a load (or it shunts a parallelconnected load too heavily) and
the anode current may be excessive ; if it is larger it is too
much for grid bias purposes and
the complication of a tapping is
necessitated.
A high load resistance, especially with a small
grid bias, may lead to trouble
owing to the voltage between
cathode and heater going beyond
the safe limit—rated at 50 volts
for most valves.
The cathode follower is not
exclusive -to television and radar
engineers; at least three applications to the listener's gear have
been discussed in Wireless World.
One is as a final IF stage, with a
view to dodging the various difficulties in designing a detector
that can be attached to it without
spoiling the selectivity and introducing distortion. Another is as the
driver for a Class B output stage.
Both of these were described by
Cocking in the December 15th,
1938, issue.
Then there is the
idea of using the cathode follower,
single or push-pull, as the output
stage feeding a loud speaker, the
object being to make sure that
loud speaker resonances are
thoroughly damped in the very
low resistance of the stage. This
problem was argued in every 1944
issue from April to September
inclusive, and the conclusion I
was left with was that the choice
of cathode follower versus tetrode
with negative feedback is made
partly:by what fits best on to the
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design of the rest of the set and
partly just by the way one feels
about it.
The cathode follower detector
(still snooping in the background)
is of course as much at home in
the broadcast receiver street as
anywhere else, but I do not
intend to be drawn into a full
account of it here and now. Its
close resemblance to the cathode
follower—the only difference is
that R (Fig. Ii)) is high in resistance and has asmall condenser
across it—is deceptive. Anything
like a real explanation would take
quite a lot of time and space.
But the following clues may set
interested readers on the way.
In the circuit, Fig. 5, the condenser C is the crux of the matter.
It has to be of such a capacitance
that to the radio frequency it is
+11T
FINAL
TUNED
CIRCUIT

OUTPUT

Fig. 5. Cathode follower detector
or " infinite impedance " detector. The usual arrangement
for volume control is included.
an effective by-pass to R. The
two together are just a device for
giving the valve a steady bias.
So far as the RF is concerned,
then, the system is not a cathode
follower at all.
There is, or
should be, no negative feedback,
because there is no appreciable
RF anti-phase voltage drop across
C.
R is high enough—about
50,000 to 250,000 ohms—to bias
the valve well down on the
"bottom bend";
and, as
almost the only RF impedance
in the anode circuit is the resistance of the valve itself, a
relatively large rectified current
flows in it when an RF signal is
applied to the grid. This rectified
current increases the charge on
C and therefore the voltage across
R. If the amplitude of the RF
is varied at an audio-frequency

rate—due to modulation by speech
or music—this voltage drop varies
accordingly, and the variations
are passed on through Ci and
become the output.
But note
that unless C is small enough to
be negligible at all audio-frequencies, it will tend to smooth
out the audio-variations too. As
the capacitance of C cannot be
infinite for radio frequency and
zero for audio frequency, it must
be a well-chosen compromise be- •
tween these extremes. With
megohm for R, a typical value
is foot/41F.
Another reason why the value
of C is important is apt to be overlooked because it depends on a
condenser that does not figure
on any component list —
again (Fig. 3b).
With C, this
capacitance forms a potential
divider across the RF tuned
circuit feeding the detector, and
the detector valve turns the whole
show into a Colpitts oscillator
circuit. Whether or not it actually
oscillates depends mainly on the
value of C. If it is equal to Cgc
or not more than several times
greater, the chances are that it
will.
The larger is C, the more
stable the circuit.
Making it
smaller (which of course favours
the audio-frequency performance)
causes the input impedance to be
less and less of a load on the
tuned circuit; then to become an
infinite impedance; and if reduced still further it begins to
neutralise the losses of the tuned
circuit; and finally to maintain
oscillation. So if you use a preset condenser for C you ought to
be able to arrive at a good compromise between your requirements for selectivity and highnote response. But don't try to
use the drop across R for AVC—
it comes the wrong way round !

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
A

LEAFLET describing represen1-1. tative test equipment and electronic industrial control gear designed
by the Dorland Electric Co., Ltd., 38,
Brompton Road, London, S.W.3.
Two illustrated leaflets dealing respectively with public address equipment
and
automatic
intercommunication
telephones made by the Reliance
Telephone Co., Ltd., Magnet House,
Moor Street, Birmingham, 4.
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Night Fighter Equipment : Relation Between Power,
Beam Width and

T
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HE radar warning system
round the coast provided,
in its full form, the information required for defence against
day raids. Night raids presented
a more serious difficulty, for while
in dealing with day raids it was
sufficient to direct the fighters to
within a few miles of an enemy
formation, it was necessary to
bring a night fighter to within a
few hundred yards of a single
enemy bomber if a successful
interception was to be made. At
first it was necessary to rely on
ground radar alone to advertise
the position of the enemy aircraft.
Two ways of doing this were used:
one was the use of radar-controlled searchlights, which exposed
their beams only when the searchlight would light up the bomber
immediately without further visual
search. The Searchlight Control
(SLC)
equipments
were
very
simple and differed little in principle from the Air Interception
(Al) equipments to be discussed
below.
Another way of indicating the
position of abomber to apatrolling
night fighter was to shoot at it
with radar controlled guns.
If
the shells burst sufficiently near
the enemy bomber, the assistance
of the night fighter was not
required: if, as usually happened
with the early gun-laying (GL)
control, the bursts were near but
not near enough, the fighter could
fly into the indicated region and
then hope to see the bomber.
Close co-ordination was required
so that the guns could be stopped
when the fighter approached, and
only occasionally did listeners to
the RIT channels hear voices
complaining, more in sorrow than
in anger, that they themselves
seemed to have become the
gunners' target. The final interception usually depended on the
eyesight of the fighter pilot, and
obviously this was not enough.
Fortunately steps had already
been taken towards the solution
-

Range

of the night interception problem.
The first really practical air
interception
radar
equipment
worked in the i metre band. An
aerial mounted on the nose of the
aircraft floodlit the sky in front of
the aircraft with radar energy. If
there was a target within some
2 or 3 miles of the aircraft, the
reflected pulses were received in
sufficient strength to allow the
fighter to home on the target.
Range could be measured in the
usual way, by observing the
separation of transmitted and
reflected pulses on a calibrated
time base. Direction had to be
measured in azimuth and in
elevation.
Two pairs of receiving aerials
were used for this purpose. One
pair was used
for azimuth determination and
one aerial was
mounted on the
leading edge of
each wing. The
aerials were arranged to look
forward, that is,
to have a single
fairly wide lobe
in their polar
diagrams. They
did not, however,
look straight
Fig. t. Polar diagrams of transmitting and receiving aerials for
azimuth
indication in the 14metre AI equipment.

CENTRE LINE OF
TRANSMITTER
POLAR DIAGRAM

••••._
PORT ----AERIAL
POLAR DIAGRAM

ahead, but had aslightly divergent
squint. This is shown in Fig. :
a target at T1 reflects back pulses
from the transmitter, and it is
clear that the signal picked up by
the port aerial will be very much
stronger than that picked up by
the starboard aerial. If the target
moves to T , the starboard aerial
2

signals will be stronger than the
port aerial signals. The two elevation aerials are arranged in the
same sort of way, but one looks
slightly upwards, while the other
looks slightly down. To compare
the signal strengths, a switch is
used to connect each aerial in turn
to the receiver with its cathode ray
tube. One tube is used for azimuth
display and the other for elevation
display, the tubes being switched
by the aerial switching mechanism
The operator, by comparing the
amplitudes of the two received
pulses appearing on each tube,
could estimate the direction in
space of the target and could thus
direct the pilot to fly to within
visual range in a suitable position
for attack.
Range, of course,

ss,

STARBOARD
AERIAL
POLAR DIAGRAM

--

could be determined from either
tube.
In this way the interception
problem fell into three sections :
the fighter was directed by the
ground stations (GCI) to within a
mile or two of the enemy bomber,
and the navigator then began to
use his AI ; by means of the AI
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equipment lie directed the pilot
over the intercomm. to within a
few hundred yards of the target;
final identification of the target
was made visually by the pilot.

\
j i

\

/

1
¡t:

i
/

II

/

HEAM

LINE OF FLIGHT

Fig. 2. Spiral scanning of acone
of sky in front of anight fighter.
This system was later elaborated
so that automatic comparison of
the signal strengths by peak Voltmeter circuits controlled the movement of the spot of the cathode
ray tube so that the spot moved
up and to the right if the target
was above and on the starboard
and so on.
The navigator then
had to direct the pilot so that the
spot remained central and they
could home directly on to the
target. Of course, tactical requirements affected the actual way in
which the information was used
in practice. Range was indicated
by making the spot spread out
into a line as the range got less;
in the early stages of a chase the
navigator sought to keep the spot
near the centre of the tube face.
Then, as the target was closed, the
spot " grew wings," which got wider
and wider as the range was reduced.
Remembering that the
approach was from the stern, the
effect was that of a television
picture of the target, growing from
a spot in the sky to a line as the
range shortened.
The disadvantages of iI- metre
AI were two.
The range was
limited, and although at first sight
it would appear that GCI control
made this unimportant, in fact it
meant that the GCI station had
to spend too long on each customer
before AI contact was established.

Furthermore, it gave the " jinking"
bomber a chance of getting out
of AI range. In addition, as the
radar energy was broadcast forward, quite a lot of downward
radiation was produced, and strong
echoes were received from the
ground. The ground echoes began
at a range equal to the height of
the aircraft and an enemy bomber
at 5,000ft. could only be found
when the fighter had closed to
within less than a mile.
This
meant more work for the GCI.
At this stage, fortunately, centimetre AI was developed.
With
centimetre AI the radar energy
was radiated as a fairly sharp
beam, and the effect of the ground
became unimportant. In addition,
longer ranges were obtained and
more accurate direction finding
was also possible. The concentration of the whole radar aerial
system in one place meant that
the aircraft began to look less like
a Christmas tree, and also that
there were fewer projecting pieces
to get distorted
by the many airmen who swarm
over an aircraft
to put in petrol,
oil and ammunition. The heart
of the centimetre
system was the
magnetron and
the reflection
klystron.
The
one generated
peak power of
many kilowatts
in spite of its
small size ; the
other was a lowpower local oscillator which could
be tuned to the
right frequency
for its partner
magnetron.
A
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the sky in front of the aircraft.
One method of scanning the sky
was " spiral scanning."
In this
the beam started from the dead
ahead position and described circles of increasing radius until
the surface of a cone of about
45 degrees semi-angle was reached,
when the radius was slowly diminished again.
In this way the
whole cone was examined bit by
bit.
A radial time base on the
cathode ray tube was used. The
time base for any one transmitted
pulse went out in the same direction as the axis of the beam at that
instant. If there was atarget in the
beam the time base was brightened.
A target well off the line of flight
produced a bright spot at a
radial distance corresponding to
the range and in a position corresponding to the direction of the
target. As the line of flight was
altered to bring the fighter towards
the target the spot became a ring
round the whole tube, so the
smaller spirals of the paraboloid

Sutton reflection
klystron
and
(right) the Randall
and Boot magnetron.
single aerial was used for both
transmission and reception, just
as had been done in the CHI.
system. The aerial was mounted
at the focus of aparaboloid, and the
aerial array, dipole and paraboloid,
could be swung about to search

all lit up the target.
Other
presentations were also used, but
this one was the only one giving a
three-dimensional picture on a
single tube.
Centimetre AI completed the
defence problem until the appear-

ance of the flying bombs. Here
it was equally successful, but gunnery also came into its own again.
Centimetre GL equipment is similar to centimetre AI in many
respects.
Magnetrons, paraboloids and the use of a single aerial
for transmission and reception are
common practice.
In the GL
equipment, however, the beam is
swung in a small circle about the
true axis of the system and, just
as in the *metre AI, the reflections at various points round
the circle are compared to bring
the axis of the cone described by
the beam on to target. Range and
direction can then be fed continuously to the predictors.
The CH, CHL and GCI warning
system with SLC, GL and AI as
aids to defence, complete the first
half of the radar story. In the
next part the offensive use of
radar will be discussed. There
are, however, some more fundamental problems to be examined.
It is important
to be able to assess
the effect
of
changes of power,
beam width and
wavelength on the
maximum range
of a radar system.
As we saw last
month, a narrow
beam imposes
some limitations
on the use of a
radar system,
especially when a
long
range
is
expected, for the

Wireless World
is generally correct for CHL.
The attenuation of the wave in
free space may be neglected in
this calculation. Considering the
flow of energy out from an omnidirectional radiator of power W,
the energy crossing the surface
of a sphere of radius R will bel
S = /TR 2 watts/(metre) 2
If the polar diagram of the
aerial system is such that the
aerial is said to have a power gain
GT,we mean by this that at beam
maximum the energy crossing the
spherical surface is GTW/47TR 2
watts/(metre) 2. This energy falls
on the target and induces currents
in it. These currents in turn
radiate energy, and the scattering
cross-section of a target is defined
as the ratio of the scattered energy
per second to the energy density
of the incident wave. 2
Writing the scattering crosssection of the target as Q, a term
which includes the power gain or
loss due to any directional pro-
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Fig. 3.
Relationship
between
power and range of radar equipment.
The maximum range is obtained
when this falls to the level determined either by noise or by the
sensitivity of the receiver. If
the least energy which will give
an indication of an echo to the
operator is W n,the equation can
be rearranged as
R

Mechanism for spiral scanning with a
single
paraboloid
reflector
in
the
centimetre-wave
AI equipment.
long range limits the pulse repetition rate, the narrow beam limits
the sweep angle between pulses
and, as we should expect, anarrow
beam increases the range for a
given power.
In this discussion it is assumed
that the propagation is in free
space, so that the attenuation
due to transmission over ground
or sea does not appear. This
assumption becomes completely
justified for AI equipments and
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where AR is the area of the receiving aerial array and A the
wavelength, so that the energy
reaching the receiver is A2GRGTWQ/
6,,R 4 watts.

RELATIVE POWER REQUIRED
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perties of the scattering polar
diagram, we now have a source
of power GTWQ/41TR 2 watts. The
dimensions of Q are (metres) 2.The
flux of energy across a sphere of
radius R with the target as centre
is therefore
GrWQR 67r 2R4 watts/(metre).
The receiving aerial system has
a power gain in the direction of
the maximum of GR CCARPOS,
"Electromagnetic Theory," Stratton, Ch. 8.
loc. cit. p. 569.

4V W

W

n

GRGT
A2Q metres.
167, 2

From this it is seen that the
range increases only as the fourth
root of the transmitted power.
Thus if a too kW. station can
detect a particular target at
too miles, the effect of putting
up the power to 500 kW. will
be to increase the range by only
50 miles. This is shown in Fig. 3.
The range is also proportional
to (GR GTA2)1. If the same array
is used for reception and transmission, obviously GT
GR = G,
so that the range is proportional
to ( GA)4. An array of area A will
have at wavelength A a power
gain G proportional to A/A 2,and
thus we have
Rec(GA)l and also R cc(A/A)11
If we consider the first form, we
know that the beam width and the
power gain are only different ways
of expressing the same thing. If
therefore two systems of equal
beam width at different wavelengths are compared, the range
increases with the wavelength,
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being in fact proportional to the
square r9ot of the wavelength.
On the other hand, if the area of
the array is kept fixed, the range
decreases as the wavelength is
increased, again depending on the
square root, but this time with
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the range is proportional to the
square root of the linear dimensions. Thus a paraboloid of twice
the diameter will give 40 per cent.
increase in range.
It will be seen that the increase
in range produced by a proper

x 5
o

Fig. 4. Relationship between relative wavelength
and range with constant
beam width or constant
aerial dimensions.
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inverse proportionality.
These
two results are shown in Fig. 4.
If the wavelength is kept fixed,
the range increases as the size of
the array is increased, and, if the
shape of the array is unchanged,

"WHAT

IS

choice of wavelength and array
size is much more rapid than that
produced by an increase in power,
and aerial design plays a very
important part in the planning of
a radar system.

RADAR?"

Sir Robert Watson Watt's Views
T would be pedantic, unrealistic
I- and unhelpful to restrict " radar"
to the " location of an object without active co-operation from that
object."
I

•

*

•

*

*

*

Radar in war fell into three convenient categories, each of which has
come to stay in the peace.
Primary radar is that form of
radar which " does not require the
co-operation of the object to be
located."
It is useful against icebergs and enemies generally; it is an
extravagance when used against
friends.
Secondary radar requires that
small measure of co-operation which
is involved in the fitting and switching on of an otherwise automatic
responder.
The responder sends
back, when interrogated by radar
pulses. reply pulses on a different
wavelength — so
that " ground
clutter' disappears from secondary
radar—coded with information about
the " personal identity" of the
craft carrying the responder, and
about its flying height if it is an aircraft.
Radar navigation does not depend
essentially on the return of an echo,
amplified or unaltered, from the
craft to be located. It may in some
special cases like " Oboe " find that
convenient; in some other and more
frequency cases like " G-H" and
" Babs' (Blind Approach Beacon

System)
and " Rebecca-Eureka"
utilise coded responses sent back by
a ground responder- beacon in reply
to pulses from an airborne or shipborne interrogator. And in " Gee "
and " Loran" and related systems
it will depend on a measurement in
the craft of the time- difference of
arrival of primary pulses from
synchronised gronnd stations in
accurately surveyed positions."—
Extracts from an article on " Radar
in War and in Peace," by Sir
Robert Watson Watt in the September 15th issue of " Nature."
[These views may be compared
with those expressed Editorially in
our last issue; we suggested that the
terms radar or radiolocation should
be confined to systems involving the
Support for this
use of an echo.
view is given in the U.S. official
publication
Radar,
which says:
'The British early developed and
installed a new type of navigation
system, which has been referred to
as radar, because it uses pulses, but
is not really radar, because it does
not use echoes."—ED.]
This complete radar " office " is one
of a thousand prefabricated units
built by W. H. Smith and Co. (Electrical Engineers), of Manchester, for
use by the Royal Navy and Mercantile
Marine.
An interior view appears
on our front cover. This is equipped
with PPI and IFF gear.

C.P.O.

WAR

WORK

QOME of the Post Office Engineering Department's communication activities during the war years
were described by A. H. Mumford,
the new Chairman of the Radio Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, in his inaugural address
on October loth. These range—going up the frequency scale—from
the installation at short notice of
a stand-by high-power transmitter
for the 16 kc/s Rugby (GBA) station, to the development of multichannel VHF communication links
with FM transmission. When England was threatened with invasion
and the interruption of some of her
communications, means were devised for superposing several telegraph channels on the long-wave
transatlantic single sideband radiotelephony circuit.
On the short wavebands, equipment was developed for producing
" synthetic fading," for use in testing receivers as used in long-distance
circuits.
The MUSA station at
Cooling, Kent, came into commercial operation in 1942. Comparative
tests show that reception by the
MUSA system was, for 70-80 per
cent, of the time, distinctly better
than by means of the normal singlesideband receiver.

PREFABRICATED RADAR
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UNBIASED
Extension
LS Improvements

By

the war we heard a lot
BEFORE
about a proposal to restrict our

liberty of free choice by using
"carrier current" technique, more
succinctly known as " wired wireless," in order to pump half a dozen
or more programmes down the telephone or electric light mains. There
is nothing technically impossible
about this, but the idea was quite
rightly trodden on heavily, as it
would mean that we should simply
have to take what the BBC chose
to give us in the way of entertainment and moral uplift and what the
Government of the day chose to give
us in the way of political pabulum.
I have often wondered, however,
why no effort has ever been made
to distribute wireless programmes to
any room in the house by utilising
the electric lighting mains together
with the necessary extension loudspeaker which could have the needful auxiliary apparatus housed in its
cabinet.
One connection to any
convenient wall plug or lamp socket
would serve to pick up both power
and programme.
There is, so far
as I know, no law or unrepealed
wartime regulation which prohibits
this, although this omission will
soon be remedied if it catches the
eye of certain Government officials.
At any rate, if an official veto does
exist I have already broken it, and
when the local Gestapo come along
1 can only emulate the example of

FREE
GRID
as Ihave employed a pukka wireless
link, having patently cribbed the
idea adopted by a well-known firm
of wireless receiver manufacturers
in their
wireless" gramophone
player which was described in this
journal before the war.
You will
find the photograph of this gramophone player reproduced if the
Editor is able to find it amid the
clutter of final demands and unpaid
bills on his desk; otherwise he will
have to reproduce the photograph,
which Ihave just found on my own
desk, of the same firms' remote control " tuner" which also used a
wireless link.
This highly ingenious gramophone
player could be placed on the other
side of the room or even in another
room. Its range was very limited
and its radiations were virtually
confined to the house in which it
was used and it did not therefore
infringe the PMG's regulations. To
make quite sure in my own case I
have covered the whole of the outside of the house with wire netting
and earthed it. , A man in the train
to whom Iexpounded my idea threw
cold water on it by pointing out
that a spare set in each room could
be much more useful, far less complicated and no more expensi re, but
lie turned out to be the sales
manager of a well-known firm of receiver makers, with an obvious axe
to grind.

F

Philco " wireless " tuning unit.
the man on the scaffold and say
simply, " 1 done it."
In actual fact I have done a bit
more than use " wired wireless,"

Home Entertainment.

The Gregarator

ROM time to time we hear a lot
of rumours about the marvellous strides which television technique has made as the result of research work done during the war,
mainly for radiolocation purposes.
I have often thought, and indeed
mentioned it in these pages before
the war,
that television would
eventually put the cinemas completely out of business, since anybody with a grain of common sense
would prefer to see the films by the
comfort of his own fireside with feet
securely perched upon the mantelpiece.
Unfortunately, however, common

sense appears to be far from being
a common virtue, as most people to
whom 1 have spoken about my
views seem to dissent strongly from
them. . They seem, almost without
exception, to prefer the discomfort
of a draughty cinema with all the
wretched business of people crawling
over each other on their way in and
out. The reason for this is, I suppose, that most people are gregarious by nature and prefer to be
thoroughly
uncomfortable
and
miserable in each other's company
rather than be happy and carefree
by themselves, To realise the truth
of this to the full one has only to
witness the massed misery apparent
at a popular seaside resort on a bank
holiday.
However, in spite of all this, an
attempt is going to be made to induce people to see the latest films at
home on their television screens
after the war, for according to an
article I have been reading in an
American periodical an attachment
known as a " gregarator" is to be
provided for connecting up to the
home television receivers at such
times as a film is to be broadcast
or " telecast " as they term it. The
gregarator, it is claimed, will provide from a record all the " subtle
psychological
sensations
of
a
crowded cinema,
including both
sound and olfactory sensations"
(oranges ?).
Unfortunately the author of the
article omits to give any technical
details. The noises should be easy
enough, of course, but I don't see
how they are going to do the olfactory part of the business. No mention is made of the " subtle psychological
sensation"
produced
by .
people treading on your toes, falling
over your knees and blowing down
your neck.
Quite apart from all this the gregarator does not seem to cater for
the quite considerable and perfectly
respectable section of the population
who go to the cinema mainly for the
sake of a little privacy which in
these days of housing shortage is not
always to be had at home, even in
the U.S.A.
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PROXIMITY
O

NE of the most interesting of
the wartime secrets now released is the use of radio automatically to operate the fuse of a
shell when within lethal range of an
aircraft or other target. In that the
method depends on the use of a
signal reflected from the aircraft, it
is analogous to radar, but there its
resemblance ceases.
The proximity fuse consists of a
complete transmitter and receiver,
with aerial, batteries, and the fuseoperating mechanism built into the
nose of an anti-aircraft shell!
It is
a beautiful example of modern
miniature technique. The compression of the apparatus was not the
least of the headaches which confronted
the
designers,
however.
Sufficient ruggedness to withstand
an acceleration some 20,000 times
that of gravity was needed in
both apparatus and valves.
The
fuse
depends
on
the
" Doppler" effect for its operation.
This effect is well known in acoustics, but is not normally noticeable
in radio.
It occurs when the source
of radiation is moving relative to the
receiver and it changes the apparent
velocity by the velocity of relative
motion.
Most people must have noticed
that the whistle of an express train
changes pitch as it passes one.
When the train is approaching there
are more cycles per second reaching
the observer than when it is receding
from him, consequently the pitch
drops as the train passes.
The velocity of sound in air is about 1, moit.

FUSE

per second, so that the wavelength
of a note of 1,000 c/s is 1.1 ft.
If
the train is moving at 60 m.p.h.
(88ft. per sec.) and the whistle is of
this frequency, then the effect is as
if the velocity of sound had increased to 1,188ft. per sec. when the
train is coming towards an observer,
and T,o12ft. per sec. when it is going
away from him.
Ile, therefore,
hears notes of 1,o8o c / sand 920 c/s
in the two cases.
This principle applies also to wireless waves, but on account of the
high velocity of propagation of such
waves, the change of frequency is
appreciable only when the relative
velocity of transmitter and receiver
is high, as in the case of a shell.
In
the proximity fuse, the transmitter
generates a continuous wave which
is emitted from the nose of the shell
as a cone of radiation. This travels
to the target and is reflected by it
and travels back to the shell. This
received signal differs in frequency
from the radiated because of the
relative motion of the shell and the
target.
A beat note is formed,
therefore, and this is amplified, and
when it reaches sufficient intensity
it sets off the fuse. This triggering intensity is adjusted so that it
is obtained only when the shell is
within lethal range of the target.
The great practical advantage of
the fuse over the older types is that
it relieves the gunner of the responsibility of fuse setting.
His job is
only to see that the shell passes
ivithin lethal range of the target.
Provided that he does this, the fuse
The various sub- assemblies of
the proximity fuse are shown
here.
One of
the valves
appears adjacent to the nose
and the oscillator assembly
to its left.

Radio
Station
in a
Shell

does the rest. Safety devices are included, of course, so that in the
event of a miss the shell explodes
before reaching the ground.
The idea of the proximity fuse was
put forward as far back as 1940 by
W. A. S. Butement and E. S.
Shire, then of Air Defence Research
am!
Development
Establishment
(A. l).R.D.E.).
Early research was
carried out in this country at a
:Ministry of Supply establishment.
Full information was given to the
U.S.A., and it was eventually agreed
that the main production would be
in that country. In fact, all proximity fuses ug'ed in the war were of
American manufacture.
It was the general adoption of
the fuses in August, 1944, which
caused the spectacular increase in
the number of flying bombs shot
clown.
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(A). Component Values for Low- pass Filter Elements
By THOMAS RODDAM
Filter design:byl-any but the most:advanced methods usually involves the trial of several alternative
designs. The reason for this is that the assumptions made in the impedance conditions break down
near cut-off and the behaviour in this region is adversely affected. The abacs are intended to ease
the labour:of computation. They must only be used with due regard to the well- established canons
of filter design.
The series begins with the so-called " constant-k " low-pass filter and later charts will deal with
m- derivation, high-pass filters and with the simpler forms of bandpass filter

T

be connected —
1r or
not
as a chain of half sections of the
same kind.
The element values are

HE basic
low-pass filter
elements are shown in
Fig. r. They are shown in
this form to indicate that they
are the components of an infinite
ladder network.
A prototype or
constant-k section takes one of
the forms shown in Fig. 2, in
which it will be noted that the

Lk =
Cy.

Lk
I Ck

Fig. r.

Low-pass filter elements.

values of some elements are now
divided by two.
The simplest
form for remembering the elements to be divided is given by
the half-section of Fig. 3. It will
be seen that the full sections of
Fig. 2 can be obtained by the

==.

scales are cramped, and a better
approximation is obtained by
moving to the upper half of the
chart, when the correct order of
values has been found.
Here,
powers of ten are ignored, as they
normally are in work on the sliderule.
When the values of L„ and C k
have been determined, the choice
between T- and sr-sections is
made; the necessary division of
the values L k or C k by 2 is left to
the user.

—
i*fe
onf e

R

where R is the impedance, and f,
the cut-off frequency. If R is in
ohms and f, in cycles per second,
L k and
Ck
are in henrys and
farads respectively.
The use of
these " prototype ' element values
is standard in the literature, and
it is for this reason that formulai
for sections of different types are
not given.
The charts for the constant-k
elements are in two parts. The
range of values of impedance and
frequency required is very great.
An approximate solution is therefore obtained by joining the point

Example a.
A low-pass filter is required to
have an impedance of 600 ohms
and
a cut-off
frequency
of
5,000 c/s. A sr-section will be used.
On the lower charts we join
600 ohms on the impedance scales
to 5 kc/s on the frequency scales.
The ruler cuts the L k scale at
35 mH and the C k scale at o.z µF.
Transferring to the top scales, we
join 6.o on the impedance scales
to 5.0 on the frequency scales.
The ruler cuts the L k scale at 0.38
and the C k scale at a .oi.
The
values of Lk and Ck are therefore

k

CONSTANT
IT SECTION

o

k

o
Lk

Lk

2
nog

2

Lk
0--rb000

T Ck
o

CONSTANT •
T • SECT ION

o
Fig.

2.

Ck
—2
— 1
o

Low-pass filter sections.

tandem connection of two halfsections, one of which is the mirror
image of the other. It must be
noted that the half-sections must

k

Ck

o
Fig. 3

corresponding to the actual impedance to the cut-off frequency
required.
The values of Lk and
Ck can then be read off.
These

.e;

o

Low-pass half-sections.
38 mH and ojo µF for a sr-section; we shall therefore use an
inductance of 38 mH and capacitances of 0.05 µF.
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WORLD
TELEVISION RESTARTING

I
T was announced in

the House of
Commons on October 9th that
the Government had given general
approval to the recommendations of
the Hankey Television Committee
and " the necessary action had been
set in train."
These recommendations called for a resumption of the
television service on pre-war standards ( 405 lines) rather than await
the development of a new system.
Nothing specific has been said about
the various recommendations regarding licences and the suppression
of electrical intederence.
On the same day the B.B.C. announced that it is hoped that before
the end of the year test transmissions of still patterns will be radiated. The date for the restarting of
the public service will be settled in
consultation with the advisory committee, the appointment of which, it
will be remembered, was recommended by the Television Committee.
The suggested date is next
spring.
The extension of the service to
the provinces will, it is stated, " be
pressed on as staffing and materials
allow."
The Committee expressed
the hope that the first extension—to
Birmingham—may be in operation
within about a year after the London transmitter restarts.
No further details are at present
available.
Senior appointments, it
is known, will be announced shortly.
EUROPEAN

BROADCASTING

ALLIANCE
will be recalled that a plan for
a co-ordinated
international
broadcasting system, to be run as
an auxiliary to national networks,
was described
in our issue of
August, 1944.
The plan, devised by A. V. L.
Iiubert, P. P. Ekersley and B.
Tenenbaum, has now been in the
hands of various national authorities, including the G.P.O., for many
months.
It is understood that
although technically the scheme has
been widely accepted as sound, there
is, so far, no indication that it has
been officially accepted by any
nation or authority as the basis for
a working international broadcasting
system for Europe.
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the world's first regular broadcasting service.
In those pioneering days a small
shack acted as studio and transmitter room in which the stall of
five was accommodated.
Although the late Dr. Frank Conrad, then chief engineer at Westinghouse, was a prime mover in the
project, he was not present at the
inaugural transmission.
Ile was
standing by at his experimental
station 8XK in case of a breakdown
at KDKA.
Bulletins giving the results of
the Harding-Cox Presidential election constituted a large part of the
first day's programme, which lasted
from 6 p.m. until noon the following day.
MERCHANT-SHIP RADAR

As a result of a conference

call ed
to reconsider the use of radar in
merchant
ships,
a performance
specification of a general purpose
radiolocation set has been prepared.
The Ministry of War Transport
has sent this specification to manufacturers and is arranging to make
available to them advice on the
technical aspects of the specification.
It is also planned to establish a system for the issue of certificates of approval of designs of
radar sets.
Sets manufactured for the Admiralty which are suitable for use
in merchant ships carrying officers
trained in their use and maintenance
are, in the meantime, to be made
available to shipowners.

TI

SILVER JUBILEE

TT will iw

twenty-five years on
1 November znd since KDKA, the
pioneer broadcasting station, operated by the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation at Pittsburgh, started

"RADIO " OR " WIRELESS "
10
originated
the
term
" radio " ? In answer to this
question the following was recently
published in Washington.
D.C.:
" There has been some controversy
over the origin of the word:
It
appears to have been first used in
the
United
States
by
Donald
McNicol in the title of a series of
articles
in
Western
Electrician
during 1906-1907."
Donald McNicol, who is technical
consultant of Telegraph and Telephone Age, writing in that journal,
states: " I did not originate the
term. The word was first used at
the 1903 protocol in Berlin when
the Germans pushed it forward because the British and Americans had
adopted ' wireless.'
What connection I had in the matter was in
using the word ' radio' first in an
American treatise of book- length on
the subject."
WHAT THEY SAY
EMPIRE CONIMUNICATIONS.—If is
as important for British people to
be able to communicate easily and
cheaply between London and Sydney
and between any other two places in
British territories as it is for American people to communicate easily
and cheaply between New York and
San Francisco. If we make full use
of up-to-date knowledge in radio
science and engineering we can have
services which will operate 24 hours
a day. . . . It is to be hoped this
will be one of the major considerations in British post-war development.—Sir Ernèst Fisk, writing to
the Editor of " The Times."
MANPOWER.— At one time during
the war the ground radar stations
of the Royal Air Force in the
United
Kingdom alone required
the full-time employment of sixteen
hundred officers and twenty thousand other ranks.—Air Vice-Marshal
Sir Victor Tait, K.B.E., C.B., Director-General of Signals, Air Ministry,
addressing the Annual General Meeting of the British Institution of
Radio Engineers.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
instru:
ment cases such as this were seen
at a recent exhibition arranged by
Imhof's.
This amplifier case is
constructed of sheet steel with solid
brass knobs. A pleasing feature of
this design is the accessibility of the
controls. In addition to the production of such specially designed
cases Imhof's have a series of ten
standard cases which are available
from stock.

THE FUTURE.—FM contains in itself almost the whole future of audio
broadcasting.—Paul
W.
Kesten,
Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
executive vice-president.
WE LED THE WORLD in television
in 1939 and we have only weeks
left in which to act if we are
ever to get this lead back.
The
Government's attention
to television . . . is called for now if this
great industry is to be saved from
disruption. . . . Television is the
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best export salesman we have.—Sir
Thomas Poison, K.B.E., C.M.G.,
Chairman of Pye, Ltd.
PIT OR STALLS ? —Ianticipate that
in time you will be offered two
standards of B.B.C. television transmission, the utility 405-line picture,
giving you a seat in the pit, and the
luxury 1,000-line definition, putting
you in the front row of the television
stalls.—Howard Thomas in
Sunday
Graphic and Sunday News."
PERSONALITIES
Carleton Dyer has been appointed
Controller of Communication Equipment in the Ministry of Aircraft Production in succession to Sir Robert
Renwick, who has resigned on his
return to industry.
Roy Innes is the new General Secretary of the Association of Scientific
Workers, the membership of which has
now reached 17,000.
G. J. Redfern has joined Banks ( London), Ltd., as Chief Electronic Engineer
and will handle the technical side of
the Company's business.

Dr. J. M. DODDS, head of the radio
research section of Metropolitan
Vickers, who were responsible for
the transmitters of the original
"CH" radar stations.
He, and
L. H. Bedford (see col. 3) of Cossor's,
were the first industrial engineers to
be taken fully into the confidence
of the Government on radar.

IN BRIEF
Servicing Exam.—The results of the
second examination for the Radio Servicing Certificate, held in London, Manchester and Glasgow on June 2nd under
the auspices of the Radio Trades
Examination Board, have been announced. Of the 56 entrants 24 passed
both the written and practical parts of
the examination.
Twelve candidates
passed only the written examination,
of whom six re-entered for the practical
test; four passed.
Dr. Partridge Memorial.—Just prior
to his death, as a result of enemy
action last year, Dr. Norman Partridge

Wireless World
offered to finance, by a Trust, the
award of an annual premium for the
most outstanding paper on " Improvements in the Quality of Sound Reproduction "
read before the British
Institution of Radio Engineers in any
one year. It has now been decided to
establish a Dr. Norman Partridge
Memorial Fund for this purpose and
the first premium will be awarded in
1946. The Fund has already been well
supported by Institution members.
Antarctic Radar.—The fitting of radar
on the first of the large whale-factory
ships, Southern Venture, for protection
against icebergs on her voyage to the
Antarctic is a revival of the earliest
maritime application of radiolocation.
Television in Argentina.—An order
has been placed for the erection of the
first television transmitter in South
America.
The installation is to be
carried out by Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, New York, and the site
is expected to be in or near Buenos
Aires.
Electronic
Astronomy.—Some
interesting applications
of
electronic
technique to astronomy are given in
a paper in the Journal of the British
Astronomical
Association, communicated by Arthur C. Clarke, who wrote
recently in this journal on " ExtraTerrestrial Relays."
Among the subjects dealt with are the use of photocell circuits to provide automatic
following for stellar photography, television scanning methods of star counting and the possibility of using radar
technique for the precise measurement
of interplanetary distances.
Romford Radio Society has been reformed and regular meetings have
commenced.
A fitted workshop is
planned in the new headquarters to
which they will shortly be moving.
Particulars are obtainable from the
Hon. Sec., R. C. E. Beardow (G3FT),
3, Geneva Gardens, Whalebone Lane
North, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
" ET "
Amateurs.—Ireland's
fiftythree pre-war amateur transmitters are
now permitted to operate. The Minister
of Defence has revoked the Order,
which has been operating since 1939,
prohibiting transmission.
Scientific Films.—A revised catalogue
of scientific films showing the suitability of films for various types of
audience is now available from the
Association
of
Scientific
Workers,
Hanover House, 73, High Holborn,
London, W.C.r, price 2S.
Uruguay
Broadcasting.—Marconi's
W.T. Co. is to erect a 5-kW mediumwave transmitter at Montevideo for
"Radio Rural." It will operate on a
wavelength of 492 metres.
Gauge and Toolmakers' Exhibition.
—An exhibition has been arranged by
the Gauge and Tool Makers' Association to be held in the New Hall, Vincent Square, London, S.W.r, from
January 7th to 19th, 1946.
More Radio Receivers.—A large factory at Crewe Toll, Edinburgh, has
been allocated to Ferranti by the Board
of Trade for the production of civilian
radio receivers.
Change of Address.—The new address
of the Import Licensing Department
of the Board of Trade is 189, Regent
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Street, London, W .I.
(
Tel.: Regent
4090.)
A New Factory at Birtley, Co.
Durham, has been acquired by W. T.
Henley's Telegraph Works Company,
for cable manufacture.
This is in
addition to their existing factories at
Gravesend and Woolwich.
Plastics. — The
manufacture
of
"Traffolyte " laminated plastic s.
formerly a product of Metropolitan
Vickers, has been taken over by De
La Rue Insulation, Ltd.

L. H. BEDFORD, Director of Research, of Cossor's, makers of the
receiving equipment for the pre-war
radar " chain."
He also evolved
the "« Bedford attachment " for early
gun-laying radar.
MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Radio Section.—" Radio Measurements in the Decimetre and Centimetre
Wavebands" by R. J. Claydon, M.A.;
J.
E.
Houldin,
Ph.D.,
B.Eng.;
H. R. L. Lamont, M.A., Ph.D.; and
W.
E.
Willshaw,
M.Sc.Tech.,
on
November 7th.
"A Method of Increasing the Range
of VHF Communication Systems by
Multi-Carrier Amplitude Modulation,"
by J. R. Brinkley, on November ist.
Both meetings will commence at 5.30
and will be held at the I.E.E., Savoy
Place, London, W.C.2.
London
Students'
Section. — A
"Brains Trust" Meeting will be held
at 7.0 on November 6th at the I.E.E.,
London.
Cambridge Radio Group.—" Notes
on the Stabilities of LC Oscillators"
by N. Lea, B.Sc., on October 29th.
" Frequency Modulation," by K. R.
Sturley, Ph.D., on November 20th.
Both meetings will be held at 6.o in
the Technical College, Collier Road,
Cambridge.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
"UHF Aerial Technique," by S.
Button, on November 21st at 6.0 at the
Institution of Structural Engineers, sr,
Upper Belgrave Street, London, S.W.1.
Radio Society of Great Britain
"Aerial Systems for the Radio
Amateur," by F. Charman (G6CJ), at
6.30 on November r6th at the I.E.E.,
Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
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BIOLOGICAL

AMPLIFIERS

1. Early Development : Neutralising Interference

D

URING the past ten years
or so the use of valve
amplifiers has become increasingly important in biological
research. Their value lies in the
measurement of the small varying
voltages which occur in the tissues
of any living organism.
Perhaps one of the most striking
of these measurements is that of
brain potentials. If two electrodes
are placed at two points on the
human skull, a voltage is produced between them;
for a
•normal healthy person it varies
pretty regularly at a frequency of
io c/s, and has an average value
of about 5o»V.
Certain types

By D. H. PARNUM,
B.Sc., ARCS., Ph.D.

impulse a system is needed with
a frequency response flat up to at
least ro kc/s.
Yet another example is that of
cardiography—the measurement
of voltages associated with the
action of the heart. The voltages in this case consist of impulses repeated at the frequency of
the heart beat, i.e. about i c/s,
and reaching a peak value of
about 2 mV. Owing to the low

Fig. r. Mutual
coupling is possible betwe en electrode input circuits.

•

of brain abnormalities produce a
quite different rhythm, usually of
much lower frequency;
brain
tumours give afrequency of about
3 c/s, and the position of the
tumour can often be found with
considerable accuracy by placing
the electrodes at different points.
This example has been given
to show the importance of valve
amplifiers in biological work.
It
is obvious that a voltage of
50 »V and frequency ro c/s
cannot be faithfully observed or
recorded without amplification,
and in fact no conclusive evidence
about brain potentials was obtained until a valve amplifier was
used. Another example is that of
nerve fibre potentials. These occur
as single impulses, corresponding
to the passage of asignal along the
nerve; typical figures are a peak
value of -1 mV and duration of
millisec. To record such an

frequcncy and comparatively high
voltage, it is possible to measure
these voltages with a fast- period
galvanometer, but by using a tube
with an afterglow screen, the
slowly repeated voltage pattern
can be observed visually and at
once, by the patient's bedside;
the galvanometer method involves
photographic recording. The frequency range required here for
faithful reproduction is o.r c/s
to 50 c/s.
This very brief account shows
that the requirements of biological
amplifiers vary somewhat with
the problem, but are nearly always
different from those of AF amplifiers. In general, the low-frequency response must be very
low, so that sometimes a ZF
(zero-frequency) amplifier must
be used; the gain must be high,
often over r million ; and the
input circuit must be of a special

type. It is hoped that this
article, which examines a few
design problems in some detail,
will be of interest to biologists
and radio workers alike.

The Input Circuit
The input circuit of a biological
amplifier is perhaps its most
important feature. There are two
chief difficulties : the first is due
to
interference, i.e. unwanted
pick-up in the subject ;
the
second is interaction between
several amplifiers connected to
one subject.
The first difficulty is familiar to
everyone who has ever checked
the action of an AF amplifier by
touching agrid pin with the finger;
a 50 c/s hum is generally the
result. This is really exactly what
happens if an input stage, with one
side earthed, is connected to a
subject.
The " live" electrode
will pick up considerable interference, mainly 50 c/s, but often
higher frequencies, depending on
the type of machinery and electric
equipment operating in the neighbourhood. This voltage is usually
several mV at least, and in general
will completely mask the biological
voltage. Screening of the subject,
especially if human, is obviously

Fig. 2.

Balanced input circuit.
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difficult and clumsy, and in any
case may not be effective. Hence
the trouble must be cured in the
amplifier.
The second difficulty is illus-

Fig. 3.

to A and B and are balanced about
earth. A signal voltage is a difference in voltage between A and B;
it is split by the grid resistors to
give (say) a positive voltage at A
and an equal negative voltage

Two balanced amplifiers connected to one subject.

trated by Fig. r, which shows
three amplifiers connected to one
subject. A voltage impulse occurring between grid and cathode of
any amplifier will produce a small
voltage in the common lead, and
so inject a false signal into both
the other amplifiers.
One of the earliest attempts at
interference elimination was made
by Robertsonl in his electrocardiograph; the method was to
introduce into the live amplifier
lead a 50 c/s voltage adjustable
in amplititude and phase.
This
was adjusted to neutralise 50 c/s
pick-up. Robertson reported good
results, but the method is obviously not of wide application.
It assumes that the interference is
all 50 c/s, which is not always the
case; even where 50 c/s is the
basic frequency, the interference
waveform is seldom pure, and the
best cancellation would leave harmonic residuals.
The method
would probably not be successful
for really small signals such as
brain potentials;
moreover it
does nothing to overcome the
interaction difficulty.
Both
problems
are
fundamentally solved by the balanced
input stage.

Balanced Input Stages
The first use of this type of
circuit seems to have been by
Matthews. 2 His circuit is shown
in Fig. 2 ; for the moment, the
earth connection at Q and the
resistance between cathode and
earth will be disregarded.
The
subject electrodes are connected

at B. These voltages are amplified
by their respective valves and
the amplified difference appears
at P and Q. Interference voltages,
however, are not produced directly
across A and B, but between A
and earth, and B and earth;
moreover, the interference at A
and B will obviously be practically
equal, since the two electrodes are
connected to the same subject.
These equal voltages are also
amplified
by
their
respective
valves; if the valves are matched
they will be amplified equally, and
the difference between P and Q
due to interference will be zero,
or at least very small. The circuit
is adiscriminator between inphase
voltages, such as interference, and
antiphase voltages, such as a
signal.
Elimination of interaction is
illustrated by Fig. 3, which shows
two balanced amplifiers connected
to one subject. If a voltage impulse occurs between Ai and Br,
it operates the first amplifier, but
as no current flows in the earth
lead no spurious signal is injected
into the second amplifier.
It is
even possible to replace electrodes
Br and A2 by a single electrode,
and to continue this for a number
of electrodes; so that to four
electrodes, for example, three
amplifiers can be connected to
record the voltages between four
successive points on the subject.
It may be remarked here that a
high input impedance is very
necessary with biological amplifiers, because the subject plus
electrodes has inherently poor
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regulation.
A balanced stage
doubles the permissible input
impedance, since this is equal to
the two grid resistors in series.
Grid resistors of rM .fd are common,
giving an input impedance of
2 M.Q.
This is much higher than
that obtainable with any other
indicating system such as a
galvanometer.
We may also note here that a
balanced input stage can be regarded as a differential amplifier;
it will only transmit the difference
of voltage between the two input
grids.
It is immaterial whether
this voltage difference is applied
actually between the two grids, as
is normally the case, or is applied
between one grid and earth, the
other grid being tied to earth. In
both cases there is a voltage
difference
between
the
grids.
Hence a balanced input stage can
always be used, when desired, as
a single-ended one, and there is no
loss of flexibility in standardising
its use.

Push-pull Amplifiers
The circuit of Fig. 2 gives a
push-pull output, neither side of
which is earthed; without special

Fig. 4.

Balanced input circuit with
negative feedback.

circuits, a push-pull stage must
follow, then another, and so on.
Hence the simplest amplifier is
push-pull throughout.
Although
this is bulkier than a single-ended
amplifier, it has many advantages
and has been largely used in
America.
Owing to the low frequencies
which must be passed, transformer
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coupling is impossible in biological
amplifiers.
It is therefore impossible to pass on merely the
difference in voltage between P
and Q ( Fig. 2) to the next pushpull stage; the full voltage at
each anode must be passed on to
the corresponding half of the next
stage, and this is repeated all the
way down the amplifier.
The
resulting amplified interference,
even if it is not enough to overload the final stage completely, is
certain to make it badly nonlinear and so cause modulation of
the signal. Apart from this very
serious defect, Fig. 2 does not
possess high discriminating powers
unless the valves are matched very
carefully.
Both these difficulties can be
overcome by using discriminating
feedback.
Fig. 4 shows the
simplest circuit; R k is a large
common cathode resistance. ( In
this and in several succeeding
circuits, the method of obtaining
correct grid bias is not shown.)
For an antiphase signal, suppose
that A is positive and B negative.
The anode current of VI rises
and that of V2 falls by an equal
amount; the changes cancel in
Rk and there is no cathode feedback.
The stage therefore gives
full gain.
For inphase signals the anodu
currents rise and fall together;
the combined effect in R k is
equivalent to one of the currents
in a resistance of 2R,,. Thus each
valve amplifies its own intererence input as if it had acathode
resistance of 212 k,and the effective
gain cannot exceed R/2 R,, even
if the internal gain is infinite.
Since it is quite easy to make
212 k = R, the inphase gain can be
reduced to 1.
The input interference is never enough to overload any stage (it is usually a few
mV), so the output cannot be
enough to overload the next
stage. This principle can obviously
be used right through the amplifier.
The balancing property is also
greatly improved. In- considering
this aspect, two definitions are
useful. The inphase/antiphase gain
ration will be called simply the
gain ratio, and will be denoted
by r. The inphase/antiphase output ratio will be called the output
ratio and will be denoted by r';
it is not the same as the gain.
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phase gain is now that of two
stages, which can be set conservatively at 3,000 (using pentodes
in the second stage), so that r
If the two halves of the
whole system match to within
to per cent., r' is roughly 1/30,000,
and a signal of toµV can be
measured in the presence of interference of about too mV.
In
practice an r' of this order is of
little value, because interference
inputs of
too
mV are most unlikely to balance
within 3 V.
Fig. 5 shows
that no portion
of the input circuit
must
be
earthed, or the
feedback path
will be shunted;
hence, the subject must be well
insulated
from
earth. This is
obviously
not
easy to achieve,
especially with
human subjects,
and is a serious
practical disadvantage of the
circuit.
Fig. 6 shows
the
complete
circuit of Goodwin's amplifier,'
which does not
Fig. 5. Circuit with amplified feedback.
require high subject insulation.
If the two halves are matched to
This is a ZF
amplifier
and
within to per cent., analysis
will be dealt with later in this
connection.
For the moment
shows that r' will be very roughly
to per cent. of r, or 1/300. Supit is only necessary to note
pose we say that the output signal
that the amplified feedback is
must be at least 3times the intertaken from the anodes of the
ference;
then to measure a
second stage to the cathodes of the
first. For inphase voltages there
signal of toµV the interference
must not exceed about imV.
is no potential difference between
The output ratio can be imthe cathodes of the first stage, and
proved by better valve matching,
the feedback is independent of
but it is quite easy to obtain a
the setting of the variable resistor
vast reduction in the gain ratio
R3. The resistors RI, R2 form a
by amplifying the feedback. Fig. 5 potential divider feeding back z/25
-shows Offner's method. 2
The
of the output voltage, and the
junction of the input grid resistors,
inphase gain cannot exceed the
instead of returning to earth, is
inverse of this fraction, or 25.
returned to the cathodes of the
With R3 set at zero, each stage has
second stage, which has a large
a common cathode resistance and
common cathode resistance R.
the antiphase gain is the full
This produces negative feedback
two-stage gain. To obtain a fair
for inphase signals as before; the
comparison with Offner's method
we will take this as 3,000; r is
inphase gain cannot exceed R/2R k
and is usually about I. The antithen 1/120. Fig. 6 actually gives
ratio for a push-pull stage, because the output is the difference
between two points such as P and
Q. Generally r' is some small
fraction of r; if the two halves
are exactly matched it will be
zero whatever the value of r.
In Fig. 2, ris i and r' depends
only on valve matching. In Fig. 4,
the inphase gain is about
and
the antiphase gain (for triodes)
may be 30 ; thus ris about 1/30.
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a much lower value of r because
pentodes are used in both stages.
The circuit can be made more discriminating by increasing the
feedback ratio.
The gain control of Fig. 6 is
interesting. When R3 is set at
zero the signal gain is amaximum.
When R3 is set at its full value, it
is virtually open-circuit; there is
then complete negative feedback
for antiphase as well as inphase inputs, and the gain becomes 25.
The gain can obviously be varied
between these limits by varying
R3. Thus gain control in a pushpull amplifier is achieved by a
single control. There is a disadvantage, however; the signal/
interference ratio in the output
is fixed whatever the signal, so
that the improvement which would
naturally occur with a large signal
is lost.
So far the interference inputs
have been assumed equal. What
happens when they are not is the
same for all balanced input stages,
and is worth looking into at this
point.
Suppose the interference
inputs are e and e + Lle.
As
explained earlier, this amounts to
an antiphase signal .de and equal
inphase signals e. de will be transmitted with the full gain, e with
the inphase gain. Thus the total
interference output will be proportional to de + r'e, or e(
r'
¿le/e). Now dele is the fractional
difference between the two inputs;

suppose it is s per cent.
Then
r'
dele cannot be less than
per cent, and there is no point
in reducing r' below about I per
cent. A very small value of r' is
often of no value, and the simple
circuit of Fig. 4 is good enough
for many purposes.
This reasoning also shows that
to reduce the interference output
to zero, r' must equal — dele.
This means that r' must be adjustable within a region of about
r per cent. The circuits so far
described are basically unadapted
to this, because they aim at avery
low value of r, and r' must be less
than r.
This question of balancing out
unequal interference has received
little attention in the literature,
which suggests that it is not a
serious problem ; nevertheless an
interference control would probably be welcomed by biologists.
The interference inputs can obviously be adjusted to equality
by making one of the input grid
resistors a variable potential divider, but a variable component at
such alow voltage level is obviously
a bad idea.
A possible way of
varying r' is shown in Fig. 7. The
control is not at the point of
lowest voltage level ;
it has
hardly any effect on the signal
gain; contact resistance has no
effect on the ratio of the two anode
loads.
The inphase gain is considerable, since the cathode resistor provides bias only and is
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quite small;
but the inphase
output will never be enough to
overload the next stage, which
should either be push-pull with

Fig. 7. Suggested circuit for
balancing input.
discriminating feedback or a" compressor " stage, which will be dealt
with in the succeeding part of this
article.
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LONG-WAVE

CONVERTER

Extending the Range of the Wartime Civilian Receiver
to Cover 1,500 Metres

T

HE idea of using an add-on
unit for reception on wavebands not covered by a receiver is very old, and is generally associated with the reception
of the short
and ultra-short
waves.
Thus the description
"short-wave converter" is quite
familiar,
but
the
expression
"long- wave
converter"
probably strikes a new note.
Theoretically there is no reason
why a converter should not be
employed for the reception of
wavelengths longer than the longest allowed for in the receiver;
but, so far, there has been no real
demand for an attachment of this
kind.
Now that long- wave broadcasting has returned, it is natural
that owners of single- range sets,
such as the Wartime Civilian Receiver, should be anxious to know
if anything can be done to extend
the waverange.
The solution is
a long- wave converter.
In principle the operation of a
long- wave converter is identical
with that of a short-wave converter except that instead of converting all signals to a lower frequency they are converted to a
higher frequency.
This process
takes place, of course, in any ordinary two-band broadcast superhet., since all such sets have an
IF of nominal 465 kc/s, which is
lower than the medium waveband
frequencies and higher than the
long-wave frequencies, so that
nothing very extraordinary is required of the suggested long- wave
converter. It only remains to be
seen how the requirements can be
translated into a practical form in
an economical manner.
There may be several ways of
achieving this, but for the present
purpose we will assume that a
single- valve frequency changing
unit, the circuit diagram of which
is given in the figure, will he used.
In the form shown,
it presupposes that reception on one
wavelength only will suffice, and
no attempt is to be made to
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By H. B. DENT
cover the whole of the long-wave
band. If variable tuning must be
provided, then a two-gang condenser must replace the two
loo µµF pre-set condensers, and,
in addition, the usual parallel and
series padding condensers must be
included in the signal and oscillator circuits in order to ensure correct tracking.
It will also be
necessary to calculate the inductance needed in the oscillator grid
circuit coil to suit the intermediate frequency to be used.
By
foregoing what are, at
present, the doubtful advantages
of afull coverage of ihe long- wave
band, all this tedious work is

tolerance, so that even to-day
little difficulty should be experienced in obtaining them.
The aerial coil is a standard
long- wave tuning coil. It can be
connected in the normal way, or,
alternatively, the separate winding usually included in aerial coils
may be employed as shown in
clotted lines in the circuit. Likewise
the oscillator coil is a standard
long-wave coil as used in superhets having an IF of 465 kc/s,
but any inductance capable of
being tuned to 800 kc / s, and
having a reaction winding, would
serve equally well. For example,
a medium- wave coil of r8o µH
could be used and tuned by a
combination of fixed and preset condensers having a total
+ 250 v
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Theoretical circuit diagram of a converter to enable long-wave reception
to be effected on sets such as the Wartime Civilian Receiver. Values of the
components are chosen to suit an X65 valve. An alternative aerial
connection is shown in dotted lines.
avoided, and, moreover, the unit
becomes far easier to construct.
Most of the parts required can be
found in the spare parts box;
furthermore, they are quite common standard values of the widest

capacity of just over zoo muF.
This improvisation would not be
possible if ganged tuning were
adopted.
It will be seen that a small
variable condenser, with a sug-
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Letters to the Editor—
that the limit of sensitivity is set
largely by the thermal agitation
noise in the first circuit at all frequencies up to some 15 Mc / s.
Accordingly on CW a signal of
about s microvolt at the 8o-ohm
aerial input will be heard some
20 db. above the total receiver
noise at the phone output, when
the bandwidth of 3 kc/s is in use.
(Note: not ± 3kc I
s.)
When the AF note filter is
brought into use, then about 0.4
microvolt suffices for the same
signal/noise ratio. This is a limit
at which a good operator, using
all facilities, can read as small a
signal as 0.1 microvolt.
Such a performance in 1940,
when the set was designed, was
not to be found in any British
communications receiver normally
marketed.
The American HRO
was then the comparable performer, although not for selectivity.
For the same pass-band
width (3 kc / s) the HRO had an IF
cut-off slope down to — 6o db. at
6 db. / kc / s, while the R107
achieved 14 db. / kc / s.
In achieving this performance
it should be noted that to ease the
spares problem only two valve
types were used, excluding the
rectifier valves. Further, this set,
primarily for use in vehicles, was
and had to be very robust
It should be remembered that
the R107 was designed in I94o,
and that since then new receiver
designs have been completed, developed, and put into production.
Information on these will probably become available at a later
date.
E. FORSTER.
Signals Research and Development Establishment,
Somerford, Hants.

Adaptability of the Deaf
-L. ILAVE used aheari n ga id f
or so
years which I have continually modified to my increasing
needs. There is no doubt that by
the continual use of an aid the
patient's ears are to some extent
"educated."
W. T. Smith's
theory, set out in your October
issue, implies that an approximate
restoration of normal hearing is
usual.
I am sure that in most
cases the limited frequency response of the combined aid and
defective ears induces a medley of

Wireless
unnatural sounds. This is due to
resonances which cause
overstimulation on certain frequencies.
The patient correctly complains
that the reproduction is poor, but
puts up with the irritation because
of the balance of advantage. In
the course of years, however,
nature dulls the over- stimulated
nerves and permits the aid to be
used without discomfort and with
apparently greater benefit.
Isuggest that this far from ideal
state of affairs is a material factor
in
the difficulty,
which the
severely deaf experience when any
fundamental change is made in
their
apparatus, and explains
some of their disappointing reactions to " improvements" in the
response of their instruments. In
short, I think the adaptability of
the deaf is as much due to
physical changes as to subjective
education.
Ithink Mr. Smith's theory presumes adegree of assistance which
is rarely possible of achievement,
certainly not with the portable
aids at present available.
JOHN A. HAMILTON.
Glasgow, S.3.

Schwingticipfe"

T HIS

German word should be
translated as " cavity resonators."
Your reviewer, in the
August Wireless World and also
in Wireless Engineer, uses Klystron. The Klystron is a valve,
with a velocity- modulated electron stream, working on the
"buncher-catcher " principle.*
H. MORGAN.
London, S.E.
*See Proc. IR.E., April, 1945, and Journal of
Applted Physics, May, 1939.

[Our reviewer replies as follows:
— ED.]
The following definitions from
the " British Standard Glossary
of Terms used in Telecommunication" show that Mr. Morgan's
criticism is well founded.
They
also indicate how the confusion
has arisen.
No. 1743, Klystron . — A velocity modulated valve in which
the electrodes of the output circuit ( and also possibly of the
input circuit) are combined in
the circuit to form a rhumbatron. (See 4526.)
No. 4526, Rhumbatron. — A
resonant circuit characterised
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by an electromagnetic field
bounded by a substantially
closed
conducting
surface,
energy being transferred to or
from the electromagnetic field
by inductive loops or capacitive
elements in the field or by radiation through an opening in the
conducting surface or by abeam
of electrons projected through
the field.
Hence, although the Rhumbatron (or Schwingtopf) forms an
essential part of the Klystron,
I Was certainly not justified
in referring to it as a Klystron.
The book under review was not
concerned
with
the
velocity
modulated
valve,
but
solely
with the Rhumbatron or cavity
resonator.
G. W. O. H.

Radar

T HE

description of the front
cover illustration of your September issue, given on page 265 of
that issue, refers to the straight
line from the centre as a " rotating scanner beam " ; that, if not a
mistake, is definitely misleading.
The line is in fact called the
" Heading Line" and represents
the direction dead ahead in the
line of flight. It is obtained by
the aerial scanning mechanism
closing a contact which causes a
brightening pulse to be applied to
the CR tube every time the aerial
points straight ahead.
G. T. CLACK.
Staines, Middx.

SERVICES- INDUSTRY
CO-OPERATION
TN our last issue we stressed the
unprecedented extent to which
co-operation between Government
Departments, the Services and. the
radio industry has taken place in
the development of radar. There
would now appear to be some prospect of this co-operation continuing
in peace.
Air Vice-Marshal Sir
Victor Tait, Director-General of
Signals, Air Ministry, addressing
the Brit.I.R.E., stated that a plan
was being formulated by the Services for a long-term contract with
the industry for the conduct of
development work. Sir Victor had
previously stressed the dependence
of the Services on " a large and
healthy development section of the
radio industry working for and with
them."
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PIEZO-ELECTRIC
MICROPHONES
Effect of the Case on Performance

T

HE technician to-day is too
often apt to concentrate on
what he considers to be the
essentials of a component and to
dismiss its container as a frill of
doubtful necessity. This attitude
has doubtless arisen as a result of
two things—the prevalence at one
time of components of questionable quality in beautiful cases on
the one hand and the widespread
abandonment of cases of any sort
in the interests of economy on the
other.
With electroacoustic apparatus, however, the case is more
than a protective cover of good
appearance. It is part of the device itself, and its materials, dimensions and shape affect the performance. This has been widely
recognised with loudspeakers, and
everyone realises that box resonance affects the performance to a
marked degree. It is not, however, so generally realised with
other devices, such as the microphone, and there is a prevailing
idea that any case is good enough.
This was brought home forcibly
to the writer when he recently
needed a small microphone of
fairly high quality. The need for
quality, low background noise and
sensitivity to weak sounds ruled
out the carbon type, while the
lack of a high degree of amplification made moving coil and condenser microphones impracticable.
The piezo-electric crystal microphone was, therefore, the only
type considered, but the highquality commercial types were
unsuitable because of their size
and weight.

1,000 c/s concentrated this sensitivity at the one point. In addition, the slightest touch on the
case overloaded the amplifier with
noise!
It was at first thought that the
resonance was caused by the cone
and one of much smaller dimensions was tried without effect. It
was then observed that the microphone worked nearly as well
without a cone at all, and this
gave a clue to the trouble. The
case was vibrating and its vibrations were affecting the crystal
directly.
The internal construction of a
microphone is shown in the
sketch.
The crystal is stuck to
the case at three of its four
corners, being spaced from it and
partially shock- insulated by three
small rubber blocks. The fourth
corner is attached to the cone and
metal plates on either side of the
crystal form the electrodes. Any
mechanical distortion of the crystal produces by virtue of its
piezo-electric property a potential
difference between the plates, and
this forms the electrical output.
The three fixed corners of the
crystal are supposed to remain
fixed and the vibration of the cone
under the influence of the sound

Crystal Mounting
Some tests were made, therefore, with a crystal unit fitted to
a light case about the size of a
telephone earpiece.
The results
were nothing less than appalling!
All that could be said in its favour
was that it was highly sensitive,
but a terrific resonance around

In this cut- away sketch of the
microphone the crystal mounting
is clearly shown. It is evident
that flexure of the case will stress
the crystal and so produce an
output.

A view of the finished microphone
described in the text.
waves moves the fourth corner
and so tends to twist the crystal.
However, if the case is itself
vibrating, the three fixed points
are no longer fixed.
There are many possible modes
of case vibration. The back of the
case may move more or less as a
whole and carry with it the crystal. The result will be the same
as if the back were fixed and the
cone moved, so far as the crystal
is concerned, but the effect will
tend to be appreciable only at one
frequency—the natural resonance
of the case in this mode.
In more complex modes of
vibration one part of the case may
move towards the crystal while
another part is moving away from
it.
If these two parts coincide
with two of the crystal mountings
the movement will tend to twist
the crystal and produce an electrical output.
It is well known that such containers do resonate in complex
modes and exhibit quite sharp
resonances.
Their unsuitability
for microphones is, therefore,
obvious.

Effect of Heavy Case
In order to prove that the bad
performance of the microphone
was really caused by the case, it
was rebuilt, using a heavy brass
plate for the rear of the case. This
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plate was soldered to a heavy
brass ring which formed the walls
and cone support. This ring was
actually a large nut from which
the thread and the usual corner
bevels were removed. It is this
which accounts for the hexagonal
shape shown in the photograph
and it gives the microphone quite
a pleasing appearance.
The new case was a great success. The terrific resonance of the
light one disappeared and the response generally was greatly extended. The sensitivity was somewhat lower because of the absence
of marked resonances, but compared well with a high-quality
commercial diaphragm type crystal microphone of much larger
dimensions.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure the performance,
but the results obtained were a
very striking demonstration of the
advantage of a heavy rigid case
and the uselessness of a light one.
In addition to having agood frequency response, the new microphone was relatively insensitive to
handling.
It was possible to
finger the case without swamping
everything in noise.
Handling
produced some noise, it is true,
but the level was something like
30 db. below that with the light
case.—W. T. C.
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RADIO- HEATING
DEVELOPMENTS
Industrial Applications Demonstrated by
Rediffusion, Ltd.
QOME indication of the extent to
which radio heating has established itself in industry was given
by an exhibition recently organised
by Rediffusion, Ltd., in London.
The range of " Redifon" heaters

now comprises four models.
The
RH2 (250-3oo watts at 25-32 Mc / s)
has already been described in this
journal. The next size, RH7 (2-2.5
kW at 16-18 Mc/ s) is auseful general
purpose generator for eddy current

Typical applications of the Redifon
RH7, 2-kW radio heater. (Left)
Gluing sixteen joints simultaneously
in 3 minutes in a hydraulically
operated jig and (above) conveyor
for drying textiles and similar
materials.
or dielectric heating, and an excellent medium for gaining experience
of radio heating technique in all its
branches. Model RH3r (5.5 kW at
ro Mc/ s) is suitable for plasticising
moulding powder for large mouldings such as radio receiver cabinets,
motor fascia boards, etc., and will
deal with 3 lb. of standard moulding
powder per minute.
Model RH4
(25-30 kW at 1.7-3.4 Mc / s or 5-9
Mc / s) is suitable for heat treatment
of steels or for setting glues in wood
assemblies.
Considerable progress has been
made in the design of electrode
systems
and
heating chambers,
which now have the appearance of
machinery rather than experimental
wireless
transmitting
apparatus.
This aspect was well exemplified in
the demonstration of radio heating
equipment for the plastic moulding
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industry, for glue setting and for the
hardening of small steel parte—,all
applications in which radio heating
has had time to prove its worth and
for which there is now a steady
demand for equipment.
Another sphere in which there is
scope for future development is the
drying of commodities such as wool,
tobacco, chemical powders, etc.,
which have low thermal conductivity
and must not be overheated.
Here
radio heating is capable of effecting
economies in the drying time.
An
interesting example shown was a
continuous
drying
conveyor
for
thick fabrics, paper board, etc.
In
this machine the material is carried
between two sets of transverse electrodes which are staggered to give
a longitudinal rather than a transverse field. The spacing of the electrodes is graded to vary the field
intensity according to the condition
of the material as it passes through
the chamber and its moisture content is reduced.
In the section devoted to glue
setting a RH2 generator was shown
working a jig for gluing together
the shaft and blade of rescue dinghy
paddles. This particular assembly
has turned out i,000 paddles per
week for many months.
Another
cabinetmaking jig shown in operation was for setting 16 joints simultaneously in the body of a desk.
Power is supplied by a RH7, 2- kW
unit and the electrode system is
adjustable for several sizes of desk.
Demonstrations were also given
of the rapid concentration of heatsensitive chemical liquids in vactio,
the welding of PVC by the so-called
electronic sewing machine and the
curing of rubber samples.

DUBILIER DRILITIC
CONDENSERS
first ot
new series of dry
THE
electrolytic condensers made by

the Dubilier Condenser Co. ( 1925),
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road,
North Acton, London, W.3, for
general post-war use are now available.
At present the range includes
but two models, one an 8-µF 500volt DC type and the other 50-11F,
50-volt›..
The first is a general-purpose HT
smoothing and by-pass condenser
and it can be used wherever an 8-e.F
electrolytic of the same working
voltage was used hitherto. The only
limitation imposed is that the AC
ripple current passing through it
must not exceed roo mA.
Only in one position of the average radio receiver would the ripple
voltage be of sufficient magnitude to
produce a current in the condenser
approaching this value and that is
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the reservoir condenser immediately
following the AC rectifying valve.
Only under certain conditions of
operation, such as when the DC output is large or the AC waveform is
exceptionally bad, would the limiting value be reached, or exceeded.
The main application of the 5oFF
size is for by-passing cathode bias
resistors, but it will serve equally
well in any position where a capacitance of 5oµF is required, providing
the potential across the condenser
does not exceed 50 vit. peak

LOOK AT IT
THIS WAY!
Take as an example six executives with a
combined yearly salary of, say, [6,000, or
L2- 18-2e. per hour.

Let's work it out—
The average time taken
executive the old way is

to

locate

an

5 MINUTES
With an average of 4 times per day each,
the location of six executives in one year
would take

550 HOURS!
The TANNOY will locate an executive in

20 SECONDS!
on any part of the premises !
With the same average of 4 times per
day each, the location of six executives
in one year would take

36

HRS.

40

MINS.

RESULT:This comparison between an oldstyle 8µF 500-volt dry electrolytic
condenser and a new Dubilier
Drilitic model of the same capacity
and working voltage well illustrate
the big reduction in size that has
been effected.
In appearance both these condensers resemble the familiar tubular paper type, as they are enclosed
in cardboard tubes which completely insulate the metal container.
This is a seamless drawn aluminium
can of tin. diameter and zin. long,
hermetically sealed at the open end
by a rubber- faced laminated bake lite disc.
Small physical size, long working
life, improved RF and AF characteristics, low leakage current and
tropical finish, briefly sum up the
outstanding features of these new
condensers.
They are described as the Drilitic
range; the 8-µF 500-volt model has
the Dubilier type number BR.85o
and costs 4s., while the 50-µF 50volt size is listed as BR.5o5 and
costs 3s. 6d.

513 HRS.

20 MINS. LOST!

Think what this means--

at £ 2-18-21d per hour

£1,493 - 9 - Atd.
DOWN THE DRAIN!
Why not investigate?

TANNOY
The Ço
People
øa1

GUY R. FOUNTAIN LTD
"TANNOY " is the registered trade mark
of equipment manufactured by

GUY

R. FOUNTAIN

LTD.,

West Norwood, S.E.27, and Branches.
'Phone: Gipsy Hill 1131.
The largest organisation in Great Britain
specialising SOLELY in Sound Equipment.
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RANDOM

RADIATIONS

By " DIALLIST"
Thank You 1
IT was with great

pleasure that I
1.• heard the tribute to the radar
work of L. H. Bedford, of Cossors,
paid by General Sir F. A. Pile in the
course of his " Ack-Ack" broadcast.
For some unknown reason
very little has been said by the
Powers-That- Be
about Bedford's
contributions to radar, outstanding
though some of them were.
Certainly the man in the street does
.not realise how much the defence of
his country against both enemy
raiders and " doodlebugs " owed to
Bedford's genius and to the vast
amount of hard, slogging work that
he put in.
An instance mentioned
by the General was the evolution of
a means of measuring the vertical
angle to the target, or angle of sight,
for use with AA radar equipments.
The original AA gear, known as
GLi, was not designed as a firecontrol instrument: it supplied the
range along the line of sight (slant
range) and the bearing of the target, but nothing more; hence the
target could not be accurately
located in space, nor could its
course be plotted on a map.
The
idea was, Isuppose, that GI,' would
give warning of the approach of
raiders and that all the data necessary for AA engagement would subsequently be supplied by visual instruments. Unfortunately, it didn't
work out quite like that. The Luftwaffe had a way of making use of
cloud cover by day and at night the
searchlights, not then controlled by
" Elsie," were seldom able to find
and hold their targets.
The only
hope of using the guns successfully
lay in radar, and that could not be
done unless radar was made able to
measure the angle of sight.

Great Work
The problem was put up to Bedford, who produced a practical,
working solution in almost incredibly short time.
This was
the " EF " (elevation-finding)
attachment, a most ingenious and
satisfactory device. The name, like
so many of those given to technical
equipment, was a misnomer; the
idea was that such names should
not give away too much.
Actually
EF did far more than provide a
method of measuring the angle of
sight, for it enàbled the target to be
followed continuously in both elevation and bearing as well as in range;

reasonable accurate plotting on a
map thus became possible. EF converted GI,' at the critical moment
—towards the end of the Battle of
Britain and just as the heavy night
raids were starting—from a purely
defensive warning instrument into a
weapon of offence, by means of
which raiders could be engaged in
all conditions of weather and light.
That was a magnificent achievement, but it was only a small part
of Bedford's work.

The Mats
General Pile also mentioned the
large wire-netting mats, erected
from 1941 onwards round AA radar
receivers, which so much puzzled
many of those not in the know,
Both GLI and GLz measure angle
of sight by means of the phase relationship between the waves which
reach the aerials direct and those
which are reflected to them from the
ground.
For good results, the reflecting surface must be flat, level
and homogeneous. As it happened
seldom that we could site equipment
on cricket grounds or polo fields, the
natural surface of the soil was
usually far from fulfilling these requirements.
Some queer results
were obtained at times before mats
were devised and installed.
The
mats were the source of an unexpected headache for officers in
charge of gun sites, owing to the
way in which tall grasses, docks,
nettles and so on grew up right
through them. Where the mat was
four feet or more above the ground
these could be tidied up by crawlers
armed with sickles. But often there
were large areas where the clearance
was a matter of only a foot or two;
sometimes it was only inches.
Sheep, goats, geese and rabbits were
used by the ingenious, the choice of
animal depending on the available
headroom.
Geese, as may be
imagined, were popular in the later
part of the year.
DOD

A Queer Fault
CURIOUS how

some faults develop in wireless sets! Here's a
rather puzzling instance that occurred to me last month.
Idrove
to a place some nine miles from my
home to pick up a receiver that I
was going to try out. Arrived there,
I found the set at work and giving
a very good account of itself,
It

was switched off, disconnected and
carried out to the car, on the back
seat of which it was tenderly placed.
The homeward drive was over an
excellent road surface and there
weren't any bumps, bounces or
sudden stops. The set was carried
into my wireless room, connected up
and switched on.
Not a sausage!
Examination showed that there was
no glow from one of the valves and
the heater of this was found to be
"dis."
Then Ispotted something
else: there was a crack in the bulb
of the valve, starting inside the
base-cap and extending upwards for
over an inch.
That accounted for
the burning out of the heater; but
how had the glass become cracked
and allowed air to enter?
It must,
I suppose have been due to the
vibration during the journey by
car; but the valve had previously
made a very much longer journey
by post without suffering, for it had
been in use for some weeks before I
took the set away.
I have known
bulbs crack near a metal top-cap
that has been too tight a fit, but I
have never before seen one that has
given way like that at the bottom.
ID 0

The New Sets

A FEW
new broadcast sets are
gradually making their appear-

ance and the coming of more is announced.
The majority of them
don't appear to be very ambitious;
not a few manufacturers, no doubt,
are turning out now the models
originally scheduled for the autumn
of 1939.
There's nothing wrong
about that; in fact, it is highly desirable that they should do so if in
that way they can get quickly into
production. The need for new sets
is now so big and so urgent that it
is of real importance to get good,
sound apparatus on to the market as
quickly as possible and it doesn't
matter enormously if much of it is
small, simple and devoid of frills.
But there is also a demand for really
high-grade sets, containing every
modern improvement.
That demand, I believe, is likely to grow
rather than to decrease, and I
earnestly hope that it will be met
adequately. Of one thing I'm sure
and that is that manufacturers need
have little fear that higher-priced
sets will not sell. I've seen staggering prices fetched recently at auction
sales by good-quality pre-war sets.
There is plenty of money knocking
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about, for John Citizen and Jane his
wife have had little chance of spending much in the last six years. They
have done their bit in the savings
campaigns, but they still have something in the stocking that they'd
like to splash. They feel that now
the old set is on its very last legs
it would be pleasant to replace it
with something really good.
DOD

On the Short Waves Now
THERE are many interesting
1 - transmissions
from
far-away
places to be picked up on the short
waves just now with any reasonably efficient receiver.
Exploring
them is in fact something like the
adventure that it was in days long
ago, for now that we have no published lists of short-wave stations
and the frequencies that they use
you never know what you are going to find when you try round. In
the io-megacycle band the All-India
Radio station at Delhi has been coming in very strongly and with little
fading or distortion during the afternoons, and a few days before this
was written Ipicked up in the same
neighbourhood a good signal from
the Allied Military Government
Station in Burma. A Chinese station
has been heard more than once,
se though Ihave not so far discovered
its location.
Melbourne has been
very good once or twice. Ihave not
yet heard any of the Dutch East
Indies stations; it is quite likely that
they were badly knocked about and
have not yet got going again.
Several U.S.A. stations are to be
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World
heard on various bands at different
times of the day and night and once
or twice I have had strong reception from South America.
One
morning recently Istumbled by accident on quite a strong transmission
of music at a frequency a little under
30 megacycles. Ihave no idea what
it was, for though Iwaited for some
time no call sign came. Nor have I
been able to find it since.
I don't
remember ever hearing a broadcast
transmission on such a frequency
before.

A New Tool

THE " FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK
"I've fixed up this Aerial, see
With FLUXITE, now just you watch me,
Pull as hard as you may.
It won't come away
"But here comes the chimney" yelled EE.

•

I believe to be something
W HAT
new in small tools has come

my way lately. Some reader is sure
to write to tell me that it's as old
as the hills, but I certainly haven't
seen it in the tool-shops until a
month or two ago—I only wish
had! The thing is known as a tension file. It consists of a file of circular section, about jr inch in diameter and with a " blob " at either
end. By means of the blobs it is
held fast in two special clips, which
can be slipped on to the studs of an
ordinary hacksaw frame. You then
tighten it up just like a hacksaw
blade and there you are. So far I
have acquired tension files of fine
and medium cut, but I believe that
other kinds are to be obtained. You
will see at once what a useful tool it
is. For one thing it makes a kind
of metal fretsaw which, unlike the
hacksaw, will go round corners and
cut pieces of any shape from sheet
metal.

See that FLUXITE is always by
you— in the house— gaiage—
workshop — wherever
speedy
soldering is needed. Used for
over 30 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufncturers. Of all Ironmongers—in tins, 8d., 1/4 & 2/8.

•

Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET BLOW LAMP,
price 2/6.

•

TO
NOT

CYCLISTS!

Your

wheels

will

keep

round and true unless the
spokes are tied with fine wire al the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes
a much stronger wheel. It's simple—with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.
•
The FLUXITE GUN, puts FLUXITE
where you want it by
a simple

pressure.

Price 1/6, or filled,
2/6.
ALL MECHANICS WM

IN

RUNE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL

SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF
SOFT' .
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS

"But Iwant one with radar, so Ican keep track of my husband "
Courtesy "Broadcasting," Washington, D.C.

with

FLUX1TE.

FLUXITE

Price Id. each.

LTD.

(Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.I
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RECENT INVENTIONS
PERMEABILITY

TUNING

-rilE

axial length of the tuning coil
1. in a typical broadcast receiver is
about an inch and a half, so that the
maximum useful movement of the
sliding core is limited to the same
distance.
Some form of step-up gear
is therefore required between the tuning
control knob and the station indicator
in order to allow the various markings
on the scale to be clearly spaced apart.
Such gearing adds to the cost of the
set, and is a common source of backlash and similar troubles.
According to the invention,
the
tuning core is tapered or stepped, or
is otherwise magnetically graded, so
that its overall length can be made
at least twice that of the coil.
The
increased tuning " stroke" thus made
available is sufficient to cover the whole
of the indicator scale without the use
of any form of intermediate gearing.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of W. L. Carlson)
Convention date ( U.S.A.) Sept. 30f h,
1942. No. 568436.

A Selection
of the More Interesting
Radio Developments
fixed coils Fr, F2 of a radiogoniometer.
To take a bearing in the ordinary way,
the incoming signal is reduced to zero
by adjusting the phasing condensers of
the input circuits and rotating the

sly the one coupled to the aerial As;
this imparts a cyclic variation to the
gain of that amplifier, so that the signals from the two aerials must appear
equal at least once in each cycle.
The signal from each aerial produces
a radial deflection on the indicator, the
two combining to form a " vee," when
the phasing condensers are correctly
set.
The apex of the " vee" marks
the moment of zero signal, but its
actual position on the dial has no
significance beyond indicating the times
at which the most reliable bearings are
likely to be obtained. The installation
is particularly useful for analysing scato

A

VALVE EMISSION INDICATOR

SMALL apett are is made in th e
anode of a \ dive, or in both the
anodes of a double-diode rectifier, and
is covered with fluorescent material, so
as to give a visual indication of the
flow of the discharge stream from the
cathode.
A clear spot or " window "
is made to allow the fluorescent glow
to be seen through the metallised bulb
of a screen-grid or similar type of discharge tube.
T.
Williams.
Application
date
Nov. 22nd, 1943. No. 568494.

T

CATHODES

HE emission from a cathode of pure
meta such
as
tungsten
and
tantalum is not seriously affected by
the presence of residual gas, or by the
products
of " gettering,"
but
the
cathode must be operated at a high
temperature. On the other hand, lowtemperature emitters, whether of the
oxide-coated or thoriated-tungsten type,
are peculiarly sensitive to " emission
poisoning" and certain other forms of
deterioration in an imperfect vacuum.
According to the invention, a thin
layer consisting of a mixture
of
powdered
metallic
tungsten
and
thorium oxide is sintered on to a core
of molybdenum or tantalum.
Or the
powdered tungsten may first be sintered
on to the wire core, and then coated
with thorium-oxide particles, the two
being welded together by heating. The
resulting cathode will give the sanie
emission when operated at 2,000 deg. K.
as pure tungsten at 2,900 deg. K. and
is comparatively insensitive to contamination.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of L. P. Garner).
Convention date ( U.S.A.) Oct. 6th,
1942. No. 568962.

T

DF

SYSTEMS

wo spaced aerials Ar, A2 are
coupled through tuned input circuits to push-pull amplifiers feeding the

Circuit for cathode-ray
tuned search coil S to the null position.
According to the invention, these
manual adjustments are simplified by
passing the output from the search coil
through
a standard
receiver (not
shown) to one pair of the deflecting
plates of a CR indicator tube (also not
shown).
The other pair of deflecting
plates of the tube are supplied with a
circular time-base voltage from two
condensers CI, Cs, which are charged
through a constant-current valve P and
discharged through a gas-filled relay R.
A part of the time-base voltage is also
fed through a tapping T to the control
grids of one of the push-pull amplifiers,

,
IDF

display.

tered waves, where the direction of
arrival is liable to sudden changes.
Marconi's Iliireless Telegraph Co..
Ltd.; F. T. Fanner, and L.
W.
Whitaker. Application date June 12f h,
1940. No. 568119.

P

TELEVISION

ICTURE-SIGNALS

generated on a
photosensitive screen of the mosaic
type are liable, in reception, to show
random " dark
spots"
which
are
usually preceded and followed, in the
scanning direction by white " streaks."
This is attributed, at least in part, to
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the effects of secondary electrons which
are released from the mosaic screen,
during scanning, and fall upon the mica
rim surrounding it. Here they set up a
negative cbarge, the field from which
adversely affects the sensitivity of the
screen.
According to the invention, the mica
rim ( which lies outside the sweep of
the scanning beam) is coated with
photosensitive material, and is illuminated, from the rear, by an auxiliary
lamp, so that any negative charge is
relieved by the release of photoelectrons. On the other hand, any tendency to develop a positive charge is
offset by projecting a regulated amount
of light from the auxiliary lamp on to a
nearby coating of photosensitive material, on the inner surface of the tube.
This releases a sufficient supply of fresh
electrons to maintain the mica rim at
the same " average" potential as the
mosaic screen. At the same time, the
arrangement allows a certain desirable
"local " difference of potential to exist
between the two edges of the rim which
coincide with the start and finish of
each scanning sweep.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of O. H. Schade). Convention date ( U.S.A.) Aug. zist, 1942.
.
VO. 56943 6 .
TRANSMISSION LINES
ffiHE ordinary two-wire type of line
has a higher radiation-resistance for
very short wavelengths, and a larger
surge impedance, than that of a coaxial
cable, but owing to their geometry
the two conductors of the latter cannot
be effectively balanced to earth.
By using two parallel copper strips,
instead of wires, the surge impedance
of the resulting line can be made as
low as that of a concentric cable, whilst
both conductors are still easily balanced to earth. In addition, the radiation and ohmic resistances are considerably reduced. For a frequency of
say 600 Mc / s, two copper half-wave
strips, each one and a half inches wide
and qne-eighth of an inch thick,
are
set
one-eighth
of
an
inch
apart.
The strips can be short-circuited at selected points by largecapacity condenser bridges, which have
negligible impedance, and are easily
and cheaply made.
Ferranti Ltd.; R. G. B. Gwyer; and
J. G. Heaps. Application date May 3rd,
1940. No. 568378.
SUPERHET RECEIVERS
"Nirosr of the " noise " produced in
1V-L the mixing valve is stated to be
due to transient currents produced by
the random distribution of electrons
which occurs when the main discharge
stream is partitioned between the two
output electrodes, usually the screen
and the anode. According to the invention, the discharge stream is swung
sharply from one output electrode to
the other, i.e. in a small fraction of the
operating cycle, so that the intervening
period of partition noise is reduced.
The mixer valve is preferably of the
beam type, in which the electron
stream passes from the signal-input
grid through focusing and accelerating electrodes, and between a pair

of deflecting plates tu two pairs of output electrodes which are separated by
a gap.
Local oscillations, generated
across one pair of output electrodes, are
applied in push-pull to the deflecting
plates, which thus sweep the electron
stream swiftly across the gap separating the oscillator electrodes from the
other or main pair of anodes.
The
latter are connected in push-pull te a
tuned circuit which is coupled to the
first IF stage.
A. C. Cossor Ltd., and D. A. Bell.
Application
date
Oct.
Itth,
1943.
No. 568684.

VORTEXION
"SUPER FIFTY WATT"

AMPLIFIER

TRIODE OSCILLATORS

T

HE object is to overcome the limiting effect of the interelectrode
capacities, so as to allow a threeelectrode valve to be used for generating ultra-high frequencies. Two positive
reactances L, Li are connected in series
across the anode and grid; both are
bridged by a negative reactance C,
and their common point is connected
to the cathode by another negative reactance CI. In practice L and Li may
be simple leads or suitable lengths of
coaxial line.

30 cps. to 15,000 cps. within db. under 2 per
cent, distortion at 40 watts and Iper cent. at
15 watts.
Electronic mixing for microphone and gramophone of either high or low impedance with
top and bass controls.
Output for 15,250
ohms with generous voice coil feedback to
minimise speaker distortion. New style easy
access steel case gives recessed controls,
making transport safe and easy. Exceedingly
well ventilated for long life.
Amplifier complete in steel case as illustrated
with built-in 15 ohm mu-metal shielded
microphone transformer tropical
finish. - - Price 294 gns.

K2 .1

LI

Chassis only with valves -

-

or complete with fitted microphone transformer - - -

BC

Laboratory Model, 10 cps.
35,000 cps. in above case

KI

CI

K

—

VHF oscillator circuit.
The circuit is distinguished from the
well-known Colpitts' oscillator by the
presence of the reactance Ci. which provides sufficient feedback to maintain
self-oscillation in spite of the various
electrode capacities.
These are indicated in dotted lines at K, Xi, and K2.
Ignoring the effect of the blocking condenser BC at very high frequencies, it
will be seen that K and Kt are in
parallel with the reactance CIbut shunt
the outside ends of the reactances L Li
to the cathode, whilst K2 is in
parallel with the reactance C.
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.
(assignees of M. Dishal; W. Hotine and
.J. S. Le Grand).
Convention date
(l.S.A.) Nov. 30/Il, 1942. No. 5695/7.

The British abstracts published
here
are
prepared
with
the
permission of the Controller of
H.M.
Stationery
Office,
from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price
1/- each.

SPECIAL

8- WAY

254 gns.
264 gns.

to
-

42 gns.

MIXING

UNIT

for use with any amplifier but in particular
the Super Fifty Watt. It is fitted in steel
case standard instrument grey to match above
amplifier and can be assembled with same to
form one unit. Standard model for six 15 ohm
microphones and two high or low impedance
pick-ups (with switched record compensation)
built in mu-metal shielded transformers and
metering lacks for each valve.
Price complete for A.C. Mains - Lit

gns.

C.P.20A

15

WATT

AMPLIFIER

for 12 volt Battery and A.C. Mains operation.
This improved version of the old C.P.20 has
switch change-over from A.C. to D.C. and
"stand by " positions, and only consumes 5è
amperes from 12 volt battery.
Fitted mu-metal shielded microphone transformer for 15 ohm microphone, and provision
for crystal or moving iron pick-up with tone
control for bass and top and outputs for 7.5
and 15 ohms. Complete in steel
case with valves
£22 10 0
DEALERS AND EXPORT AGENTS
should write for special terms to :—

VORTEXION LTD.
257, THE BROADWAY.
WIMBLEDON,
S. W. 19.
'I-1
/one: L/Berly 2814
2

Telegrams: " VORTEXION, WIM, LONDON."
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TOPICA//Acoustical Trans.
formers are fully interleaved and conform to
ahigh standard of workwar1(manship

design.

aTthede oinutput

incorpor-
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lillV lic 11-111
Available in awide range of circuit
combinations for Radio, Television
and other applications.
Manufactured by

Phone: Keighley 4221/4
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WIRELESS WORLD CLASSIFIED

H.P.

NEW
Philips Voxmobile amplifier, 12v
or
2-0v ac. 15 watts, crystal mike, 2- horn I.s.
£58/10,
super job; new ac 4v
receivers,
£1213:4; new 4v battery sets. £ 10/19; may
we register your naine for a IICW Pye, Ekco.
Cossor, etc., for supply when available?
5
watt ac / tIc amplifier with vats.'s, neat chassis
construction, £ 6,10; Itotherincl crystal pickups, 78/9; home battery chargers, output 12v
1 amp. £ 2119 - 6; mains transformers, 350 0350, 80ma. 2716; Bryce Steptic,wii transformers, 230-110v 60w. 30 -; 100w, 35/-; 1st
grade 3- core 0.3amp line cord, 2/6 said; volume
controls, all values, 3'6; with switch. 4 ' 6;
Rola Sin PM, 18/6; 8iii, 19/6 pit, transformer; Celestion 8in PM with transformer,
25 /-; mains energised, 2,000ohnis field, 361PURCHASE by post with confidence; satisfaetion gitans ut ecil; all goods are brand new and
latest, type; despatch same day; postage or
carriage extra under £ 4.
II.P. RADR1 SERVICES, Ltd_ 55. County
Rd., Walton. Liverpool, 4. Estab. 1935. Tel.
[4275
Aintree 1445.

rieF:GALLIER'S, Idd.-The Challenger com11 munication receiver is coming; application for list invited to be sent immediately
sets are available; s.a.e, with all enquiries.Degalliers, Ltd., 9, Westbourue Court, London, W.2.
[ 4228
CIOMMUNICATION
receivers. - " 1/ale "
Is-)
will have them as soon as trailing conditions
allow.-Retnember-Dale
Electronics,
Ltd.. 105, Bolsover St.. W.1. Mus. 1023.
TTIGII quality receivers ot exceptionally fine
11 performance available scot': limited supplies
only;
descriptive
literature
available
shortly; enquiries invited.-The Moreton Cheyney
BCM / 11E31E, London, W.C.1. [ 4281
A NIPLIFIERS - An amazing offer of brand.
11 new Government surplus, 20w, 61.6s in
push pull, suitable for low impedance P.M.
speakers, 50 only, definitely no more, at £ 8/15,
carriage extra. findings, 28. Dudley St., Wolverhampton.
•
[ 4041
A NELOV RADIO offer set of components for
.making
M.W.
semi- midget acide tri.
receiver,
including
cabinet.
valves,
drilled
chassis, 61:2in speaker. , crews, ete.; nothing more
to buy; complete with circuit. £ 8.-Aneloy
Radio. 36, Ilindinans Rd., E. Ditlwii•li, S.E.22.
A MPLIFIERS. - Complete equipment for
-£1
P. A. industrial. dance and stage installations anti portable apparatus from 15 to 150w;
early deliveries;
illustrations and ape:, on
request.-Broadeast and Acoustic Equipment
Co.. Ltd.. Broadcast House. Tombland. Nor
[2963
wich
sr%UALITY
26970.
ampliers.-An extended range.
•...g including
public
address types and a
unit for cinema projector equipment available;
Mumetal shrouded transformers to spec., £ 2;
please send sae. with inquiries.- New permanent address. J. II. Brierley, Ltd., 46, Tithebarn St., Liverpool. 2.
[ 4251
XTEW 10w " W.W." quality amplifier, separ11
ate power pack, 'R.F. pen and infinite
impedance det. tuner, 11.F. pen. gram., pre.
amp
stage, with frequency correction;
all
smoothing
and
decoupling
by
high- voltage
paper condensers. highest quality components,
construction and reproduction; strong polished
oak cabinet fitted with Garrard U.S motor an
Rot berm el
Senior
pick-up;
V itavox
12in
speaker in large acoustic chamber, suitable
for person requiring high-fidelity reproduction.
-Enquiries to Brown, 80, Burleigh Gardens.
[4276
Southgate. N.14.
RE6IVERS, AMPLIFIERS-8ECOND-HAND
DETO-SCOT presclector, 2 EF8s, iiew con▪
ilition; f6/10.- Box 3791. [ 4212
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10watt model Hi. Fi., perfect, £ 70; W.W.
straight Six Q.A. amp., sep. power pack.
' ; rampion spk.. £ 28; the above have new
valves . and
high-grade
components;
W.W.
3lonochal Super Q.A. amp., roughly wired,
works well, £ 10.-Astin,
14, Ashton I.ane,
Sale, Manchester.
[ 4163

The man who en:ols for an I.C.S. Radio

2 e.,
K watt
salua parectifier,
amplifiers
comprising
for sale,

Course learns radio thoroughly, cornpletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are

amp,
screened
pentode
as phase
inverter,
complete
with rftwo
ten- watt
speakers
with

not content merely to teach the principles
of radio we want to show our students
how to apply that training in practical,
every-day, radio service work. We train
them to be successful!

2

ITA,1;11.3:7AIFTEmme.S 27,,,,fre"cte ivreorndittM
n..
.sneaker £ 70.-Box 3398.
R ADIO sets, amplifiers and radio stm -

H

s
w.

ERS LTD

76-13. PETTY FRANCE

W

1939

sx2

TRANSFOR

Box
3866.
[ 4221
•
.W. 12watt Q.A. Straight Six. Garrard
Piczo
charier,
Ferranti
auditorium: ,
(4171
offers - Box 3596.
IDWEST
radiogram,
18 vairs'. 6 wave1P1 bands. Met. mind- Advance 3398.
18
[4157
F'airfield Rd., Bow. E.3.

[4 i 32

H

Our Technical Department will
be pleased to give advice and
constructive criticism.
We can help you! May we?

-

11K

best offer over £ 50.- Box 3867. ( 4222
AMMARLUND 11Q120X,'new 1941. practically unused, 110volt input; MD:ca.-3,
Fabian Crescent, Shirley, Birmingham. [ 4265
QKVRIDER Commercial, S.X.12, 5 bandit.
11.5me-107ke, Xstal, P.P. 6L6S.;
Clinton, 20, Clifton Ave. London, E.17. [4230
Q rot:elver, perfect cond., with 6volt
Vibrapack, set spare valves 6.; volt.
age regulated pow r supply; offers.-Bcix 3592.
ALLICRAFTERS S.29 " Sky Traveller,"
recently overhauled by Degalliers.-Offers
to Bolt, 62, Hamilton Rd., Alford, L'inca.
HILCO 11- valve table model, medium and
short waves; offers wanted.- I2. Foxley
Lane. Purley, Surrey.
Tel. Terminus 7425.
chassis, resistors defective.
otherwise O.K., comprises R.K. speaker.
etc., good condition; nearest £ 20.-Farey. 52.
Taylor Av., Leamington Spa.
( 4162
ALLICRAFTER Super Skyrider SX17 and
separate loud speaker, beth in new condition; offers wanted.- 12. Foxley Lane. Purley, Surrey. Tel. Terminus 7425.
14186
ELI. Patterson communication receiver, 16
valves,
crystal, S meter, 5 waveband.
black chrome metal cabinet.-Offers to Williamson, 64, Saltwells Rd., Middlesbrough. ( 4264
DDYSTONE,358, Haw model, with logging
scale, complete with power peck anti
speaker to match, complete set id coils, perfect condition; offers over £ 55.- Box 3792.
LL- WAVE 5v. s.- het. ac chassis by Una.
glow, 1,ttl., in pot. cabinet, £ 25 or offer;
converter, 230v de-ac, wkg, reqs. attention. £ 2;
charger kit, 210-240v, 2-6v. 0.5 amp output.
£1.-Parfrey, 22, Denham Rd., Epsom. [ 4144
XTORTEXION
50w
amplifier,
2-807.
3
other spare valves. £ 30;
Hallierafter
Skyrider Defiant, Sx24, Xtal, 4 spare valves,
£40; Sintpson 200-250v 50 cycle turntable,
£5; bridgemegger, £ 25; all good condition.-Box 3393.
[ 4125
VALVE Universal ainplifit ,r. 6-8wstts. 200250volts. Build your own amplifier. Very
clear instructions. heater wiring lisera its, theoretical circuit, drilling template, etc., and
parts list, • price 5,,-; any COMponent sold
separately by us; your enquiries answereil
s.a e.; no callers.-- Write Weldona Radio .
1cres.
sories. Ltd.. 12. Gilbert Rd., Swanage, Dorset.
AKER'S latest 8watt " Wirele,s World"
Quality amplifier, complete with 211.F.
tuner unit and 12in auditorium triple cone
speaker, recently cost over £ 30, accept first
£20; also Adaptogram walnut table record
player, with latest Rothermel Senior crystal
pick-up, also Marconi pick-up, £ 12.- Write
first, Jacomb, 16, Otterburn St.. S.W.1.7.
1V-". 211.F feeder, 20watt amp. sep., has
and treble Voight, corner spk. oak, twin

For the past 15 years we have
devoted our engergies exclusively to the manufacture of
Transformers
and
Chokes.
Although widely known for the
production of mains frequency
chokes and transformers ( ranging in size from the very small
to just over one kilowatt)
we specialise in the field of
RADIO FREQUENCY
Our knowledge of this is such
that we have no hesitation in
offering to solve the more difficult design problems, including
that of the Optimum application
of negative Feedback.

klephoiir
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THE
PARTRIDGE
ORGANISATION
is at your service.

gate 6,-tor 2 lines or leu and 3:- tor every additional
line or part theredt, average lines 5-6 words.
Box
Numbers 2 wards, plus 1 -.
Press Day: D'eembe', 1945,
me, tint poi: Toured:1h Novembe 8th. No responsibility
,.ecepted tor errors.
NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
RADIO SERVICES, Ltd., offer:-

Wt3ttr. H.

AD‘'ElITISENIENTS

'Pic.;
list
free;
state
needs. 2-A.C.S.
Radio. 44. Widtnore Rd., Bromley, Kent. [ 3806
Belmont 9- valve chassis, 10 watt
output,
6-2.000m,
10in
spkr.:
offers.- 155, Crofton Park Rd.. S.E.4. [ 4142
LTALFORD Phantom 15 ( XV), in walnut
11 cabinet, with Collar° auto record changer ,
(8 ' records); first £ 120 secures.-Box 3407. '

Special
terms
for
members of H.M.
Forres and discharged disabled members
of H M Armed Forces.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 38, international Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Please explain fully about your instruction in
the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineering
Elementary Radio
Television
the following Radio examinations :
British institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator & Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Narne
Address

Age

two
five E.L.35
valves, •
in push-pull, screened tit pentode as microphone amp, screened rf pentode as first audio
output transformers to each speaker, matching to 400ohm line output on amp moving
cod high fidelity microphone, all leads and
cables and stand, provision for crystal and
magnetic pick-ups, all leads and microphone
carried in 1.s. cabinets, really portable; ac
mains operation only; price 48gns and 52gns
each.-Watson, radio and sound equipment
specialist, 10, Winsover Rd., Spalding. Lincs.
COMPONENTS--SECOND•HAND, SURPLUS
VALUE! Matt has it!
LINE CORD.- 2- way 2, 6 per yd., 3- way 3/.
per yd. ( approx. 60 ohms per foot).
SPEAKERS.-" Celestion"
P.M.
21in.,
less
trans., 27/-; Bin. P.M., with trans.. 27/6:
6/‘..in. P.M. ( multi- ratio trans.', 28/6.
TWO-GANG condensers.- 0.0005, 12/6;
Mid
get coils, h.t. and aerial, 4/6 per pair.
VALVE holders ( all
types).
Volume controls, less switch. 2/9; with switch, 3/9.
MAINS transformers, 4v and 6v, 27/6.
ROTHERMEL ( crystall pick-ups. metal, 58.
13/13/6; Senior de Luxe, £ 3:18/9.
LET us quote you for all your requirements.
Cash with order, plus onstage.
MATT RADIO SERVICE. 152, Richmond Ril.,
Kingston-on.Tharnes, Surrey. [ 4159
K
American make, new and unused.
45/-; also Uni-Avo Minor. ex. condition. £ 6.- Box 3795.
[ 4217
RANSFORMERS.- Multi ratio output 5/9,
with c.t. prim. 6/3; class B intervalve,
6:-•, c.w.o., c.o.d.-8. B. C., Richmond St..
Walsall.
[4280

95
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CONDENSERS

LASKY ' S RADIO otter for sale the following
condensen made by well-known manufacturer, Iow
and tested :
mid.. 450 volt working, tubular
4/5511 volt working, tubular
4/6
8mid., 350 volt working, tubular
3/6
8mid., wet can type, 5110 volt working
6/6
mid., wet can type, 450 volt working
8 X 8mfd, tub. cardboard, 450 volt working
6/9 X 519
4mid. biotic type, 650 volt die working
5/9
2mid. tubular, 000 volt
:di MM. 12 volt biadng condensers
2
2'•)
x 25 volt biasing condensers,
each
19
05 MM., .
02 ',IN., .
01 mid. and . 1inid., 400 volt
working
per doz.
8:6
P.M. Speakers.--Itets 5', less trait.. 21•- :__11 1' Bolt,
1... tran., 226
8" Rola, less tras., 266.
tit'
Goodin:ma, 3 or 1.5 obra, %Icon, an required, 29/6';
less troc. 22/6.
8" Plessey, with troc., power
pentode., 26/6 : 10" and IT, prices on application.
Volume Controls, all values, long spindle, with switch.
5 9, less, 3/8 Special type volume control for midgets
1 ' neg. with switch, 619 each; few only.
Tuning Condensers.--2 gang, as new. . 0005 Midget
with tri
•
re, 13/6, ceramic inenlation ; less trim.
men+, 10/6, all with fixing feet. Complete with slow
r
notion drive and dial as required, mix., in/w and
I. w, etc., 4:6 extra. . 0005, 3.gainr. 9;6.
Toggle Switches, all types, 2/6. 2/9 and 3/6 each.
systollex. all sires, 2.6 to 3/6 doses yards, best
quality. Mains droppers, . 2and . 3amp., with fixing
1,000 chins, 6;6.
Coils, medium wave, high gain, inatched 5/6 pair, fir
TALI,,long and medium wave coils, with circuit
did reaction. Dye tier pair. Cards 1.i 311 assorted
reqstors, 1 watt, all useful values, 22/6 ; also 36
lobular condensers, canted, . 0004 to 1 inid., 26/6.
TRANSFORKER8.-Mains standard 4 volt, 29/6,
,,th feet; e.:; volt, 32:6. Output types tor speakers,
nidget, pentmle,
; ' •
ersal, medium Rise, 2/6 ;
'roe pentode t
ype, 8,6.
firliiet smoothing Chokes, 500 ohm. 60 m/a, 66.
, •,- ' Id, .5 and . 2amp., 70 ohm per foot, 2and 3.way,
. ' pl. guaranteed.
.1. .VES.--We have over 6,000 new, boxed and
11.V.A, valves oral American IX and OT
meemir, stock at list prices phis tax.
Please send
wi r querif
Xepll ,,,, your requirements.
Ten's',
'mkt).
t • ,•. , - 11 with order. Send Id, for
price 1,•-•

LASKY'S

RADIO

364, 370, Harrow Road, London, W.9
111or.•
Illomintul),
Tel, Cunniugharn 1979.

RADIO AMATEUR
ENTHUSIASTS
and
PROFESSIONAL
%VT OPERATORS
The Candler System of Morse Code
Training has been demonstrating its
value for the past 34 years.
Each CANDLER SYSTEM Course ( JUNIOR for
Beginners-ADVANCED for Operators) is arranged in aseries of 10 progressive leisons which
are fascinating, instructive and practical. They
teach ycu the most vital principles of telegraphing
technique, the fundamentals of successful, efficient,
accurate and speedy Receiving and Sending of the
Morse Code.
Full details of the

Candler System Courses in

MORSE CODE
TRAINING
are set out in the Candler "BOOK OF FACTS"
which will be sent you post free and without
obligation.
Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly payment terms

THE

CANDLER

SYSTEM

CO.

55W) 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Candler System

Co., Denver, Colorado,

U.S.A.

ELECTROLYTIC

World

November 1945

condensers.

111IFD 450 volt, 2/-; 2mfd 150 volt, 2 /3 ;
2mfd 350 volt, 2/3; 4mfd 450 volt, 3/-; 8mfil
450 volt, 4/-; 8mfd 200 volt, 2/3; 16mfil
450 volt, 4/6; 8x 8mfd 450 volt, 5/6; 8x16mfd 450v, 6/3; 25nifil 25v, 1/9: 25mfil 50v,
2/6; 50mfd 50v, 2/9; 50mfd 12v, 1/9.
MAINS voltage droppers.-0.3amp 800 ohms,
with feet, 5/9; line cord, 0.3amp, 60 ohms
per It, 2- way 1/9, 3- way 2/9 per yard; valve
holders, Celestion amphenol neta is, 8/ - doz.;
Mazda octals, 4, 7, 9- pin, li.V.A., 5, 6, 7- pin
U.S.A., 6/- doz; speakers. all types stocked,
competitive prices; please semi requirements.
WE stock 5,000 valves, all types; inquiries invited, s.a.e.; terms, c.ss.o., please allow 6d.
Iront.--. Scott's, 14. Ila ', liter St., Brighton.
LATF.S'r
SOUTHERN
radio RADIO'S
publications:
bargains
wireless
" RADIO Valve Manual," equivalent and alternative American and British types with all
data. 3/6; " Radio Circuits," fully illustrated
receivers, power packs, etc., 2/-; " Amplifiers,"
fully descriptive circuits, 2/-; " Radio Coil
anti Transformer Manual," 2/-; " Short Wave
Handbook," 2/-; " Manual
of
Direct
Disc
Home Recording," 2,-; " Test Gear Construction Manual,"
1/6; " Radio Pocket Book,"
formulas, tables, colour-code, etc., 1/-; " 10Bows for Radio Constructor," 1 /-.
Just published, " Radio Reference Handbook," comprehensive and up-to-date, covering all branches
of radio, 10/6.
PAPER condensers Post Office type, upright,
2mtil, high working ( used but guaranteed perfect), 2/6 each.
Brand new 2mfd mainsbridge, 3/6, Inifil 3/-, 1-.1.-1. 2/6; 4 C.C.
electrolytic reversible 4-4mfd 70v, 3/6, multicon mica tiondensers, 28 capacities in one, 4/-.
ACE " P.O."
microphones,
complete
with
transformer, usable with any receiver, 7/6.
Permanent crystal detectors, 2/6.
Crystals
64., with cat's- whisker 1/-.
Insulated push'
back wire. 25 yards, 5/-,
Insulated steering,
assorted sizes and colours, 3/6 per dozen yard
lengths.
Single screened wire. 10/- per doz.
yards.
Twin screened wire, 17/- per dozen
yards.
Power
rheostats
cutler
hamlet .
30 ohms and 10 ohms, 4/6 each.
Presv
button switches, 3- way 4/-, 8- way 6 /complete with knobs).
F.seutcheons for 8va
switches, 1 / 6.
Yagley type rotary switches.
11- stay single bank. 6/6.
Hundreds more bargain lines
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY Co., 46, Lisle
St., I.ondon, WC. Gerrartl 6653.
L
(42
ti,
llARES
BRITAIN RADIO
RADinvite
yo
u 34
their
their DPW ,remises.
This month's offers
include:ELECTROLYTIC condensers,
16mfd
in
all
cans 450v wkg 6/6 ea., 8mfd tubular 450v 4
ea., block 4/3 ea, 25infil 25v 2/6 ea, 12tuid
50v 2/- ea; 50mfd 12v 2/- ea.
C(hILS.
All- wave aerial and oscillator coil
465E / c with circuit, I4/- per set.
Midget A
and ILE. mw. Litz wound SI- pr; 11. tY Pc
coils. A and 11F, , 2/- ea.
I.F. transformers
(465 k/c) Litz wound in ah icans with trims
12/- pair.
Tuning condensers, 2- gang midget
12 6 ea. 3- gang 10/- ea.
Volume controls,
with switch, 14, 1,4, 1 and 2 ineg Morganite
and Centralab, 5/6 ea.
All values less switch
Dubilier, 3/- ea.
Knobs : best quality Will,
brass inserts, 114in dia 8/- doz, 11/
iin 7/- doz;
black pointer knobs 8/- doz.
Solid brass
spindle extenders 1/., bore, 6/- doz.
Dials:
Marconi glass
vertical
type only, 2/- ea;
paper dials for midgets L. and MW., 8/- iLiz.
SPECIAL offers.
Steel chassis drilled for 5
valves with hole for trans, 2/- ea.
Mains trans
to fit above, 41/ or 6v, 27/6.
Voltage adjustment. strips for trans with tap, 1/- ea.
Socket
strips. engraved A.E. or 1'. 1'., 4'6 , luz.
Re si sta nee
stripped
from
Ekco.
3/ 6
doz.
Tubular conde ditto, incl. bias types, 4/6
doz.
Micas, 3/- doz.
Band-pass aerial roils
ex Ekco with diagram, 2/6 ea.
If. trans
110 k/c in cans with trims, 3/6 pair.
Threegang condensers, tracked for 110 k / c, 316 ea.
Small moving coil mikes ( damaged), 1i6 ea.
Senil for new list " W."
Terms: eash or
c.o.d. over £ 1.
Note our new address:
Charles Britain Radio, Radio House. 2, Wilson St., London, E.C.2, Tel, Bis. 5985, eat. 7.
MAINS trend. Partridge 850-0.850. 120m a.
-111- no LT, 50/-; 500-0.500. Its.. 50/-; Voigt
0.P. transi. 10:1, 25/-; PX4.
EF8.
new,
cost, ti18/20, 18/3: delay switch, 4/6;
Ferranti AF5, Ale4, B.T.II, Pe20 P.C., new.
W.V.'.s, 1942-5; offers.- Box 3942. [ 4272
Q MED 500v w paper TA '. C., 19/'; 4mfil
1,000v w paper, 20/-; Voigt twin cone
unit, 12v field, £ 24; 36in wood horn. mouth
s2inx36in, with 8in cone unit, well built,
£10/10;
dc / at:
converter, . Lane
dynamo,
dc 220/240. ac 230, c50, amp 4.35, £ 17.Holiday and Ilemmerclinger Ltd. 74-78 Hardman St., Manchester, 3.
( 411s

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD
PURLEY WAY. CROYDON.
Telephone

THOreo, Heotb 3211

TRANSFORMERS -QUALITY RADIO eAMPLIFIERS.
WEST SLFARNHAM, SURREY,

RUNNING ARADIO REPAIR BUSINESS
This manuscript contains a host of useful ideas
which make for the successful running of aradio
repair business.
No matter whether you are
just starting or whether you have been operating for some time you will find ideas which put
into operation will bring rich reward and will
help to make yours asound and lasting business.
Price 5 8 Post Free,
V.

E.

S. ( W), Radio House,

Ruislip, blddx.

COVENTRY -RADIO
Component
A

Specialists

Since 1925

few items from our Id. Anniversary
containing details of 400 components.

List

2 GANG . 0005 MFD Ist Grade Condensers 11/6
WEARITE " P " COILS. All types 2 3 & 2/6
T.R.F. COILS. MW, with circuit. Per pair
4/6
465 Kc. I.F. Transformers ... ... 6 9 & 7/6
MAI NS TRANSFORMERS. 90 M/A., 4v,
4a., 4v. la., or 6v. 3a., 5v, 2.5a.
15/L.F. CHOKES.
475 Ohm, 20 Henrie,
Prompt Service, Complete

COVENTRY
191, DUNSTABLE ROAD

Satisfaction.

RADIO
-

-

LUTON

November 1945

S

Wireless World

UPREME
RADIO.
746,
Romford
Rd.,
Manor Park, London. E.12.
Tel, III
1260.
Est. 15 years.
LINE cord, 3- way, 0.03, 60ohms per ft. 2/yd; 0.02 droppers, 2 sliders, 3/9; Pye replacement droppers,
0.02,
3/3;
0.03 droppers.
800 ohms, 2 sliders, fixing feet, 5/3; 0.02
ditto, 4/6; VCs, 2,000 ohms, wire wound,
U.S.A. make, less sw, 2/6; V.C.s, 10,000-1
meg, with sw, 4/6; less sw, 3/9; short wave
coil formers, lin dia, I1
/ in long, 3d., or 2/'
2
doz; 1+1mfd T.C.C., 350v dc or 250v ac, 1/each or 10/- doz; Midget coils, a, ht, mw,
trf, high gain, well matched, 6/6 pr; ditto
boxed, with circuit, 7/6; m and 1 coils, with
circuit, 10/ -; Yaxley sw for same, 3/6; m,
1, s, a and os coils and pair 465 kc/s if to
match, with circuit. 30/- complete.
ELECTROLYTICS.—W rite for prices; everything for the service man; s.a.e, all enquiries;
no c.o.d.; 6d. extra for post. orders under £ 5.
PRICE list Id., unequalled range, example
1
value.—Yaxley 4- bank 6- way switches, 5/6.
—Taylor, Macaulay St., Huddersfield.
13595
00K out for valves and circuit analyser;
details later. — London Sound Labs, Ltd..
40. South Molton Lane, Bond St., London, W.I.
VLECTROLYTICS, 8-1-16mf 450v, 6/6 ea.; 8
.U1 1-8m1,
6/-; line-cord, best 3- way,
0.3
amp 6012/1t, 2/8 yd.— Clifton Lab., 28, Park
Drive, Grimsby.
[ 4266
CCURATE resistance and condenser bridge
with patent quick contact terminals, few
hand- made non-standard prototypes; to clear.
£12 each.— Box 3399.
[ 4145
ONDENSERS, brand new, 32mfd electro lytic, 8mfd mansbridge, all 500 volt working, metal cased; 5/6 post free.—H. R. Smith,
17, Church St., Dunstable. [ 4269
MAINS transformers, brand new, boxed, wire
-Lvs- ends, universal fitting. 6v or 4v, 14/-, carriage extra;
one doz. minimum quantity.—
Cardings. 28. Dudley St., Wolverhampton.
NAMELLED copper wire, 10 tons, slight
salvage, for sale to bulk purchasers.—
Apply H. Leston, Ltd. ( Government contractors). 5, Charles Lane, London, N.W.8. (4175
VLECTROLYTICS, 8mfd 500v, 3/6; 8mfd
1-.4 350v, 2/3; 50mfd 12v, 1/11; Grampian
moving coil microphones, £ 311816; matching
transformer, 15/-; Bin pm speakers, 20/3.0. White, 17, Upland Rd., London, S.E. 22 .
d-t kits only of 2x 32mfd. 2 x8mfd high
1..F voltage working electrolytics, 2x4- 600v,
2x 2-600v new paper block type, 6 new fuse
holders,
6x 60p1
trimmers,
1 double pole
aerial-earth switch; £ 2/5; c.o.d, or c.w.o.—Box
3782.
[ 4197
ANTITY
of
new surplus components,
multi-ratio output transformers, volume
controls, line cord, resistances, etc., for home
constructors and service men; prices reasonable; send stamp for list.—Gibson, 27, Witbank Rd.. Darlington.
[ 4225
ERVICEMEN—The following products are
well designed and of high quality; volume
controls, carbon type, all values, with or less
switch, wire- wound resistors, 1 to 60watts;
dropper resistors. 0.2 and 0.3amp; line cords
and razor resistors; terms and quotations on
req.—Dagole, Ltd.. 5, Torrens St., London. E.C.1.
ETAL rectifiers, charger kits, microphones,
crystal nick- ups.
Metal rectifier. 12v
1.55 tv'tie. with 50- watt transformer and ballast bulb for 2v to 12v charger, no rheostat
and ammeter required, with circuit. 37/6. Oustage 10,1; ditto, but with 12v 2.5a rectifier.
46/6. postage 10,1; metal rectifier. 2v E.a, with
transformer, makes ideal trickle charger for
2v accumulator. 13/6, mist 7d; metal rectifier,
6v 4a type, with transformer and ballast bulb
for 2v- 6v charger, 52/6. post 1/-; metal rectifier. 12v 3a. with transformer for 12v charger,
52/6. post 1/-.
HEAVY duty transformer and rectifier for
chargers, weight 151b. for 6v- 12v 4a, £ 4; 6v12v 5a, £ 4/10, post 1/1; also transformer,
metal rectifier and ballast bulb for 3- cell to
20-cell charger at 1 a, guaranteed 1 year, ideal
for small commercial charging. £ 5/10; metal
rectifiers, well-known make. 12v 1.5s, 10/6,
post 6(1; 12v 4a. 326: 12v 2a, 16/6; 2.5a,
18/6; also rectifiers of all ratings available for
conversion of valve type chargers to metal
rectification, most types from stock; instrument
rectifiers. all types at moderate prices.
CHAMPION. 43. Uplands Way. London, N.21.
'Phone Lab. 4457.
[ 4250
TELERADIO ( 1943), Ltd., for new components at list prices.
Precision substandard condensers, I% accuracy, 0.0001mfd
37/6, 0.001mfd 181-, 0.01mfd 21 /-.. 0.1mfel 27/9.
lmfd
45/-;
wirewound
precision
resistors.
Weston meter. 0-250 micro amps, centre zero,
£315; C.R. tubes, Keaton mains transformers,
chokes and output transformers, instrument
wave-change switches, 2-gang condensers with
sm drive. 16/9 ea.;
Vitavox and Celestion
speakers; specialists in short-wave work; new
list ready -shortly; send
stamp. — Tele Radio
11943), Ltd.. 177, Edgware Rd., London, W.2.
'Phone: Pad 611'6.
(4086
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PREMIER RADIO
ifil0EICS AND CO. iRADIO) LTD. ,
AIL POST ORDERS TO:
,UBILEE WORKS. 167. LOWER CLAPTON
ROAD. LONDON, & S.
cAmberit 4723.,
CALLERS

TO:

169, FLEET STREET. E.C.4. (Central 28:33.)
1945 LIST NOW AVAILABLE.

HUNDREDi

OF NEW LINES.
AV enquiries nusst be accompanied by n21.1. stomp
MIDGET MOVING COIL UNITS, llio. Wan,
Highly sensitive, may be used as mike or speaker.
Complete with trans ( state whether LS. or Mike
tram. required). 22/8.
10- WAY PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES. complete
with knobs and escutcheon plate, six iron cored
roils. Trimmers and Padders.
No circuit or
other particulam available. To clear at 12/6.
Original cost 45/-.
FIRST GRADE METERS.
3115. diameter,
niirliamp. £2 12s.; 500 mleroampe, £2 18s. 84.
411. 1 mIlliamp, £3 be.; 500 microamps.
£3 11s. 64. Westinghouse Meter Rectifier for
either type, II>. Multiple shunts, 10, 100,
500 m/n, 10/-. Any value multiplier. 2/6 each.
SUPER QUALITY AC/DC 15 W. AMPLIFIER.
3-stage, high gain, push-pull, in steel cabinet
£15 15s.
AC/DC AMPLIFIERS, 5 watts output high gain.
three-stage, feedback. £8 Si.
BATTERY CHARGERS for 2v. batt, at la., 26/.;
for 2, 4or 6v. butt, at 1a., 46/- ; for 6v. butt.
at 1 a., 30/- ; for 2, 6 or 12 v. butt. at 1 a.
49/8: for 6v. or 12 v. batt. at 4a., £4.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 300 + 300 v., 60 m/a,
three 4 V. 2-3 a. windings, 26/. ; 350 + 350
100 m/a. 5v. 2a., 6.3 v., 2-3 a., 291-; 350 + 350
100 m/a . three 4v. 2-3 a. windings, 29/-; 350+ 350
150 m/a., 4v. 2-3 a, 4v.3-6 a., 4v.1-2 a., 4v. 1-2a.
windings, 39/- ; 350 + 350 150 rn/a., 5v. 2a.
6.3 v. 2a.. 6.3 v. 2a., 36/-; 500 + 500 250 m/a.,
5v. 3a., 6.3 v. 2a., 6.3 v. 4a., 65/- 425 + 425
200 m/a., 4v. 2-3 a., 4v. 2-3 a., 4v. 3-6 a., 47/-:
350 + 350 150 m/s., 4v. 1.2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4v
3.4 a., 36/-; 500 + 500 180 enia. four 4v.,
2-3 a. LT windings. 47/-.
1-VALVE BATTERY S.W. RECEIVER, with
2- volt valve, 4 cods, 12-170 m. bandspread
tuning, 55/-, including tax.
CHASSIS, to 8x211n., 7/. ; 16 xOis,. 8/6
200 Pia., 10 ,13; 12 x9x2in.. 7/6,
SHORT-WAVE COILS fit octal sockets, 4-pin
aerial coils, 9-15, 12-26, 22-47, 41-94, or 76-170 m.,
2/6 each; 150-350 or 255-550 m., 3/- : 490-1,000
or 1,000-2,000 m., 4/-; 6- pin 1LF. Trans., 9-15,
12-26, 22-47, 41-94 or 76-170 m.. 2/6. is.sv.
chokea.10.100 in., 1/3; 5-200 m., 2/8.
SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS, easily ganged,
15 mmfd., 2/11, 25 mmfd.. 3/3, 40 mmfd.,
3/3, 100 mmfd., 3/11. 160 rimed., 4/8. 250 mmfd.,
5/8 ; shaft couplers, 66. ; flexible ditto, V-.
Dual bandspread for use with 2- gang, 6/6.
MIDGET P " TYPE COILA 12-35, 16-47, 34-100,
91-261, 250-750, 700-2,000, 200-557, available as
HA,.trans., aerial, or oso, coils, 2/3 each. Yaxley
type wave-change switches, every type available;
locators, 2/6 each ; wafers, 1/6 each. Small 2-gang
condensers: 0.0005, 12/. ; Matched pairs Iron'
cored 465 K.0. IF. trans., 15/- pair: midget
type, 21/s Pair, 60 mmfd. trimmers,
; ose.
padder, 750 mmfd., 1/9 ; B.F.O. coil, 2/3.
CONDENSERS. All small tubular type. 25 ne,
rs v.w., 60 mt. 12 v.w.. 10 mf., 50 v.w., 1mf.,
500 v.w., or 20 mf., 50 v.w., 2/3 each. 2 mf.,
350 vw., 2/9. 4mf., 450 v.w., 3/6. 8ml., 450 v.w.
4/9 16 mf., 450 v.w., 7/6. 20 mf., 450 v.w., 8/8.
16 + 8 450 v.w., 9/6.
16 mf., 150 v.w., 4/9.
50 mt., 50 v.w., 3/-. 8 + 4 mt., 450 v., 7/6.
32 mf., 450 v., 8/6.
CRYSTAL PICKUPS.
Cosmoeord. £ 2 11a.
Rothermel super, £3 18s. 94,
AMERICAN VALVES, 457.5, 35Z5, 25Z5, 128K7
12S.17, 25Z6, 6V6, 6F6, 5Z4, 80, 6L7, 6K7,
INS, IC5, 1115, ITS. Many others available.
SUPER GIANT PUSH-PULL INTER-VALVE
TRANSFORMERS, 211-.
Midget type, 21
12/6.
MOVING C0 11, SPEAKERS. RoL. Sin.,
16;
Olin., 22/6 p 81n., 24/-. Goodmaso 3f In..
Above are lees output trans. Plessey 8- in. P.M.
with trans., 29/6.
Sin. 1,200 ohm energised
speakers, 35/-. Midget standard or P.P. trans.
for any above, 10/6. Super quality giant
Matchmaker output transformers, match any
tube single or P.P. to any voice coil. 15- watt,
30/-; 30- watt, 49/6; 60- watt, 59/8.
CHOKES 811. 300 ohm., 40 es/a., 4/6 ; 30H,
400 ohms, 60 m/a., 9/6; 3011, 100 m/a., 400 ohm»,
15/- ; 30H, 185 ohms 150 m/... 25/... 25H,
250 to/a 120 ohm», 39/8.
SUNDRIES. 2 mm. Systoflex, 206. yd.: rein'
cored solder, 8,11. per coil or 4/6 Per lb.; acreened
2- pin plugs and socket, 9d.; ditto, 8- pin, 21-.
Octal sockets, 66. ; ditto, amphenol type. 1/-.
Valve screens 1/2. 6-volt vibrator., 4-pin,
12/6. 50ft. Indoor Aerial, 2/6. Volume Controls, a yvalue, 3/9; with witch, 5/

25

TN stock ; photo- cells, optical systems, S
1
amplifiers and all components and parts
or making your own sound-on- film projector;
latest list 4d.— Southern Ellin Ser,iees. Ltd.,
5, Mackenzie St., Slough, Bueks.
4205
SII-PULL
high
fidelity
output trans
I
formers,
shrouded,
surface
mounting,
finish; 0.P.1, P.X.4, lOwatt, lapped sec.
8, 15 ohms, 25/-; 0.P.2, 6.E.6. 10watt,
tapped see., 2-5, 5 ohms, 25/-;
6.L.6,
25watt, tapped see., 3, 8, 15 ohms, 32/6:
0.P.4, P.X.25, 25vvatt, tapped sec., 3, 8. 15
ohms, 32/6; choke for 0.P.1 and 2, 120ma
2011 200 ohms, 25/-; choke for 0.P.3. 4.
200ma 20H 100 ohms, 30/-; choke for 6.1..6,
heavy duty, 1,000 ohms, 150ma. 35/-; any
type transformer made to specification; cash
with order, postage 1 /- each.—Boosombe Radio.
595, Christchurch Rd., Boscombe. [ 4239
OTTON- COVERED copper instrument wire.
1
/
11b reels, 18, 20, 22, 24 gauge-, 1/6; 26,
28 gauges, 1/9;
30,
32g. 2/ -; 34g, 2/3;
enamelled
ditto,
same
prices;
silk-covered
ditto, 2oz reels, 24, 26, 28g, 1/6; 30, 32, 34,
36g, 1/9; 42g, 2/-; 16g double silk, 11b. 5/-;
RA. thread screws, 1 gross useful sizes, 2/6;
ditto, nuts, 2/6 gross; assorted gro,s screws
and nuts, 2/6; ditto, brass washers, I / 6 gross:
fibre washers, 1/6 gr; assorted solder tags,
V- gr; assorted small eyelets and rivets. 1/3
gr; rubber-covered stranded copper %sire, lit.
yard; heavier quality, 11/,d, yd; very licit,
quality, 21/
2d.
yd; tinned copper connecting
wire, 20ft coil, 6,1.; ditto, rubber covered. 10ft
6d.; finest quality push- back wire. 12 yards,
2/3; postage extra.—Post Radio Supplies, 33.
Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.
4199
ENRY'S offer T.R.F. medium and
long
fl wave coils with reaction, 8/6 pr., with
circuit;
single- pole
eleven- way
two- hank
switches, 4/6; Ilmfd 450v wkg, 4/-; 16x161111,1,
350v wkg, 10/-; line-cord 0-3 3-way, 60ohms
per ft, 3/- per yd; aleo 0.2 1I5ohins per ft,
3/- per yard; Rola 5in P.M. with transformer,
27/6; Goodmans Sin, less transformer, 21/6;
Celestion 8m, less transformer, 21/6; Celestion
Ampnenol
yalveholdere, 4-, 5- and
7-pin,
English, 4, 5, IT.X. and Int.. Octal, 9,1. each.
7/6 doz; medium and short wave coils, aerial
and oscillator, 465 K.C., 12/6, with complete
ac/do circuit; I.F. trans., small cans.
465
K.C., 7/6 each; 6 B.A. or 4 B.A. nuts and bolts.
2/- pk of 36 pm; Midget L.F. chokes and
speaker trans., 5/-; Celestion 6 P.M. with
trans., 25/-: Plessey 5in energised 1,000ohms,
with trans, 31 /-; HT. chokes, 2/-;
T.R.F.
medium wave Midget coils, 6/6 pr.; strong
steel Midget chassis, size 91/.2x4 1
/ xli, with
2
cut-out for Sin speaker, holes for 5 valves and
drilled for components, 4/6.
SEND for lista — Henry's, 5, Harrow Rd., W.2.
HE Simplex Four, complete constructional
details of this most successful midget
ac- dc receiver ( total cost of construction £ 91.
including theoretical and full-scale layout, wiring diagrams, with instructions, per copy, 4/6;
midget cabinets, handsome design, in red or
brown, 25/-; midget high gain m. wave, tri.
coils, 7/6 pair; midget m. and I. wave, t.r.f.
iron cored coils, adjustable cores, 12/6 pair;
with circuit, aerial and oscillator roils, all-wave,
s.m.l. wave, for use with if. 465kc/s, with
circuit, 15/- pair; midget if, transformers,
465kc/s, 15/- pair; standard size , litto trans.
formers, 12/6 pair; midget 2- gang, 0.0005mfd
variable condenser, with trimmers, 13/6.
We
may have it,
the chances All' we
have,
consult monthly comprehensive lists,
21 ,(1.
stamp with
enq.:
postage
all
orders.- 0.
Greenlick, 34, Bancroft Rd., Cambridge heath
Rd., London, El,
Ste. 1334.
OULPHONE
RADIO, Station nil.. New
Longton, nr. Preston.— New goods only
of the highest quality; all orders attended to
same day as received; note price reductions
on many lines, and remember that all orders
over 5/- are post free; goods now -sent c.o.d.;
electrolytics, 8x450v 5/6,
8x8
450
8/6,
2x350 3/6, 25x25 and 50x12 2 /6 , 25x50
3/-, 50x50 3/3; Rola, Pleseey, Goodmans and
Celestion
speakers. p.m., less trend., 31:
2in
27/6, Sin 19/6, 61/
2in
20/-, 8in 21 /-, 10in
30/-; with transf., 61,e2in 24/-, 8in 25/-. 10in
42/6;
Vitavox
super
quality,
12in
p.m.
K12/10, E7; Rothermel Senior de luxe crystal pick-ups, £ 3/18/9: mains transformers,
screened primary, 200-250v, 350-0-350, 100ma,
with 4v or 6y Its, 24/-, bobbins only, 15/6;
420-0-425, 200ma, 4v 8a, 4v 4a. 4e 4a or
6.3v 4a, 6.3v 4a, 5v 3a, 47/6; 20Ity 200ma
chokes, heavy du)y, 21/-; speaker transformers,
push pull universal types. 4watt 7/6, 8w 12/6.
15w 21/-, 30w 37/6; Midget pen, 5/-; dropper
resistors, 80011 0.3a, with feet and two sliders,
4/6; push- back wire ( Ilenleys), 50ft 2/9, 100ft
4/9,• Delaflex 2mm sleeving, 2,'- thump; valveholders, 5-, 7-, 9-pin English, Mazda octal 4-.
5-, 6-, 7-pin UX and lut, octal, all types 6,1,
each; resin cored solder, 4/- lb.; 3- way cable,
6d. yd, 5-way 10d.; s.a.e. for comprehensive
list.
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Above space is dedicated to oar Advertising Manager's
leek of imagination this month-besides he mu so
busy helping with the numerous orders,
result of last month's advertisement.

being

the

10.000 Popular and Rare Radio VALVES, exact
type or suitable Replacement, otherwise valve an .I
adaptor.

ACIILDD. ACP, AC2HL, ACpen, AC2pen,

AC5pen,
AC5penDD,
41380Vid,
AOTP,
AOVP1,
ACV1.2, A0044, AZI, AZ31, 001135, 071, CY10
CY31, D63, DA30, 11111207, DDT, 01163, 01173M, DL,
DLitt, 9024, 1)W2, DW4/350, DW4/500.
E1134.
EBC3,
EBO,
EBL1,
E131.31,
E0031,
E0113,
EC1135, ECR30, EF13, EF6, EF8, EF9, EF39, ELI,
ELI, F.L32, EL:13, E1.35, F04, FCI3, EXII3C, H141D,
111324, 111.2, 111.130, 111.211)13, 111.23, 11L23D1),
11L411)D, HLI33DD, 111.1320, 111.132009. 13V4/350,
KT2, KT2-1, KT61, KT63, KT66, KTIV61, KTV763.
KTZ41, KTZ63, 1.2, M1(4, MHD4, 51111.4, MA,
5104B,

Me3P4,

Mtipen,

M8pen.B,

MU14,

PA20,

P1112A.

PM211,

PM2111.,

P51224,

0M4,
PM22D

PM244, P11124M, P91256, PP352I, PT41, PX4, PX25
Pen41)D, Pen4VA, Pen25, Pen45, Pen45DD, Pen46,
Pen428, PenA4, PenB4, PenDD4020, QP22B, QP25,
QP230, 04VB, 0215VM, 8P2, 8P4, 8P4B, EIP130.
81.41, 8E42, 131.2220, TI)D2A, TDD4, T00130, TRI,
TH4B,

TH210,

TH300,

T1141,

TH433,

TH2321

TI.25, TP26, T8P4, U5, U10, U14, 016. U18, 1721,
U50, 052, 04020. URIC, UR30, 01.15, UU6,
l'U7, ttY:31, V914, VHT4, VSIP40, VM84B, VP2,
VP2B,

VP4, VP4A,

VP13A,

VPI30,

VP23,

VP41

VP133, VPI322, V02, 9921, X80, 1111, XD, XP, XL.
X1.0, X24, X41, X6IM, 2.63. 2.65. Y63, Z22.-01A ,
1A4, 1A5, 146, 184, 1B5, 105, 106, 107, 105, 1136'
11)7, 1E5, 1E7, 1F4, 1E5, 1E6, 1F7, 104, 105. 106:
1114, IH5, 1116, 125, 126, 1LA4, 1Q5, IFS, 1T5.
2A7, 2137, 2944, 21MM, 21", 3Q5, 504, 5174, 5Y:i.
57,3, 5Z4, 644, 647, GAS, 64137, 665, 6137, 6138.
535. 606, res. 61)5, 61)6, 61'6, 6F8, 6316, 6.15, 627
•
•

6K6, 6K7, 6K8, 61.5, 61.6, 61.7, 62.6. 62.7. 6P5
61t7, 68F7, 60E7, 617, 607

WO, 6X5, 747

.

7A8, 7115, 7136, 7B7, 7B8, 705, 706, 7D3, 705, 81)2 •
Dr, 10111, 1195, 12A, 12A5, 12E5, 1270, 12Q7, 12817.
12810. 1291.7, 12007. 127.3, 138PA, 14, 15, 18, 19'20, 2092, 22, 24, 25A+1, 251.6, 25Y5, 257.4, 25Z5,
25%6, 26, 27, 29, 31, 3.
2, 35, 3514, 3524, 3574, 36, 37.
38, 30/44, 40, 41MTL, 41.$TH, 42, 42MPpen, 43 45.
46, 47, 48, 50, 501.6, 53, 55, 57, 59, 71A, 74, 75, 76, 7990, 81, 82, 83, 85, 611, 99, 164e, 210130T, 210VPA.
2201i, 220TH, 354v, 954, 955, 956, 1821, 1/153.
All at Ilst prices.
quiries.

Order C.O.D.

Stamp with en-

Under 10,'• orders C.W.O.
EXPORT ORDERS

Forces and Demobilised

INVITED.

,
Special

Attention.

J. BULL & SONS
(Dept.

W.W.)

246 High St., HARLESDEN, N.W.10

Lomi n.
. A. RYALL, 36, Heron Rd.,
S.W.17.-Mail order only, no c.o.d. under
£1 please; postage extra orders under 10/.
VOLUME controls with switch, long spindle,
new, Morganite, i,:eneg, guaranteed, 4/-; ditto
Umeg, less switch, short spindle, 2/3; lmeg,
extra long spindle, 2/6; 10,000 ohm, less
switch, 2/6; twin screened microphone cable,
Aerialite, 3yds 2/6; Hunts 0.01 mica. 1/each; aluminium coil cans, robust, 2yn high,
21/
8 across base,
2 for 1/3; Octal 8- pin plugs,
with insulated metal caps, complete with International chassis type bases, 3 for 2/6, or
8/- dozen; with solder tags, 3 for 3/-, or 10/dozen; miniature 4- pin plugs. robust pins,
complete with metal caps and sockets, 3 for
1/6, 416 dozen, 29/- 100; condensers, 0.1
tubular. 350v, 7/6 dozen; 450v wkg, pain,
mtd. on pax. strip. 8/6 per six pairs; cable,
10- way, with five 5amp low tension conductors, 4/- yard; push- back stranded connecting
wire, 12yd coil 1/6, or 12 coils 12/9.
ERIE if- watt resistances. 330, 450. 10,000,
22.000,
3,000, 220,000, 470,000, 2meg, insulated type except 33.000, 3/9 per dozen; Erie
2watt resistances, 680, 6,800, 140,000, 150,000.
220,000, 470,000, 820,000. 2 for 1/, 5/ - Per
dozen; Morganite resistances,
carbon,
500.
1,000, 50.000, 2meg. 3/6 dozen; Erie 680.
3watt, 1/3 each; T.C.C.
mica
condensers.
0.0001 x0.0001. bakelite cased, five ( ten con•
densers) for 1/3, or 12/6 per 100;
valve
holders, chassis types. British 5 and 7- pin,
American UX, 4, 5, 6- pin and international
Octal, all 4/- dozen or 29/- 100; set 5 Cyldlon
ceramic trimmers, 30min, on metal base, 1/6
each, per dozen 12 /-.
MANSBRIDGE 4mf high quality baseboard
mtg. condensers, with terminals, T.M.C., 4/
each, 3 for 10/-; 250v wkg; Celeation 10- inch
permanent magnet
speakers
with
pentode
transformers, high flux magnet of great power,
30/.
each;
meter
switches,
11- way,
long
spindles, take lin behind panel, 4/9 each. 3
for 12/-; Yaxley type switches. 3- bank, 2- pole.
4- way, with middle screen, long spindle. 4
shorting bars, 4/9 each; Yaxley type switches.
single pole, double throw. 2- bank 2/9; single
bank 2/3; input strips. 2- way, with terminal
screws, 21nx , in, 2/6 dozen; anchor or mtg.
strips for resistances, 2/6 dozen.- G. A. Hyatt.
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

November 1945

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES,
408, HIGH ST., LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.13.
TERMS:

CASH WITH ORDER.

No C.O.D.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS. first-clam condition
electrically guaranteed, for Ai'. ioains. 200/250 volts 50 ,
1 phase 5 amp, load, each

12e.

METAL RECTIFIERS, lar,.','

,ise.

output 50 volts 1 amp..

SMALL MAINS TRANSFORMERS. input 230 volts, output
It v,dis
amp.. 11 -.
METAL RECTIFIERS, output 1.2
TRANSFORMER CORE
clarets,.
approx. 21
SO VOLT MOTOR, D.C.,
double ended shaft ji.,.
shunt wound, condition
generator.
Price 50/-.

I amp., 173.

for rewinding only, vomplete with
kw., price 26',
input 4 amps., I hi, all hearing.
dia., slow speed, only 500 r.p.m..
as new, also make good slow speed

MOVING COIL METERS, all 2in. dia., 1111.11 mounting.
0-5 M/A, 40/- ; 0,20 31/4, 40/- ; II-50 M ' A. 370.
LARGE HEAVY DUTY CHOKES. weight 24
wowsd
heavy gauge wire, imitable for rewinding as auto trous'
former up to 1 kW., price 25/-, can'. Paid.
LARGE PAXOLIN PANEL, sise 14 x 7x
fitted massive
switch arm, 12 large studs and contact blade, very smooth
action, price 7/6 each.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 2,000 MF, 25 v. working,
10 - each.
BLOCK CONDENSERS,
7,6 each.

'
2 91F,

1,500

v.

D.C.

working.

X-RAY TRANSFORMER in oil, input 200 v., output 80,000
volts, rating 5 EVA, with Coolidge winding, £b0 ; ditto,
25 K.V.A. at 90,000 volts, £45 ; ditt.+, dental type,
45,000 volts, £30.
FLUORESCENT SCREENS, Mt, 15 x 12, with lead glass, £6.
LARGE FAN MOTORS, all direct current, approx. f h.p..
110 v. series wound, in tiret class condition, 20/- each
ditto complete with stand, starter, cage sud fan, 30!-.
D.C. MOTORS as above, only for 720 volte, in perfect order.
26/- ; ditto complete with stand, starter, cage and fan, 35/,
ROTARY CONVERTER, input 230 v. D.C., output 230 v.
40., 50 cycle, single phase, 15 kW., constant netitig, a
high-grade job of very solid construction, £35.
ROTARY CONVERTER, Input 220 v. D.C., output 150 v.

Ail., 50 epic, single plume, 400 watts, £10.
loudspeakers.
15watt, £ 7/10;
CLOSED half-day Thursday. Open all day Saturday,
Ifi-Fi model, 12in, 15w-att. £ 8/15; 15in and
18in models to follow shortly; Tierna) mat
nets. detachable diaphragms, die-cast chassis:
early deliveries; spec upon request.-Broadcaa
and Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd., Broadcast
For rapid engraving any
Ilouse, Tombland, Norwich 26970. [ 4027
metal- hard or soft.
/18/6.- New Baker Super Quality 12in
e." Auditorium permanent magnet speaker
Pcs. Operates
from
4-6v.
with
triple cone,
manufactured
by Bakers
Battery or A.0 TransSelliurst Radio, the pioneer manufacturers of
Free former giving 6-10 amps.
moving coil speakers since
1925. wide frequency range, even response, ideal for quality
HOLBOROW,
reproduction, fitted with magnet, having ex
99, Boroughbridge, Yorks.
(-optionally high flux density in the air gap
suitable for public address equipment when
quality
reproduction
is
first consideration;
send 2tt.d. stamp for leaflet giving details of
above and constructional
details of a new
acoustic chamber designed
to extend
loud
speaker frequency range;
also constructional
Ideal
for
details of an infinite baffle
cabinet;
every
music lover interested in realistic reprothle.
high and low vollion should write for leaflet.
..
toge testing; 1 30,100
£811916- New Baker super power cinema per
850 A.G. and D.C.
manent magnet speaker with 18in triple cone
Send for interesting leaflet ( 8,14) on Electrical and
of new design, giving wide frequency response
free from objectionable resonanees; speech is
Rodio Testing, from oil Dealers or deed.
clear and natural and music is reproduced!
with exceptional realism; fine engineering job
RUNBAKEN.NIANCHESTER.I
extremely setedtive, ideal for public address
equipment when power handling capacity, plu
realistic reproduction,
is
required;
prom!).
deliveries by passenger train.- Bakers Selhuree
Radin, 75, Sussex Rd., S. Croydon. Tel. Croy
don 6813.
LOUDSPEAKERS, SECOND.HAND
OLA 6112
P. M..
ne trans.; offrs.-Bris
BOOKSELLERS
3878.
( 4246
.T.R. 10w me, or p.m. speakers ( loin cone
15f) sp. coil), mounted - in directional
baffles; £ 10 eaeh.-Box 3601.
[ 4183
12in
P.M.
high-fidelity
twin
•
cone " Auditorium," no trans; offers.Telling, ' Tolverne," Felstead Rd., Orpington.
ENGLISH & AMERICAN
Kent.
[ 4279
T_TARTLEY TURNER Standard 2.5000.. £ 5;
BOOKS IN STOCK ON
I 1 Hartley Turner 18in box baffle, £ 2/5;
Tobie Ham Band Super and speaker, offers.Sox 3780.
[ 4190
speaker. 230v field. £ 4; rectiB .T.H.
fier for same. £ 3; Sifam Multimeter, 7.5v
to 300e. 3m.a. to 7.5a, £ 5.-Cibbs, 106. Boornmbe Rd.. Southend-on-Sea. [ 4209
•
PEAKERS, 10in. BK.. 1,000 ohms field.
15 ohms speech coils, as new, £ 5; Bakers'
CATALOGUE
ON
APPLICATION
12In p.m., £ 3/10; AF5, £ 1.-Cook, 104. Rag i Ian Av., Waltham Cross, Herts.
[4167
ATEST model broadcast
standard
model,
12in,

pm

"VIBRO-ARC" Engraving Pen

R
B

HILL & CHURCHILL

SWANAGE

DORSET

GOODMAN

C

I

Well made of steel. double
ridged for strength. Teeth on
three shies of lower law and
spet.al design of upper jaw
ensure firm grip and good
contact.
a
CHURCH ROAD • HENDON • LONDON • N.W.4
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--- IXTHARFEDALE Portland, hi-qual., sens.;
•• £ 5.— Knight, 20, Fairfield Rd., Bridgend.
XTOIGT corner horn with reflector, double
•
cone unit, field energiser.—Offers. York,
23, Tyson Rd., London, B.E.23. Tel. For. 4600.
TEST EQUIPMENT
,MIL
uL
nu
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df
P
.11
31eTElox08 41.
. fitting, t
il
liià

(late Austerity Radio Limited)

CIRCUITS

AND

BLUEPRINTS

See last month's advertisement
IF. TRANSFORMERS. 465 k/ce., permeability
tuned iron- cored, centre-tapped, colour-coded.
screened, 15 ,-per pair.
COILS, 3 wavebaods on one former: Long ( S002.000 so.), ( 200-500 m.) and Short
(16-50 tn.).
Aerial and Os,. 12/6 Per pay.
A. & H.F. with reaction, 12/6 per pair.
FOUR-WAVEBAND COILS, on one former
Long ( 800-2,0tai in), Medium ( 200.550 nn) and
Short ( 12.20 end 19-50 m.), 15/. per pair.
FULL RANGE
COILS :
PA. 4, 2,3
l'A. 5, 2/3
PA. 6, 2/3
PA. 7, 218
RA.1, 2 8
PA. 2, 2,3
PA. 3, 2/3

Advertisements

Wireless World

OF " WEARITE "

PlIF. 4, 21
Pli F. 5, 2/3
PHI,.6, 2/8
pme. 7, 2/8
PHI.%
2/3
PH F. 2, 2:3
Pitt'. 3, 2/3
AP., 2/3
Also " Wearite " Iron Dust- cored
formers, 463 1,es., 15/- per min

P-TYPE

P0.4,
PO.5,
LOA(
PO. 7,
P0.1,
PO. 2,

21
2/3
216

2/6
21
2/6

FO. 5, 213

R.F., 2/3
1.F. Trans.

INPUT TRANSFORMERS. (
Posh- pull.) Midget
perallel-feed split secondary 4 to 1 ratio, 8/-.
Standard, 9 6. Heavy Duty, 12'6.
SUPERHETERODYNE SCREENED COIL UNITS
with exile}, incorporated ) :)- waveband coils
(I nmg, (a)0-2,000 ;
Medium. 200-550 m. ;
)4hort, 16-50m.). 465 k ' es. R.F.. Mixer, One.
Price with trimmers, ladders and circuit corn.
Pine. £2 2s. 6d.
Medium, 200-550 ma end
2-WAVEBAND COILS (
Short. 10.)0
it.F., ILK and Os Price
complete with circuit, £1 2s. Bd.
GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER CHASSIS. Assembled on chassis fitted with separate tone-control.
Volume-control with on/off switch. Sockets for
microphone, gramophone and extension speaker.
Hum- free, good quality reproduction. A.C. only.
Input 200,250v.
Size overall, 8 x 6 x 711n.
Ready to play.
Prices include valves and
mica ken
4valve, 4watt
10 gm.
4valve, 6watt, with PX4 output
12 sas.
Theoretical ant practical blueprints and list of
parts for the libove evadable separately, 3/6 per
set
WESTECTORS, WX6, 4/. each.
ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE COILS ( Plull- 1.), tdrspiced, silver .... Hier wire R.F.. H.F. and Ow.,
range I. 4.5.8 metres ; range 2, 9.5.17 metres,
21 ... h. 6 6 per , et of three, with circuit.
METAL RECTIFIERS. Small, chassis mounting,
45 volts, in rtiA.. 7,6 each.
CHASSIS. Battleship- grey sprayed. Undrilled,
10 x t
, o 21i.. 7:6.
8 x 6 x 21in., 4 6.
LW. TUNING CONDENSERS: .
00015 twin.gang
mounted on ceramic liege, 12/6 ; 3-1Pene• . 0003
ceramic insulation, 12.6.
FLEXIBLE COUPLERS, fin., 11- each.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic base 70 pi., 3- bank. 213 ;
2- bank. 1 6 ;
Bd. P.ddem, 500/
500 pl..
26 each.
D.C.C. WIRE. flanges 10 to 30. 1/8 to 4/- per
I•Iti. reel. Enamelled copper wire, 16 to 32, 1/2 to
23 per Ilk
BROWN BAKELITE KNOBS.
lit Iin. shaft.. 9d.

Round, If in. (to

IN STOCK : Resistors and Condensers. All standard value's.
Mains Transformers and Chokes.
Loudspeakers. P.M. :Lid inainsenergised, from
21 6 t.. £6 16s. 64.
Wave-Change Switches to suit any coil circuit.
4.i...le, 3- may midget, mingle pole, 2- way, etc.
Volume Control. ( wire- bound or carbon); all

'el.IMBRIDGE unipivot galvo, perfect. with
‘..J leather case, £ 9; offers.— Box 3394. [4126
' 0 VO 7, new; £ 22 or nearest.— Hamilton, 41,
.:-'1_ Downside Rd., Acklarn, Middlesbrough.
I A VOMETER, model 40, new; 217/10.-1
Lol1 II.land, 49, Christchurch Rd., S.W.2,
1 I TNIVERSAL Ano and Avo-Dapter valve
t--, tester, both as new; offers—Box 3781.
1 D ADIOMETERS valve tester, latest Ayo 7,
I 1 I, 8mfds, 4/6; offers.-44, Ripplevale Grove,
I Ilarnsbury, N.1.
[4168
I A VO model 7, Weston de ammeter, model
.rs'- 301, 2 elec. con., 16mfd, 8x8mfd, 500
volt wkg; accept £ 16 for lot.— Box 3672. [ 4198
'UNIVERSAL Avominor, £ 8/10; model 7
t-)
Avometer, £ 19/10, new cond., perfect.—
Young, 134. Old Shoreham Rd., Southwick.
a-RANGE Ferranti twin dial 1,000 ohms
UP
per volt test meter, tic; Wheatstone
bridge by Townsend; offers.— Box 3595. [4170
lItILLIAMMETERS,
m.c.,
2M, max. res.
-MI- 10w, all ranges; voltmeters, 500w/v, all
ranges; 27/6 ea.-- Woodrow, Rushlake Gm., Ss.
UILD your own multimetre.—S.a.e for list
-1-.1, of kits, also large stock of components;
enquiries
invited.—Thomson,
BCM / Electro craft, London, W.C.1.
[ 4271
gri METER, range 50 kc/s-50 me/s. capacity
‘od 20-2,000 pf, Q 0-500, prototype model of
advanced design, full details and demonstration ( in London), two instruments only available; £ 125.
BEAT frequency oscillator, range 0-12 kc/s,
12-22 kc/s, flat to 0.5 db, output voltmeter
and calibrated attenuated stability ± 2 e.p.s.,
motor drive for frequency runs, mains operated,
[4158
rack mounting; £ 40.— Box 3421.
114UIRREAD RE. oscillator, type 5A, WesIII- ton oscillator E692, E.M.I. insulation
tester 500v. Davenset charger MGC4, all perfect condition. What offers Y— Woodward, 77.
St rand, Cheltenham.
feCILLOSCOPES, signal generators, [m4u12h7i
‘, range test meters, etc. test gear of every
.loscription,
British or etc..
repaired,
,erviced, recalibrated.—A. Huckelsbee, " Hazle.
John," Crofton Lane, Orpington, Rent. ( 3031
QQUARE
type 0-1ma meters, scale-length
1
..-3
over 4M, will shortly be supplied with
our 45-range multimeters ( volts to 2,500, current to 10amps, ac-dc, ohms to 1 megohm,
,i)h internal butt.), and staff increases will
inuble us to give quick deliveries of other kits,
oscillators, bridges, vv meters, etc.; interim
lists
on
request.—Maclachlan
and [4C
1o
66
.,
Strathyre, Perth.
your own crystal controlled
•..-,
frequency
standa rd,
using
the
new
Q.C.C. type Q5 100 kris quartz crystal unit;
In a single valve Colpitts oscillator circuit
it provides check points of 0.01%
accuracy
at 100 kc/s intervals from 100 Reis to 15,000
kris, making an ideal radio frequency source
for receiver calibration and alignment; price
45/, complete in octal based mount; send
stamp for leaflet 95, which gives full technical details and circuit.— The Quartz Crystal
co., Ltd., 63-71. Kingston Rd., New Malden.
Surrey. Tel. Mal. 0334.
2
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
TTIGII fidelity. sound recording equipment
1.1- A communication receivers—Box 3794.
1,0THERMEL microphone A pick-up, cheap.
.1-1, — Allen, 38, Silverwood Rd., Peterboro'.
('(OILS for filters, tone controls, all types
‘--, of transformers for " Wireless World"
circuits.— R. Clark, 30, Langland Cres., Stanmore. Wor. 5321.
[ 4106
111P AFFLE cabinet, lin thick ply, 2ftx 2ftx
se lf t, 9thin Columbia ac record player,
perf.; nearest £ 10.—Dumville, 66, Parkhill Rd.,
N.W.3.
Cul. 1453.
(4189
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film, 100; t 5/6. 256/t 9/6, 500/ t 15/6. — iones.
51, Cranford Drive. Hayes, Mtlx. [ 4134
T‘ISC recording, V.G. 12M traverse mechan .1_, ism. drive unit and cutting head, complete with heavy duty recording motor for at:
mains ,perfect condition; £ 32 cash.— Box 3936.
D ECORDING gear, best offers next 14 days
I Ill accepted, pre-war prices given for guid;lore; V.G. and cellulose d / sided blanks, 10
I S)n, 2/3 ea., 28 10in 3/. ea.; 33 10in metal

ToWhclesrle
OVERSEAS
TRADERS \
and rtil enquiries are inYted.

blanks,
ea.; 12/6
8 V.G.
sapphire
cutting
stylii
(slightly1/6
used).
ea.•.
10 diamond
cutting
stylie for metal discs, 21 ea.; Shaftesbury tic
\....._ Orders can be executed be B.A.O.R.. CRP
i 1mike,
55 / -; B.B. t / c mike and trans, £ 3;
aml S. E.A . C. customer.. --sof '' 3 pr. headphones. 35 /. pr.; Weston Mc. 0-50
'ipA meter. 25; multi- ratio output trans. 35/-;
Core needle sharpener, 5 / 6,• oddments. Mostly
new in makers' paolcing.—Bromley. 53, Harheld Rd.. Sunbury-on-Thames, NI/sex. Tel. 2751.
LONDON WCJ.

307, HIGH HOLBORN,
Phone NOLlsori, 463/
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Ex -R.A.F.
Special Purchase by
ONDON CENT-RA Eb
ReADIO STORES

for re- sale to the Public
Ex-R.A.F. R1155 RECEIVER CHASSIS.
Ola,
101o 8)15. Front panel MI high. Fitted with many
component.. Less valves. £5.
Er-R.A.F. RECEIVER CHASSIS.
With tormented
components, less valves. Size
z6xSin. 17/6.
Y011 are invited to call and examine the above and
other types of ex.R.A.F. Chassis, of which we have a
large and Interesting stock.
3GANO CONDENSERS. Same as used hi
111155 chase.. . 0005 mfd. 12/6.
Ex-R.A.F. MIDGET VOLUME CONTROLS.
100,000
ohnne. 1/9 each or 16/Ex-R.A.F. TWIN VOLUME CONTROLS, 500,000 ohms
each section. 5/6 each.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 mid. CONDENSERS.
Man•bridge type.
500 v. wkg. 1/3 each.
Ex-R.A.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS. . 1, .
15 and .25
mfd, 350 v. v. kg. 7/6 doz.
Ex-R.A.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS, Metal- cased.
.1 +. 1 +. 1mfd., 500 v. wk.. 2:3 each.
Ex-R.A.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS. .
5 and .25 v..
050 v. wkg., with short wire ends. In 25 lots only
66.
EX-R.A.F. . 02 DIFD. CONDENSERS. 1.000 v. wkg.
7'6 each

TWO " GOOD-VALUE" PARCELS.
Ex-R.A.F. PARCEL 1. Six each . 1, . 15. . 25 add.
Tubular Condenser+. three . 1 +. 1+.1 mfd. Tubulars.
metal-caned. three Midget Volume Controls, 100.000
ohm.. two Toggle Switches. 20/,
Ex-R.A.F. PARCEL 2. Twelve each . 1, . 15, .25 mf.l.
Tubular Condensers, elx Midget Volume Controls,
100,000 oh lll s
l three Volume Controls, one groin 6 BA
Nuts and Bons, one gross 4 BA eceew., one gm°.
Pivets. 30 -.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE EX-R.A.F.
It will pay you to call and nee our stocks, which are
too numeroue to advertise in detail.

MOVING COIL INSERTS. Originally manufactured as
Moving Cod Headphones. Can be tined a. Midget
Loud/speaker. ( with a suitable tranaforiner). Speech
Mierophones, or adapted for Pick-ups. A powerful
AIM P.M. energises the ¡ in. coil, in sealed metal
case. Ibin. diameter. 8/9 each, post free.
LOUDSPEAKERS, less tMnaiormers Role. ditio 19/6;
sin., 21/6.
NEW MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Superior quality.
300-0.300 v., (1.3 v., 3amp., 5V. 2a. Also 300-0-300 v.
4 v. 3a., 4 v. 2a. Dim. 31 3) x3. Weight, al lbs.
Blue enamel finish. 24/6 each.
51111.7I-HANOE Moving Coil TEST-METERS. New.
First-grade army type in bakelite case.
Ranges
10, 60, 100 and 500 volt. at 1.000 ohms per volt A.C.
and D.C. 1, 10. 100 and 500 inA and 0-10,000 ohms.
£8 15e.
15 WATT LA. AMPLIFIERS. Output 15 watts, 5
valves, 200.250 A.O. Pre-Amplider for microphone,
gramophone and radio terminals. Multi-range output
2.5 ohms tu 15 ohms. Fitted two volume controle and
tone control, ln black enamelled metal cabinets.
£18 106. Od..
(1215. P.M. V1TAVOX Speaker £7 extra.)
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC COUNTERS. Ex-G.P.O., every
one perfect, electm-magnetic. 600 ohm coil, counting
to 9,999, operated from 25 v..50 v. ( t.c. Ma. many
industrial and domestic application..
6Pee last month's advt. tor other line..

Closed Thursdays

1 p.m.

Open all dey Saturday

23, LISLE

STREET

LONDON,

W.C.2.

GERrard 2969
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Q TA NDARD Telephones,
type
4017.
m.c.
microphone, as new; £ 10.-110, Pinner
Rd., Harrow.
[ 4200
ARRARD type AC6 radiogram unit, with
'LA pick-up, on rectangular plate; best offer.
—Gibbs, 106, Boscombe ltd., Southend-on-Sea.
VALVES
"'°. 7/6 ea., 3 for 21/-, 6 fer £ 2; cash
with order; carriage paid.—Seymour. 36. •
Melthorne Drive, S. Ruislip.
harrow 1300. :
A LL B.V.A. valves available, also number et
discontinued types; list prices; pro forma
or cod.— David
Robinson,
Ltd., 100, [1
31
4
ig
2l
i
t
St., Bedford.
MERICAN
[3421
valves, boxed. unused, 6/- each, I
tax free; 6A3, 6R7, 1116, 1F7, 1F6, 1E4,
1E5. 12Z5, 2117, 6Z5, 6C7, 49, 50, 59, 31,
33, 26, 2A6, 1F5, 82. 1D5, 37, 61.7, 6Y7, 6V7,
etc.
New Acorns, 954, 955, 956, all at 30/-;
Westinghouse 10ma meter rectifiers, s.h. at
5/-; Weston 2'/,in moving coil meters, 30ma,
27/6.— Jack Porter Radio, 22, College St., Worcester.
[ 4179
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
Q ALE, res, tuned al signal generator; £ 40;
60cps-60kc/s; lab. instrument.— Box 3353.
OTARY converter, 24v dc input, 230v ac
0.82 amp output; portable with starting
switch, £ 17.— Box 3947.

G

Now available for

L
OW VOLTAGES

6

12 V. and 24v.

Their design incorporates the
many special SOLON features,
including the fitting of the
heating element inside the bit.
SOLON
Both models can be supplied
Industrial
fitted with elements for 12
Type Electric
O
volts or for 24 volts
Soldering Irons
supply,
as
required.
rated at 65
Complete with 6 feet
watts are now
of HENLEY twin
available for use
core flexible. Write
where alow voltage
for details of the
system of supply is
complete SOLON
employed.
There are
range for low
two models, one fitted
and
normal
with a round pencil bit as
volt a ges
illustrated, the other with
an oval tapered bit, and they
will do the same class of work
as the well-known SOLONS of
65
watt
rating
for
normal
supply voltages.

HSSQDOR
SPECIFICATION
20 Watt A.C. Amp'
liter with built-in
Super- het Receiver covering
200.550 Metres.
Specially
recommended for School,
Factories, Hospitals, etc. Full
specification on request.

INDUSTP le
Re °
nioLIFIP

R

EW
200-250v,
torque...
ac motors,
£ 5; lahP,
hlip, high
£ 5/10;starting
', lip, £ 7/10;
26 . 10 • 0
PM TAX 2 • 2 . 0

lhp, £ 9/15; all other sizes available; alse
machinery.—John W. W. Steel. Binglev, Yorks.
DAVENSET
serialM(('5.
No. 277,
charger
200-250v
for sale,
at 50 type
cycles; also ,

a 15watt amplifier, any reasonable offer ao:
cepted.—Byatt, 6, Meadway, Admiral's Walk.
Hoddesden, Herts.
[ 4180
LL
types of rotary converters,
elect lie
motors, battery chargers, petrol- elect ri,
generator sets, etc., in stock, new and serondhand; supplied against priority orders only.
—WARD, 37, White Post Lane, Hackney Wick.
E.9.'I'el. Amherst 1393.
[ 1988
LECTRO dynamic rotary converter, 200230v dc input, 200-230v ac output, 120
watts, overhauled and rewound by E.D.C., not
used since, still on packing blocks; price comSIXOtRING IRON nia INDUSTRIAL USE
plete £ 15; write or call.- 63, Southerton Rd.,
Hammersmith, W.6.
W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD
MISCELLANEOUS
Egli:jeering Lett., 51 53 Raton Garden, Lenten,
.
WO Siemens type dial piton's. £ 3 each.—4
THutton, 82, Elm Park Rol., SAV.3. 14143
IME
recorders—Write for
particula rs .—
Gledhill-Brook Time Recorders, Ltd., 84.
Empire Works, Huddersfield. [ 2419
QPAR KS' data sheets.— These data sheets
provi le complete constructional details.
together with full-size prints, etc., of tested
and guaranteed designs.
ELECTRIC guitar units ( 3rd edition), 5/-.
ELECTRONIC one-string fiddle. 316; 6-8 watt
ac/dc amplifier; phase inverter; push-pull output; neg, feed-back; portable for use with
above or mike. p.o., etc., 3/6.
A.C. two-valver, med. wave, coil details, 2/6;
3I.4 watt se amplifier. 2/6.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS ( W.), 9, Phenheth
Brockley, London, S.E.4. [ 3622
TU'O coupons for part- worn clothing— Motor
-LI
trousers, 15/11; black rubber coats, 32/-;
paramatta police macs, 32/-; bus overcoats,
36/-; bus jackets, 26/-; bus suits, 37/6; conductress bus suits, 27/6; conductress overcoats, 30/-; black rubber legslips, 9/11; police
paramatta legslips, 9/11; drivers' hats, 416;
boiler suits. 10/11 and 1211; bib and brace
overalls, 5/11; R.A.F. helmets, 12 /6 ;gauntlet
Pa rmeko Ltd. of Leicester intend to
gloves, 4/-; Sidcot suits, 35/-; crash helmets,
good cond., 10/6; back packs, 10/6; haverappoint agents for selling, distribution
sacks, 4/11; packing, post ex.—Milletts, Cornand servicing of Parmeko sound
hill, Lincoln.
[4181
reproducing
equipment
in
areas
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
EWINDEL-24-hotir
service;
best
quality,
throughout the country. Applications
guaranteed;
low
price.—Radiowinds,
are invited from established firms with
Brundall. Norfolk.
[ 3606
ATNS
transformers
rewound and
constaff for large wiring installations of
structed to any snecification; prompt defactories and public buildings. Agood
livery— Brown, 3, Bede Burn Rd., Jarrow. ( 3460
EWINDS and conversions. to mains and
trading reputation and wide connecoutput transformers, fields, etc.. from 4 / 6.
tions and experience in this type of
—N.L. Rewinds, 4, Brecknock Rd.. N.7. [ 3915
OUDSPEAK ER repairs, British, American,
work are essential.
any
make;
moderate
prices.— Sinclair
The equipment is designed for :—
Speakers.
I2.
Pembroke St.,
London,
N.1.
Terminus 4355.
[ 3308
INDUSTRY Music
SCHOOLS
A (CURATE radio rewinds, mains transwhilt
you
work,'
THEATRES
formers, fields, op. transformers. etc.—
Paging, Fire Alarm,
HOTELS
Southern Trade Services, 297-299, High St..
Croydon.
etc.)
SPORTS
EVENTS,
" QERVICE Willi a Smile."—Repairce., ,r3(
9 7,1
.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Etc .
K7.
types of British and American r.. •
roil rewinds; Ameriean valves, spa , • •
Full details to X.i Department :
eord.—E.R.I . Ltd., 22, Howland Si., \ 1 . 1
Niuseum 5675.
( 1575
MAINS
transformers service,
repairs,
re.1-VA winds, e.r construetion to specification of
eny type, competitive prices and prompt ser AYLESTONE PAR'K, LEICESTER
cire. — Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd., Dipton, Newcastle- upon -Tyne.
[3084
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R. N. FITTON, LTD. '.
HUTCHINSON LANE, BRIGHOUSE.

Tel.: 283

Scottish gaudiness:
BRITISH ELECTRICAL aMFG, CO. LTD.
133 Wen Campbell Sc.. GLASGOW, Tel.: Cen.,3286

AMPLIFIERS
LATEST MODEL A20

E...r

T

W A

T

I)

Agent — iliistributors

Price £ 14.O.O
Complete with cover and carrying
handles (wired ind tested £ 15. 10.0).
Output 3, 5, 10, 15, 30 ohms. Line.
SET OF TRANSFORMERS WITH
ALL CIRCUIT DETAILS, £5.
Dealers!

Write /or Discounts.

RADIO INSTRUMENT cd
Radio Products'
294. BROADWAY.
BÉXLgYi-I&ATI-1. VENT

R

lair LOOK FORWARD

ITC

M
R

L

Pt IIMEKO

to the res of our prewar right to go ahead
in our own way and
improve the standard
of reproduction.
VO IGI"
toration

15. SILVERDALE.
LONDON,
S.E.26

PATENTS LTD.

Trou1,1--Ir - Sr, hi led wit) si,', 110i all-ns
r , ctiticati)c. Good rII masce on your old Charger. The,
yern experioneo behind every Runbakan
coffin t.
Bookii tR.15, desereiax 12
Motel i, on rie

November

1945
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SEXTON'S

of

138, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.I
fo r

SALES, SERVICE & SATISFACTION
Electric Smoothing Irons.—Weight, 5 lbs.,
for AC DC Mains, 200 220 or 230/250 Volts,
Strong Bakelite handle and thumb button.
Fitted with Heavy Connector guard and
back rest. Base specially designed for ironing under pleats, seams and buttons. Complete with two yards of best quality threecore flex and earthed connector. Beautifully
finished in nickel and coloured pastel shades,
Blue, Red, Green and Gold. Approved price
of 33 4each, including purchase tax. Post paid.
American Radio Valves.—Types as under
at controlled prices. 45Z5GT, 5Y3G, I
A5GT,
IC5GT, 105GT, ITSGT, 3Q5GT, 80G at
11 - each. 6J5GT, I2J5GT, IH5GT, 12SF5GT,
at 92 each. 6Q7GT, 12Q7GT, I2SQ7GT,
75G, at II 7 each.
12SJ7GT. 12SK7GT,
6J7GT. 6K7GT, 6K6GT, 6V6G, 25L6GT,
42G, 43G, 50L6GT at 12/10 each.
6A7G,
6A8GT, 6K8GT, at 14/. each. 6C6G. 6D6G,
II.- each. Postage paid.
LOU ° SPEAKERS
" Goodman's" 3tin. with 23 ohms voice
coil,
30,each. " Rola,"
Sin.,
less
transformer, 21 6 each. " Celestion." with
transformer, size 8in., 27/6 each. " Magnavox " with multiratio trans. size 8in.,
30/- each, all the types as given are Permanent Magnet. " Celestien," size 10in..
Mains energised with 2,000 ohms field, less
trans. 35 - each. Post paid.
Tuning Cond .—Twin gang, . 0005
midget type, 12 - each ;
three gang, ditto,
126 each. Post paid.
Medium-Wave Tuning Coils, per pair,
36. Post paid.
Terms :—CASI-1
WITH
ORDER ONLY.
We regret that we are unable to send goods
C.O.D.
Telephone : TERMINUS 1304 and 4842.

You
rait

become

a first-class
11ADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in Home.
Study
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post - coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify
for
well- paid
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
North

Road,

Parkstone,

Dorset

1,•11,1Bra••••

(Posl irt unsealed envelope, ul. stamp)
Please send me free details of your HomeStudy Mathematics and Halo courses

NAME
AD1WESS

Advertisements

Wireless World
ell' rewind service; trans., chokes, fields
outputs, clock coils, pick-ups, vacuum
motors repaired; guar. work; comp. prices.—
Groves, 154, Ickneild Port Rd., Wham, 16.
ADIO repairs quickly executed to all
makes, English or American; lowest possible prices.—The Music Box, 89, London Rd.,
London, & El. ( Tel. Waterloo 4460 and 6766.)•
A LL types of radio receivers service,l;
Murphy and Pilot specialist; valves in
stock; sound repairs for 13' years—T. E.
Fevyer. F.I.P.R.E., 50, Vine St., Uxbridge.
rrRANSFORMER rewinds,
special designs
8, manufactured, all types fields, chokes,
outputs, etc., rewound; moderate charges, quick
delivery, guaranteed high-class work; trade
only— H. W. Forrest, 67, Burman Rd., Shirley: Birmingham. Shi. 2483. Est. 1922. [ 3652
EWINDS, mains transformers, field coils,
chokes,
high-grade workman4iip,
7-day
delivery; new transformers constructed to customers' specification, singly or in quantities.
—Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021, FinchRd., N.W.11,
Speedwell 3000. [ 3719
4 -HOUR service.-6 month.' guarantee.
*= any transformer rewind, mains, outputs
and i.f.s, etc.; all types of new equipment supplied to specification; business heading or service card for trade prices—Majestic Winding
Co., 180. Windham Rd., Bournemouth. [ 3592
EWINDS.—Repairs to moving coil speakers.
cones,
coils
fitted,
fields
wound
or
altered, mains transformers, eliminators and
clock
coila
rewound;
competitive
prices:
:-peaker transformers and pick-ups repaired,
4/6 each; post free; guaranteed satisfaction;
prompt
service.—IS.
Repair
Service.
49,
Trinity Rd.. Unper Tooting, London. S.W.17.
rpRANSFORMER rewinds and replacement
coils, machine layer wound on bakelite
formers, interleaved, impregnated and clearly
marked, rewinds £ 1, post paid. standard types
to 70 watts; replacement coils, 15/6; larger
types and additional seecndaries pro rate; discount to trade; delivery by return post most
types in common use; state model and iron
size when ordering coils; cash with order or
c.o.d.; fully guaranteed.—Radio Services, Field
St. Works, Blackpool, R.T.R.A. Service members. Tel. 1774.
[4227
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
ANTED. No. 47 American 5- pin valve.—
Box 3869.
[4231
TD., Wheatstone tape transmitter & hand
perforator.-79, Allesley Old Rd., Coventry.
TD., new Mullard DK1, DF1, DAC1, D1:2
valves; also 6v car radio.- Box 3877.
TATTD, II.R.O.. Hallicrafter or similar; also
rr 1- 10- metre receiver.— Box 3786.
TX7TD, HILO., Hallicrafter or similar reVV also 1- 10-metre receiver.—Box 3786.
IX7TD., Goodman's infinite baffle speaker,
rr auto changer, good condition.— Particulars
to Box 3946.
[4277
TD., Model No. 7 Ayo, £23 offered if new
condition.—Brown,
49,
North
Quay,
Douglas, Man.
[ 4248
ANTF:D, "
Sept., '45, good conVV
20, Perrymead St..
Fulham. S.W.6.
[ 4244
WTI).
communication
receiver,
EME.,
rr II.R.0, or Hallicrafter; must be in good
condition.—Box 3787.
[4204
type receiver wanted;
good price paid for first-class make.204. Nell Gwynn House, Sloane Ave., S.W.3.
TD., twin-diaphragm Hartley-Turner loudspeaker or similar required. P.- M. nreferretn—Ainslie, 3, Fearnley Rd., Welwyn Gdn.
City. Herts.
[4220
ugTANTED, one each following numbers
TV •• Wireless Engineer," in good condition :
January. 1942; April and May, 1943; July,
1945.—Offers to Box 3944.
[4274
TD., battery receivers, any condition, covering at least 100 to 200 metres; also
rotary convertors or motor generators, input
12-24v dc, output from 300v 70ma to 500v
170 ma dr.—Matheson, Fishmerket, Aberdeen.
E buy for cash, new. used, radio, electrical
equipment
all
types;
especially
wanted. radios, radiograms. test equipment,
motors, chargers. recording gear, etc.— If you
want to -sell at the maximum price, call, write
or phone to University Radio, Ltd., 22. Lise
St.. Leieester Square. W.C.2. Ger. 4447.
BUSINESSES FOR SALE OR WANTED.
iwEirnsnit desires to open radio shop in
any neme/pal town with population exceeding 50.000, and would like to contact
radio dealer who may be prepared to consider disposing of his business on favourable
terins.—Pox 3602.
[4188
TUITION
'D ADIO training.—P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
-IA, Diploma; prospectus free. — Technical
College. Hull.
[ 0611
ATH EMATICS.—Expert
personal
postal
tuition; Metric., Inter, radio maths.Prospectus and advice free from S.T.T.C. 8
Ascupart House, Portswood, Southampton.
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for a pair of P.M. MOVING COIL
HEADPHONES, less headband. This
is one of the finest Electradix Bargains ever
offered. The 45 ohm, r coil is energised by the
famous ALNI magnet. These units can be used
as miniature speech mikes, or as a small loudspeaker if matching transformer is used. Each
unit is in bakelite case with 3" front flange. As
new. Per pair 24'-, or 126 each. Brown type
double steel headbands. 26 pair ; heavy good
quality cords, 1- ; lightweight cords, 2/6.
MIKES.
Tannoy Hand Mike
for Announcers, Broadcasters
and
Recorders,
multi-cell
carbon
type,
weatherproof
with switch in handle.
For
your sports meeting or dance
hall, 21,'-.
Crystal and M.C.
Mikes in stock.
BUTTON MICROPHONES.
G.P.O. Sound
Transmitter Units
I
in. dia.
for transmission of speech,
music, stethoscope, spotters,
listeners, etc., 2/6. High-ratio
Transformer tor same, with instructions, 4/6.
Ericsson Hand Mike, fitted G.P.O. inset, 8/6.
No. 16 all-metal Hand Coms.; mike and receiver
with broken switchplate, 7/6 each.
SWITCHES. 8-way Lucas switch-box ex-R.A.F.,
3,6 ; 6-way, 31-.
G.P.O. Lab. Switches D.P.
reversing, for model control motors, etc., 7/6.
10 amp. D.P.D.T. Rotary, 26 each.
BELLS. Large Tangent ironclad
230/250 volts, A.C., new condition,
A.C. Bells, 58 volts, 3é" diem.,
2r diam. metal gong, 6/6. House
base, with 2é" gong, 6/9.
Bell
230 3-5-8 volts, 76.

e

bells,
gong
41, Circular
bakelite base,
Bells, bakelite
Transformers,

MAGNETS.
Midget ALNI perm. steel disc
magnets, g" dia., with centre hole 3/16" dia., of
tremendous magnetic force ;
unlimited uses,
3,6 each. Horse-shoe permanent steel magnets,
various sizes, from 3:- each.
H.T. MOTOR GENERATORS. 28 volt D.C.
input, 570 volt 160/200 ma. D.C. output, small
and compact enclosed machines, General Electric,
ES 10s.
Double current Dynamos, ex R.A.F.,
6 volts 5 amps and 600 volt 80 ma., ball bearings,
weight, 17 lbs. 37/6.
SMALL
D.C.
MOTOR
GENERATORS
by E.D.C. and others, for use with Receivers and
Car Radio ; take the place of H.T. Batteries.
Drives off 12-volt accumulator and gives 230 volts
D.C. 30 ma. output, off 6-volt gives 110 volts
15 ma.
Originally made for Government radios.
Two commutators, ball bearings, laminated field,
insulated brush gear, covered armature windings.
A splendid lob. In new condition. 75'-.
BATTERY
CHARGERS.
The Lesdix
NITNDAY Charger for small wireless cells or car
accumulator ;
reliable transformer and metal
rectifier. Send for New Leaflet " W."
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES for MOTORS.
DYNAMOS, SWITCHGEAR, METERS, RESISTANCES, RECTIFIERS, LAB. GEAR, ETC.
Please include postage for mail orders,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214,

Queenstown

Road,

LONDON,

Battersea,

S.W.8

Telephone: MACaulay 2159
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FIT
b
FORGET

DALY

ELECTROLYTICS
titeyie driee arand
joe9eakild
DALY

(
CONDENSERS)

LTD

Condenser Specialists for over 20 years

West Lodge Works, The Green, Ealing, W5
Telephone :Ealing 4814

LONDEX

for

RELAYS

for A.C. and D.C.
2VA Coil consumption from 2 to 603
volts and tested to
2,000 volts, Aerial
change-over
Relays, Mercury Relays,
Measuring
Relays, and Tin,
Delay Relays
Midget Relay M.L.

Ask for leafle
205:WW

(For D.C. only)
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REWINDS

Armatures, Fields, Transformers, Pickups, Vacuum Cleaners, Gram. Motors.
Speakers Refitted New Cones & Speech
Coils.
All G
d and promptly executed.
Velma. B.V.A. and American, good dock'. Rend
stamrel sddreued envelope tor list cf Radio Spares.
and C.O.D. Service.

A.D.S. Co.

IRADIO Engineering—Television and Wireless
Telegraphy,
comprehensive
postal
'nurses of instruction.— Apply British School
of Telegraphy, Ltd., 179, Clapham ltd., London, 8.W.9 ( Estd. 19061.
Also instruction at
school in wireless for H.M. Merchant Navy
and R.A.F.
[ 9249
THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
Practical Radio Engineers have available home study courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition in radio and television
engineering; the text is suitable coaching
matter for I.P.R.E., Service-entry and progressive exams., tuitionary fees—at pre-war
rates—are moderate.—The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained post free from
the Secretary, 20, Fairfield Rd., Crouch End,
N.8.
[ 1452
SITUATIONS VACANT
None of the vacanciis in these columns
relates to a man between the eyes of 18 and
50 inclusive or a woman between the ages of
18 and 40 inclusive unless he or she is excepted from the provisions of the Control cf
Engagiment e Order, 1945, or the vacancy is for
employment excepted from the provisions of
that Order.
ROM LEY.—Exp. service engineer, radio,
television; gel. wages; Penn. - 130 v 330.
CIAR radio manufacturer requires men with
V
experience of installing wireless receivers
in vehicles; ex R.E.M.E., etc., particularly
suitable.--Box 3599.
[4174
QERVICE engineer wanted by sound equipment manufacturers; central London;
good prospects for keen man well qualified.
—Write with details, Box 3352. [4093
ADIO engineers required for production and
development by manufacturer's Midland
factory, Class A ex-Servicemen.---State age, experience and salary required to Box 3052.
THE MULLARD RADIO VALVE Co., Ltd.,
J. has vacancies for engineers, over 25 years
of age, with experience in the application,
uses and measurement of one or more of . the
following:—
RECEIVING
valves,
transmitting
valves,
cathode ray and gas- filled tubes.
APPLICANTS should either possess a degree
or equivalent training in physics or electrical
engineering, or have had wide practical experience; applicants should be capable of designing and operating laboratory gear for
measurements and investigations in connection
with one or more of the above groups.
EXPERIENCE in design or manufacture of
valves would be an advantage.—Apply, in writing, stating full details of experience, age and
salary required, Secretary, Mullarel Radio Valve
Co., Ltd.. New Rd.. Mitcham, Surrey. ( 4193
ADIO designer-engineer wanted he firm
about to manufacture luxury radiogram
for export; only first-class men with modern
ideas and suitable for good salaried position.—
Write Box 3788.
•
[4207
ADIO testers conversant with superhetrodyne receivers and audio amplifiers.—
Apply personally to the British Capehart Corporation, Ackmar Works, Ackmar Rd., Parsons Green, S.W.6.
r4238
TXTANTED, energetic young man with knowVV ledge of wireless relay service ( maintenance, etc.) to take charge; good prospects and
permanency for right raan.—State experience
to Whitworth. 9, Southgate, Elland. [ 4178
ATIONALLY known radio manufacturer
has vacancy for chief buyer; must have
previous experience in this capacity; only
men of proved capabilities considered; own
emnlovees have been informed.—Box 3785.
X]'ATIONALLY known radio manufacturer
11 has vacancy for chief engineer designer;
must have commercial experience
and
be
capable of original thought; only men of
nroved capabilities considered; own employees
have been informed.—Box 3598. [ 4173
RODUCTION manager required by North
Country radio and component manufacturers, modern factory, expanding business;
previous experience similar post and sound
technical qualifications essential; fine Irosrects
first-class man; commencing salary £ 600£700.— Box 3943.
[ 4273
MPLIVOX, Ltd., thank all those who replied to their advertisement for a service
manager for valve deaf aids under Box No.
1130; in many letters were received that it
has not been possible to reply personally; a
suitable man has been chosen, and we hope
that the unsuccessful applicants will soon be
happily settled elsewhere. [ 4176
LEI" engineer mquileil by important Sentis
London
MP nu'aruiring
firm
to
take
charge of works labora'nries; candidate should
have gond academic qualifications in scientifie
and engineering field and have specific knowledge of R.F'. and . a.C. engineering; previous
first-class silministretive ability essential; the
position carries ciin-Mlernble scope and good
salary.—Full details to Box 3149. [ 4061

281-3-5, Lichfield Road,
ASTON, 8111 MINGHAM,6
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W. BRYAN SAVAGE

A

LTD.
Expert assistance In the solution of
problems relating to
\

0 TRANSFORMERS, CH OKES
• AMPLIFIER;
• POWER UNITS
and Specialised Equipmen
embodying
EL ECTRONIC.

//

CONTROL

WESTMORELAND RO., N.W.9 (
COUNDALE 1131
III
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PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS—
Scie
on
gold-alloy,
super-sensitive
to
light, gas-filled, permanent, operate relay
direct or with Valve Amplifier, perfect
reproduction of Speech and Music from
sound track of films ; large tube 31in. from
glass top to valve pin base, lin. diam., 38/. ;
same type 2Iin. long, 35/- ;
small tube, 2in.
from top to terminal base, [in. diam., 30/miniature cell, glass top to cap base, lin.
overall. [in. diam., thin flex leads, 28/all cells operate on 40-100 volts. Connections
diagrams free.
PRECISION 0 PTICAL SYSTEM
producing fine knife edge line of light
from any car headlight bulb, for scanning film
sound track direct into Photo-cell, metal tube
2in. long. gin. diam., [ in. focus. 52,-. Instructions free. Goods by return.

CEFA INSTRUMENTS,
TWICKENHAM, Middx.

Ma, York Street
POPesgrove 6597

WARD CONVERTERS
ROTARY

Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
Generators, D.C.
Motors,
Frequency
Changers, etc., up to 15 K.V.A.

CAAS.

F.

WARD

37, WHITE POST LANE, HACKNEY WICK, E 9
'Phone: Amherst 1393

UTMOST
PRECISION
¡dear "g
ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMEN1

rorrotiKes'o

INSTRUMENT WIRES,

E
rZi'

ETC.

"Lewcos" enamelled copper wires, 14-16-18-2022-24-26-28-30-34-38-40 s.w.g. 2/9, 3,,-.3/3, 3/6, 3/9,
4/3,4/6,4/9, 5/3, 5/9, 6/- per lb. Less than l-lb.
reel 3d. extra. Ito 3-1b. reel I /- extra. 3to 6-lb. reel
2/6 extra. All reels returnable. Also D.C.C. wires,
and many other interesting Radio and Electronic
items. Lists Id. S.A.E. Orders over 30 - post free

November 1945
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NGINEER, sound and electrical, in GovernRAD10.—Capt.
and Mitcham
of
G.Works,
J. Redfern,
would late
be pleased to
ment employ, desires position; excellent
driver; release can ne arranged.—Box 3790.
interview any of his old staff for appointment
11s1 0 ADIO and acoustic engineer, good educeas draughtsman, also technical assistant or
16 Lion, seeks responsible post on technical
any other first-class man experienced in radio
staff, or take charge and develop new dept.—
development and production.—Box 3875. [4240
(4252
HARGE hands required for radio and/or Box 3933.
Top Arno service engineer, 15 years' experielectrical instrument servicing; class A
16 mice, 4 years' senior N.C.O. in R.E.M.E.,
Serv:cernen or men over 51; must be experidemobilised November, seeks. position as serenced, not afraid of work, conversant with
vice manager or any position with good prosmodern methods; good wages and permanpects.—Box 3876.
[4243
ency.—Box 3500.
[ 3629
QUADRON Leader, R.A.F. Regular, techniEQUIRED, outdoor servicing engineer with
cal signals branch, age 36, requires posiknowledge of electrical apparatus,
intion, administrative and executive experience,
cluding short-wave apparatus; also young men
and staff control; release expected January,
with engineering knowledge and experience in
1946.—Box 3871.
[4236
assembly of electrical apparatus—Write, statrIPECHNICAL representative. 31, experienced
ing age, experience and salary required, to
1
in communications, VALE., television deBox 3872.
[4237
velopment, Government technical officer, wide
ANTED, radio engineer with thorough
connections with industry, good appearance,
production experience, plus knowledge of
personality.—Box 3868.
[4224
design and current practice; able to handle
119.0., Royal Navy, with experience in mainstaff and capable of supervising the produc-2tenance of VII/F. L/F and high speed
tion of high-grade radio and amplifiers—Reply,
TXS. P.A. equipment, small rediffusion sysby letter only, stating age, salary required,
tems, etc., release about Dec., desires technietc., to Managing Director, Sound Sales, Ltd.,
cal situation.—Box 3784.
[4201
Went St., Farnham, Surrey. (4194
ADIO engineer, age 35. long experience,
rrELEVISION and radio development engingood administrator organiser, used to
J.
and draughtsmen required for prohandling and training staff, desires change to
gressive growing firm, with good prospects;
managerial position with smaller progressive
similar experience essential; class A release
firm in N.-West; salary £ 850 p.a.-- .1.10x 3870.
men welcomed, our own employees have been
A DVERTISER, just released Forces, 10 years
notified.—Write fully,
in confidence, giving
.£2- sales and service manager radio and elecage and salary required, to Personnel Officer,
trical trade, 5 years radar engineer R.A.F.,
R. F. Equipment, Ltd., Amersham, Bucks.
seeks position as representative or radio sales
0 ASSISTANT wireless technicians, capable and service manager;
South-West England
Ad of Installation and service work on medium
area.—Box 3935.
[4256
and very high frequency transmitters and reEl3PONSIBLE progressive position required
ceivers, conversant with workshop tools and
in London or the South by radio engineer
practice, work in wood and metal and use who is at present service and works manager
lathe. able to drive car or van. £4/16/6 to to a small radio manufacturer in the North;
£5/17 p.w., according to experience.—Apply in
the advertiser is fully conversant with the
writing to Employment Exch., Castleford, Mrs.
design and construction of every type of amSITUATIONS WANTED
plifier, and the servicing of these and all
modern radios; he has wide
musical and
D .A.F.
FiSgt., 40, Radar mech 51
2
/
FM
IL released, requires sit., practical. Box 3865.
acoustic knowledge; age 40.—Box 3934. [4254
1[12ADIO
1
sales
engineer,
age
34,
wide expert
ADIO engineer, 31, seeks post; test, pro.
Auction or administration, radio or inence commercial communication and all
aviation radio systems, good organiser, ex F/L
struments; £ 520 p.a.—Box 3593. [ 4161
R.A.F., 31,t2 years radio systems, experimental
X-SERVICE man, studying for graduatetest pilot, 2,500 hrs, all types aircraft, seeks
ship of B.I.R.E., requires progressive post
situation radio sales exploitation, planning,
in radio or allied trade.—Box 3597. [4172
A RTIST-DZSIONER, specialised in modern tendering, England, Portugal, B. America
(Buenos Aires preferred) or New Zealand.—
1-1 cabinet design, seeks contact with radio
Box 3594.
[4169
ma nufscturer.—Write Box 1135.
[3972
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31

S

ERVICE engineer, 40, 20 years' exp. radio.
television, UHF., V.H.F., disc recording,
etc., with leading manufacturers, R.T.E.B. certificated, seeks responsible post, sales or technical, with reputable firm; South Coast pref.;
own car.—Box 3793.
[4215
QICNALS officer, R.A.F., 6 years Radar
1.3 maintenance, due release December, seeks
permanent situation or responsibility in London area; Public School education; married,
aged 33; 10 years' pre-war experience radio
and television servicing; used to control and
organisation of
personnel
in
relation
to
modern servicing practice; completed various
manufacturers' courses in television and car
radio technique, etc.—Box 3600. [ 4182
WORK WANTED.
OIL winding, vacuum-pressure impregnating.—Godf rey Industries, Ltd., Brundall,
Norfolk. Tel. 90.
[ 3604
OAPACITV available for mech. elec. radio,
V
manufacturer, large or small, simple or
intricate,
repairs,
modifications,
tropicalisation, competitive.— MecElectric,
Ltd., Bank
Chambers, Chatham.
[ 4005
rrIJRNING, milling and drilling.—Capstan
1
lathe capacity available for small parts;
short runs accepted; delivery 7 days.—The Holman Machine and General Construction Co.,
Ltd., Littler& Close, Merton Abbey, 8.W.19.
TMNIEDIATE capacity available for menu1
facture of transformers, chokes, coils,
wave winding, solenoid and relay coils of all
types to standard specifications; trade enq.
invited; good deliveries; competitive prices.
GREEN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES, Ltd.,
44-45, Tarnworth Rd. Tel. Croydon 7417-2.
MALL radio and electrical manufacturing
firm established in South-East London
area has capacity for the assembly of electrical and mechanical toys, switchgear and
other small precision assemblies, domestic appliances of all kinds, and paint spraying;
work is of a high engineering standard end
effected at competitive prices—Box 3879.
rrlIETA RADIO and TELEVISION Co.,
1
Ltd., 233-235, Lewisham High St., London, S.E.13, wish to supplement present production by the manufacture of new types of
radio or other domestic electrical products:
capacity is also available for coil and transformer winding to specification; the repair of
all typos of British and American receiving
equipment can be undertaken on behalf of the
trade; high grade workmanship and quick delivery guarantec ,I.
[4242
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CIPPORTIUNITIES'
This
unique
handbook
shows
the
easy way
to
secure
A .M.1. Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
City and Guilds, etc.

WE
GUARANTEE—
"NO PASS—NO FEE."

THE INDISPENSABLE SAFETY

Details are given of over 150
Diploma
Courses
in all
branches of Civil, Mech.,
Elec.,
Motor, Aero.,
Radio,
Television and Production
Engineering, Tracing, Building,
Govt.
Employment,
R.A.F.
Maths., Matriculation, etc.
'think of the future and send
for your ,, py at once—FREE.
B.I.E.T., 387, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

WIRELESS

TOOL FOR

ENGINEERS, ELECTRICIANS,
ETC.

Twelve supplied in each display box.
For 100-750 volts.

ELECTRIC TOOL MFG. CO. LTD.
123, HYDE ROAD, MANCHESTER 12

List Price - - 9/6 each

Telephone : ARDwick 4284

It isn't

Isn't what !

Isn't a watt !
It's the c.g.s. unit of energy.

ite]3Le Niliteitterffl
earrierVIILD

WHAT'S " ERG"?

Ifer11"11NT511-111

ERG is the trade mark identifying aline of products that will
be available when we've finished
the biggest lob of all.

4/e.z44 ,
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41441
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Me Jruitesetl,.

OLIVER
PELL CONTROL I?
CAMBRIDGE ROW•WOOLWIGH.S'E• IS
TELEPHONE : WOOLWICH • 1422

ERG
1021a,

RESISTORS

LTD.

FINCH LEY
ROAD, LONDON,
PHONE • SPEEDWELL 8987

N.W.11
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Printed , a England for the Puldt+hers, litres as,, Sobs
Dorset Howie. Stan: 'rd Street, London, S.E.1, by Tim CORNWALL Pass. LTD., Paris Garden, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1. " %Virden World " can be obtained abroad from the follow mg- - Avitasits and Saw Zosiax»: Gordon a (latch, Ltd. liais
A. K. Wheeler
Co.
Cassas : imperial Sew. Co. ; Gordon at Clutch, Ltd. Osent Amos Central New. Agency, Ltd. ; Willia,s Dawson S Sons (S.A.), Ltd. Como Stavin : The International News 0o.
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Stentorian!,
EXTENSION
SPEAKERS
now

available

again

FROM

29'6
The benefits of specialisation
make possible really amazing
values. The efficient permanent
magnet speakers, giving remarkably pleasant reproductions, are
housed in most attractive cabinets, complete with VOLUME
CONTROL.

The Perfect
EXTRA
Speaker
for

If you are inclined to the view that your
instruments deserve a case that is
better built and of more attractive and
functional design, or you build equipment that needs precision sheet metal
work, you will be interested to bave
this catalogue A penny stamp and the
request on your business letterhead
will bring it you.

any set.

CABINET MODELS AT PRESENT AVAILABLE
Minor Type
X ( for Low 1inpedence Extension) 29¡6
MC ( with Universal Transformer) - 35'6
Baby „
BX ( for Low Impedence Extension) 43'6
„ BC ( with Universal Transformer) - 49, 6

WHITELEY

ELECTRICAL

MANSFIELD,

RADIO

CO.

LTD.

NOTTS.

THERE ARE TAR
AMPLIFIERS FROM
5•500 WAITS FOR
PRIORITY WORK

'ENGLAND
LEADS
8Y /98 RUNS
L
Test Matches on the air; England in the
lead; plenty of Dagenite and Pertrix Batteries
in dealers' shops everywhere. Times to look
forward to soon!

Meanwhile we're sorry

there aren't enough Dagenite and Pertrix to
go round—the boys in the East had to have
the best batteries to finish the job out there.

DAGENITE

-

AND PERTRIX

t5

BATTERIES FOR CAR AND RADIO
HOLSUN

BATTERIES

LIMITED •

137

Victoria

Street. London.

S.W.1
D 13-45

MAPLE PLACE TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.
LONDOH. W.I.

,Tek 1411SE1.84 5817 óne.roC2.4,TRODIO WE41)04ORDON.
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ELECTRONIC

AIDS

for

INDUSTRY

/SPY lestISTE
/g\
gl

OW smoke
electronics.

comes into the field of
Not only is excessive smoke

a nuisance and aesthetically abhorrent

but,

more important, it is an indication of faulty
boiler

equipment

and

technique.

Modern

industry demands that such sources of potential
loss be rigorously eliminated.
stack

or

smoke

outflow

Fitted to the

the

electric

eye

immediately detects and as instantly reports
excessive smoke, either by means of continuous
recorder, warning hooter or coloured light.
By these means any excess of chosen smoke
density can be instantly checked by prompt
correction of draught and fuel control, and
thus ensure maximum savings in consumption.
As

makers

of

Capacitors

for

Radio,

Television and Industrial applications we are
naturally interested in all electronic developments.

Indeed, our Research Engineers are

being continually called upon to develop special
types to meet new applications.

When plan-

ning your post-war programme we invite you
to submit your capacitor problems to us.

HUNT 5
TRADE MARK

capacilors

A.

H.

HUNT

LTD •

LONDON

•

S.W.I8 •

ESTABLISHED

1901

_
The cost of solder for a joint is so little and a sound joint means so
Whether you make 10,000 sets or repair 1— be safe— use the
solder in the world. Ersin Multicore — the only 3 core solder.
to send you details— please ask for them.

finest
Our

